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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Games and assignment problems

This monograph deals with the study of assignment problems in a game theoretic setting.
The assignment problems that will be explored here arise in a great number of diverse
economic situations. The relation between the theory and real life will become apparent
when we discuss some concrete examples. To give the reader already some idea of what
lies ahead, among the examples that will be analyzed in more detail are the allocation
of rooms among a group of students who rent a house together, and the matching of
firms and workers in labor markets.

Other examples include the assignment of planes

in a maintenance schedule and the resulting cost allocation problem, and the problem
of constructing harbors at the banks of a river that runs through neighbor regions.

A

more general problem that will be touched upon is the division of a joint profit among
a number of agents that subscribe to egalitarianism as a desirable end, but still display
a great deal of individualistic behavior.
One of the approaches one can take to analyze the aforementioned situations is the
application of game theory. Game theory is an interdisciplinary approach to the study
of human behavior. The disciplines most involved are mathematics and economics, but.
also social and behavioral sciences like philosophy, biology, and sociology play a role.
Game theory deals with the study of mathematical inodels of conflict and cooperation
in the interaction of multiple decision makers. Its origins are the paper `Zur Theorie der
Gesellschaftsspiele' by von Neumann (1928) and the book `The Theory of Games and
Economic Behavior' by von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944). Since then, games have
been a scientific metaphor for a wide range of human interactions in which the outcomes
depend on the interactive strategies of two or more persons, who have opposed or at
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best mixed motives. Nowadays, game theory is being applied to explain the phenomena
that we observe in a wide range of economic and political situations. Moreover, garne
theory is also normative, i.e., it is used to propose reasonable solutions for problems that
economic and political situations bring along.
Within the framework of game theory there are various methods that can be adopted
to analyze assignment problems. In this monograph we adopt two methods. The first
one has as objective to study allocations and matchings that satisfy some desirable
properties, we mention the property of envy-freeness in allocation problems and that
of stability for matching problems. The second method uses cooperative game theory,
which also has proven to be a useful tool for analyzing assignment problems. The main
feature of cooperative game theory is the assumption that tlre agents involved are able
to make binding agreements before the actual decisions are made.
We will now informally discuss examples of the problems and models that are dealt
with.

Besides an example for each problem, we will provide a list of literature that

gives a broader point of view on the specific topic. The first two examples illustrate
the allocation and matching issues as mentioned above, the other examples concern
cooperative game theory.
One of the basic problems that are related to `assignment' is the problem of fair
division.

The first explicit mentions of fair division can be traced back to the Bible

and the Talmud, in which it is discussed how a piece of land and an estate should be
divided.

These examples already show that problems of fair division can be divided

into two classes. The first class concerns (infinitely) divisible objects such as land, the
second class concerns indivisible objects such as the objects of an estate. One of the most
prominent approaches taken to the concept of fairness is envy-freeness (cf. Foley (1967)
and Kolm (1972)).

Loosely speaking, a division is envy-free if every person involved

thinks he received the most valuable portion of something, and thus does not envy
anyone else. We illustrate the idea of envy-freeness in the next example.

Example 1.1.1 Anna, Beth, and Carol are three students that are about to share an
apartment for a fixed monthly rent of ~ 750. Besides the communal rooms, the apartment
has three rooms. The students have to decide on the division of the three rooms and
the part of the rent each should pay. Each of the students first determines how much it
is worth to her to have a particular room. This information is summarized in Table 1.1.
For example, the 225 that is associated with Beth and the middle room means that if
he has the middle room her utility will be ~ 225. Besides a good division of the rooms,
the students are aLso seeking for a fair division of the fixed rent of ~ 750. Suppose that
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Front

3

Aliddle

Yard

Anna

300

150

275

Beth

375

225

150

Carol

325

300

275

Table 1.1: Preferences of students over rooms
it is proposed to assign the front room to Anna, the middle room to Beth, and the yard
room to Carol. Suppose in addition that the rent is divided equally, i.e., each student
pays ~ 250 rent. The proposed allocation is depicted in Table 1.2. Is this pair of division

room

Anna

Beth

Carol

Front

l~ziadle

Yard

rent I~ 250 I~ 250 I~ 250
Table 1.2: Proposed allocation
of the rooms and allocation of the rent envy-free? In other words, based on her own
valuation, does each of the three students get the best cornbination of room and rent?
Let us consider the points of view of the students. Anna's total utility equals á 300
-~ 250 -~ 50, which is better than having any of the other rooms and paying ~ 250
rent. Worded differently, she considers her combination of room and rent best. Beth,
however, is envious with respect to tlre room and rent of Anna, since Beth evaluates
her combination of room and rent at -~ 25 and Anna's combination of room and rent
at ~ 125. Carol is envious with respect to both Anna's and Beth's combination of room
and rent. So, if all three students are to be non-envious, they should change the division
of the rooms and~or the allocation of the rent. It can be shown that with the current
division of rooms envy-freeness is impossible. In fact, the only division of the rooms that

I Anna I Beth I Carol
room

Yard

Front

Aliddle

rent I~ 200 I~ 350 I~ 200
Table 1.3: An enw-free allocation
allows for envy-freenesss is the division that assigns the front room to Beth, the middle
room to Carol, and the yard room to Anna. But even then, not every allocation of the
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rent yields envy-freeness.

(For example, splitting the rent equally does not bring us to

an envy-free allocation.)

Envy-freeness is, for instance, obtained by letting Anna and

Carol each pay ~ 200 and Beth ~ 350. The corresponding allocation is depicted in Table
1.3.

o

Although the concept of envy-freeness already appeared in the economics literature
in the 1960s, not many constructive algorithms appeared until recently. Regarding the
divisible case, an existence result of envy-free allocations was provided by Varian (1974).
~Ve remark that Knaster (1946) and Steinhaus (1948) proposed a fair-division procedure
much earlier, but, as was shown by Brams and Taylor (1996), their procedure does not
guarantee envy-freeness in the case of three and more players. Brams and Taylor (1996)
described several algorithms most of which involve `cake-cutting' and `divide-and-choose'
procedures for the case of divisible objects. Recently, Reijnierse and Potters (1998)
provided an algorithm for finding a so-called a-envy-free and almost Pareto-efficient
division of a divisible object. They obtained their result by first providing another
algorithm that yields an a-envy-free and Pareto-efficient division of a finite number of
homogeneous divisible goods and linear utility functions.
As for the indivisible case, among the first extensive studies on envy-freeness are
Svensson (1983) and Maskin (1987).

Constructive existence proofs in general models

in which each agent is assigned at most one object were provided, among others, by
Alkan et al. (1991), Aragonés (1995), Haake et al. (1999), and Su (1999).

Next, we

discuss concisely some issues in the literature concerning envy-freeness. Relations and a
trade-off between the concept of no-envy and population and resource monotonicity were
explored by Thomson (1983), Moulin (1990), Moulin (1992), Tadenuma and Thomson
(1993), Alkan (1994), and Beviá (1996).

For results concerning this issue within the

framework of single-peaked and single-dipped preferences we refer to Thomson (1994),
Thomson (1995), Klaus (1997a), and Klaus (1997b). Since the set of envy-free allocations
can be quite large, refinements of the no-envy solution were studied by Diamantaras and
Thomson (1990), Kolpin (1991), and Tadenuma and Thomson (1995b). For the relation
between no-envy and consistency, we refer to the paper of Tadenuma and Thomson
(1991) and to the survey of Thomson (1996). Strategic aspects of the no-envy solution are
dealt with in the papers of Thomson (1984), Thomson (1987), Tadenuma and Thomson
(1995a), a,nd Beviá (1997). In some of the recent literature the usual assumption that
each agent can consume at most one indivisible object is dropped. As a consequence,
most of the results that were obtained under the assumption do no longer hold (cf.
Tadenuma (1996), Beviá (1998), and Beviá et al. (1999)). Finally, for a general survey

L
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of the literature on fair allocation, including results on strategy-proofness, we refer the
reader to Thomson (2000).

Another `assignment model' that we would like to consider is the marriage modcl of
Gale and Shapley (1962). In this model, which captures many bilateral markets, there
are two disjoint sets of agents. We can think of the disjoint sets as a set of firms and a
set of workers. The agents all have ordinal preferences over the agents that are on the
other side of the market. Then, the objective is to find a matching between the two sets
agents that is `stable'. We elaborate on this matter in the following example.
Example 1.1.2 Consider the following `marriage' market ( cf.

Knuth (1976)) with 4

firms, say fl, f2, f3, and f4i and 4 workers, say wl, w2, w3, and w4. We assume that each
worker has to be assigned to one of the firms and that in addition no firm can contract
more than one worker. Next, suppose that the preferences of the agents are given by the
following scheme of preferences
P(fl)

wi, w2, w3, w4

P(fz)

ws, wl, wa, ws

P(f3)

w3, w4, wl, w2

P(f4)

w4, w3, w2, wl

P(wl)

f4, f3, f2, fl

P(ws)

J3, f4, fl,J2

P(w3)

f2, fl, f4, f3

p(wa)

fl, f2, f3, JA.

So, firm f3, for instance, prefers worker w3 to the other workers. The second best worker
for firm f3 is worker w4i etc. Suppose that some institution implements the matching in
which the workers wl, wz, w3, and w4 are matched to fl, f4, f2, and f3, respectively, i.e.,
the matching
(wl, fl), ( T~s, fa), (ws, fz), (wa, fs).

(1.1)

Is the matching ( 1.1) stable? That is, is there no pair of a firm and a worker that prefer
to break with their current relation and to go together?1 The answer to the question is
that the matching ( 1.1) is not stable: firm fz and worker wl prefer to break with worker
w3 and firm fl, respectively, and to go together. For this reason, the pair ( fzi wl ) is
~ By now, it may have become clear why the suggestive name `marriage model' is commonly being
applied.
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called a blocking pair for matching (1.1).
Now consider a matching that is stable, for example the matching that matches the
workers wr, w2i w3, and w,~ to f1, f2, f3, and f4, respectively, i.e., the matching
(wr, fi ), (w2, fz), (ws, fs), (wa, fa).
Matching (1.2) is stable since, as can be checked straightforwardly, there are no blocking
pairs.

The third matching that we would like to consider is the matching that matches the
workers wr, w2i w3, and w4 to fl, f3, f2, and f4i respectively, i.e., the matching
(wr, fi), (ws, fs), (ws,.is), (wa, fa).
Like matching (1.1), matching (1.3) is not stable, because there are blocking pairs, e.g.,
( f2i wl). Nonetheless, matching (1.3) satisfies a certain notion of stability that matching
(1.1) fails to satisfy. Let us make this clear by studying their blocking pairs. There are
4 blocking pairs for matching (1.3), viz.

( f2i w~ ), ( f3i w1), ( f3i w9), and ( f2i w,~). So, in

matching (1.3) pair ( f2, wr), for instance, signifies an unstability since it is a blocking
pair. But is it really likely that they break up with their current relation and go together?
The answer is no, and the reason why is that before the members of the blocking pair
( f2i wl) forrn a new relation worker wl will have noticed that he would be better off if
he would block matching (1.3) as a member of another blocking pair, namely ( f3i w1).
But this blocking pair too is not credible in the above sense: firm f3 is better off in the
blocking pair ( f3i w4). And similarly, worker w4 is better off in ( f2i w4), and firm f2 is
better off in ( f2, wl). Altogether, all blocking pairs are not credible. Hence, in spite of
the existence of blocking pairs, matching (1.3) does encompass a certain stability.

o

The matching model was introduced by Gale and Shapley (1962). Gale and Shapley
formalized the notion of stability and provided an algorithmic way to calculate stable
matchings. A recent elementary and non-const.ructive proof of the existence of stable
matching was provided by Sotomayor (1996). The paper of Gale and Shapley (1962) led
to a vast body of literature that focused on the set of stable matchings. A well-known
result is a result presented in the book of Knuth (1976), but attributed to John Conway.
It says that the set of stable matching has the structure of a lattice (cf. Birkhoff (1948)).
In view of the first example we also mention the paper of Romero-Medina (1998) who
applied the notion of envy-freeness to make a selection within the set of stable matchings.
We refer the reader to Roth and Sotomayor (1990) for a comprehensive account on the
structure of the set of stable matchings in the two-sided matching model.

STELLINGEN BEHORENDE BIJ HET PROEFSCHRIFT

A Game Theoretic Approa,ch to Assigrunent Problems
van

Flip Klijn
I
"Bert and Ernie, beiug children, may distrust one another, impeding Ernie selling his
bicycle to Bert, which could make them both better off. Market societies, however, have
a wide range of institutions that allow adults to commit themselves to mutually beneficial
transactions. Hence, we can place the situation in a setting in which we could expect a
cooperative outcome. This lays the basis for a study of solutions for cooperative games."
from: Klijn F. (1999): "Game Theory: Modeling Conflict and Cooperation," Medium Ecoreometnsche Toepas.singen, Jaargang 7, Nummer 3, 21-23, Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
II
Consider the sequencing situation with 2 machines and n agents each with one job that
has to be processed on both machines. Assume that the processing times of the jobs
on both inachines equal some constant. The unweighted completion time criterion then
yields a class of cooperative games that are balanced.
from: Calleja P., Borm P., Hamers H., and Klijn F. (2000): "On the Balancedness of Some Classes of
Sequencing Games," Working Paper, Tilburg University, Tilburg, The Netherlands.

III
A multi-choice game is a generalization of a cooperative game in which each player has
several activity levels. The extended Shapley value as proposed by Derks and Peters
(1993) to the class of multi-choice games can be characterized analogously to Shapley's
(1953) original characterization, as well as by employing balanced contributions properties (cf. Myerson (1980)).
from: Klijn F., Slikker M., and Zarzuelo J. (1999): " Characterizations of a Multi-Choice Value," International
Journal of Game Theory, 28, 521-532.

IV
Consider the sequencing situation of Curiel et al.

(1989) with two jobs and no initial
order. The (optimal) order that corresponds with minimum total costs is
implemented
by the Nash equilibria in the non-cooperative game where the agents bid for
positions
in the queue.
from: Klijn F. and Sánchez E. (2000): " Implementation of the Optimal Order in a Sequencing Problem vía
Auctions," Working Paper, Universidade de Vigo, Vigo, Spain.

V
The Owen set is the unique multi-valued solution concept on the collection of linear production processes that satisfies the shadow price property, the shufHe property, rescaling,
the infeasible product property, the redundant resource property, and the trivial allocation property.
from: Voorneveld M. and Klijn F. ( 1997): "A Characterization of the Owen Set," Working Paper, Tilburg
University, Tilburg, The Netherlands.

VI
For a rnathematician it is enjoyable being editor of a magazine of a graduate school in
economics and management as one can select and publish the most original jokes about
economists.
VII
"Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary words, for the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines and a machine no unnecessary parts. This requires not that the writer make
all his sentences short, or that he avoid all detail and treat his subject only in outline,
but that every word tell."
from: Strunk W. and White E. (1979): T1ae Ele~nents of Style, Allyn and Bacon, Boston.

VIII
Though not generally acknowledged, the English and Spanish language have a lot in
comrnon. It should be pointed out, however, that one of the striking differences can be
found in `crocodile' and `cocodrilo'.
IX
A never-ending struggle is going on between hardware designers and software developers:
the former trying to speed up computer processors, the latter trying to slow them down
by conring up with new versions of applications that haue euen more highly useless
options.

X
Everything in real life is finite.
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Roth (1982) showed the impossibility of a strategy-proof stable mechanism for twosided matching markets. Strategy-proofness in many-to-one matching was discussed by
Sónmez (1996b). More results regarding strategic questions in the two-sided matching
model were obtained by Dubins and Freedman (1981), Roth (1984a), Gale and Sotomayor
(1985), and Demange et al. (1987). Recently, a whole branch of research focused on the
implementation of stable matchings in two-sided matching markets, we ment.ion the
papers of Alcalde (1994), Alcalde and Barberà (1994), Ma (1995), Kara and Sónmez
(1996), Shin and Suh (1996), Sónmez (1996a), Kara and Sánmez (1997), Sánmez (1997),
Chung (1998), and Tadenuma and Toda (1998).
The lack of stability in one-sided matching models was discussed by Granot (1984)
and Alcalde (1995), the lack of stability in three-sided matching models by Alkan (1986).
A relaxation of stability in one-sided matching markets was studied by Cechlárová and
Romero-Medina (1998). A model of many-to-one matching was already considered by
Gale and Shapley (1962), but it was not until the paper of Roth (1985a) that agents were
allowed for preferences over individuals as well as over groups. Other papers that tackled
the many-to-one model include Roth (1986), Roth and Sotomayor (1989), and more
recently Dutta and Massó (1997) and Martínez et al. (2000). A model of many-to-one
matching with money and more general preferences and other models were discussed in
Kelso and Crawford (1982), Roth (1984b), Roth (1985b), and Sotomayor (1999). Finally,
a supplier-firm-buyer game was considered by Stuart (1997).
Next, we turn to cooperative game theory to model assignment problems with multiple decision makers. As was pointed out before, in cooperative game theory it is assumed
that the agents are able to make binding agreements before the actual decisions are made.
By cooperation a group of agents can save costs, which is modeled by a game. Among
the classes of games that we will study are two related classes of games: permutation
games and m-sequencing games, both induced by certain combinatorial optimization
problems. Since these two classes find their origin in sequencing situations we present
in the following example a 1-machine sequencing situation and a corresponding game.
Thus, the example will not only make clear which are the specific games studied later
on, but it will also illustrate the basic notion of cooperative game.

Example 1.1.3 Consider three planes, each owned by a different airline, that have to be
repaired by a maintenance service at an airport. The number of hours required to repair
a plane (processing time) is given by Table 1.4. For instance, the time needed to repair
plane 3 is 1 hour. Waiting until the reparation of a plane is completed is costly for the
airline that owns the plane. This is reflected by the cost coefficients in Table 1.4. For in-
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planelll2l3
processing time in hours

2

2

1

cost coefficient in 10, OOOs of dollars

4

6

5

Table 1.4: Processing times and cost coefficients
stance, if the airline that owns plane 2 has to wait 3 hours from the moment that the plane
is brought in until the moment that the plane can be deployed again, then it will cost her
3. 60, 000 - 180, 000 dollars. Suppose there is an initial order for repairing the planes.
Let us assume that this order is 1, 2, 3(see Figure 1.1). The costs to repair the planes

plane I

service

service plane 3

plane 3

plane 2
z

a

plane 2

plane 1
3

initial order

5

Figure 1.1: The initial order and the optimal order

according to the initial order are 2. 40, 000 ~- (2 ~ 2) . 60, 000 f(2 f 2~-1) . 50, 000 - 570, 000
dollars. It can be checked that this order is not optimal, i.e., it does not minimize the
total costs. The unique optimal order is 3, 2, 1, and the associated minimal total costs
equal 1. 50, 000 f(1 f 2) . 60, 000 f(1 -~ 2~- 2) . 40, 000 - 430, 000 dollars. Hence, the
minimal total costs for the airlines if they cooperate are 430, 000 dollars. Similarly, one
can calculate the minimal costs for airlines 1 and 2 if they cooperate and airline 3 doe~.
not. It is easily checked that this amount equals 280, 000 dollars. Since airline 2 is in
between airlines 1 and 3 in the initial order, airlines 1 and 3 cannot switch places. So,
the cooperation of airlines 1 and 3 is restricted to staying at their original positions. The
minimal total costs for each group of airlines are depicted in Table 1.5.
group

{1}

{2}

{3}

{1, 2}

{1,3}

{2, 3}

{1, 2, 3}

minimal total costs

80

240

250

280

330

450

430

Table 1.5: The minimal total costs
What we also can do is consider the cost savings that groups of airlines achieve if they
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cooperate. Consider again airlines 1 and 2. If they cooperate their minimal tota] costs
equal 280, 000 dollars. In other words, if they cooperate they save 320, 000 - 280, 000 40, 000 dollars. Similarly, one can calculate the cost savings for any of the other groups
of airlines. The cost savings are depicted in Table 1.6. Table 1.5 and Table 1.6 represent
group

{1}

{2}

{3}

{1, 2}

{1, 3}

{2, 3}

{ 1, 2; 3}

maximal cost savings

0

0

0

40

0

40

140

Table 1.6: The maximal cost savings
a cost game and a cost savings game, respectively.
If we assume that all three airlines cooperate, then the games can be used to find
a`stable' way to allocate the minimal total costs (or maximal cost savings). Here, stable means that given the allocation of the minimal total costs, no group of agents has
an incentive to split off from the group of all agents.
tion (30, 200, 200) is such a stable allocation.

For example, the cost alloca-

The set that consists of all such stable

allocations is known as the core of a game.

o

In general, a cost savings game is a pair (N, v) where N is the set of players, usually
assumed to be of the form N- { 1, ..., n}, and v the characteristicfunction, which assigns
to every subset S of N(a coalition), a real number v(S). The number v(S), called the
worth or value of coalition S, reflects the cost savings that coalition S can achieve by
cooperating. A cost game (N, c) is defined similarly. The value c(S) then reflects the
minimal costs for coalition S if they cooperate.
The above cooperative games are all transferable utility games (TU-games, for short).
The term transferable utility refers to the assumption that utility can be transferred from
any agent to any another agent. Hence, the only information we need about a coalition
is the total utility the members of the coalition can achieve by cooperating. This is not
necessarily the case in non transferable utility games, which form a class of cooperative
games that contains the class of TU-games.

Throughout this monograph we consider

TU-games. Henceforth, whenever we speak about a game we mean a TU-game.

Let us return to Example 1.1.3. The maintenance of planes is not the only example of
a scheduling or sequencing situation that leads to a cooperative game. In fact, there exist
many applications: allocating patients to surgery rooms, the process of manufacturing
cars, a self-service restaurant, etc. What all these situations have in common is that a
number of jobs (operations, tasks) has to be processed on a number of machines. Since
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the characteristics of scheduling situations can differ much from one situation to another
we obtain a great many of varied sequencing situations.

We can classify scheduling

situations by the number of machines, the specific properties of the machines, the cost
criterion, and possible restrictions on the jobs (such as ready times, due dates, and
precedence constraints). So, the example we considered was only a very basic sequencing
situation. Nevertheless, we can employ it to indicate the problems and issues that also
arise in more general scheduling situations.
The very first problem that arises when analyzing scheduling situations is of combinatorial nature, namely the question of finding an optima] schedule of the jobs. An
optimal schedule minimizes a given cost function that depends on the completion times
of the jobs on the machine(s). For a review on this topic we refer to Lawler et al. (1993).
Smith (1956) provided a polynomially bounded algorithm for finding the optimal order
in the model that was displayed in Example 1.1.3.
The first class of games that was introduced to study sequencing situations is the
class of cost savings games called sequencing games of Curiel et al. (1989). These games,
of which in Example 1.1.3 is given an illustration, arise from sequencing situations in
which there is one machine and a set of agents who have each one job to be processed
on the machine. In this model the weighted completion time criterion is used as the cost
criterion. Curiel et al. (1989) showed that their sequencing games are convex, and thus
that they are balanced, i.e., the core is non-empty. In Curie] et al. (1993) one-machine
sequencing situations are considered in which each agent has a weakly increasing cost
function.

Curiel et al. (1994) showed that in this extended setting the corresponding

sequencing games are balanced.

Hamers et al. (1995) studied another extension by

imposing ready times on the jobs. In this case the corresponding sequencing games are
balanced, but are not necessarily convex.

For a special subclass of sequencing games,

however, convexity could be established. Similar results are also obtained in Borm et al.
(1999) in which due dates are imposed on the jobs.

Instead of imposing restrictions on the jobs, van den Nouweland et al. (1992) extended
the number of machines. They considered m-machine sequencing situations with respect
to flow shops and a dominant machine. Convexity was established for the special class
in which the first machine is dominant. In general the corresponding sequencing games
do not need to be balanced. In this monograph we will consider another class of msequencing situations and show that for the cases of equal processing times and equal
cost coefficients the corresponding sequencing games are balanced. For a general review
on sequencing games we refer to Hamers (1995).
Another model that is related to sequencing situations and that is studied in more
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detail in this monograph was described by Tijs et al. (1984). In their model there are n
machines and n agents each with one job. Each machine can process only one job and
each job can be processed on any machine. The processing costs of each job depend on
the machine on which the job is processed. Tijs et al. (1984) analyzed this problem by
introducing the class of permutation games, which were shown to be totally balanced.
In a broader point of view, Example 1.1.3 shows us the interaction between combinatorial optimization problems and cooperative game theory. This interaction started in
the beginning of the 1970s and the class of sequencing games is only one of the several
classes of games studied.

Among the games concerned are the minimum cost span-

ning tree game (Bird (1976) and Granot and Claus (1976)), the linear production game
(Owen (1975)), the flow game (Kalai and Zemel (1982)), the traveling salesman game
together with the routing game (Potters et al. (1992)), games associated with the Chinese postman problem (Kwan (1962), Edmonds and Johnson (1973), and Granot et al.
(1999)), and the location game (Curiel (1990)). Finally, the assignment game of Shapley
and Shubik (1972) also belongs to the games that arise from combinatorial optimization
problems and will be discussed next.

Assignment games were introduced by Shapley and Shubik (1972) to study two-sided
markets in which buyers and sellers have to be matched in pairs. We already discussed
its ordinal counterpart, the marriage model, in Example 1.1.2. Let us now consider the
following example of an assignment game due to Shapley and Shubik (1972).
Example 1.1.4 (Shapley and Shubik (1972)) Suppose there are three sellers sl, s2i s3
and three buyers 61i 62, 63 in a house market. Every seller wants to sell the house he owns
to a buyer, and every buyer wants to buy at most one house. Let the valuations of the
sellers over their own houses and the valuations of the buyers over all houses be given by
Table 1.7. So, if seller sl sells his house to buyer b2 for p dollars and if they avoid third
I buyer bl I buyer 62 I buyer b3

house i I

seller s2

1

~ 180,000

~ 230,000

S 260,000

~ 200,000

2

~ 150,000

~ 220,000

~ 240,000

~ 210,000

3

~ 190,000

~ 210,000

~ 220,000

~ 170,000

Table 1.7: The valuations over the houses

1

parties, then the profit of si is ~-180, 000 dollars. The profit of b2 is 260, 000-p dollars.
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Hence, the profit of the pair {s~, b2} equals max{0, (p - 180, 000) f(260, 000 - p)} max{0, 80, 000} - 80, 000. The number 0 appears in the maximization since in the case
that the sum of the profits is negative, one of the two agents will be strictly better off
when letting pass by the sell, regardless of the price. Similarly, one can calculate the
joint profits of all other pairs of sellers and buyers. This yields the following matrix

A-

5 8

2

7 9

6
0

2 3

,

where, for the sake of convenience, the joint profits are expressed in 10, OOOs of dollars.
Shapley and Shubik (1972) constructed the following game with the set {sl, s2, s3, bl,
b2i b3} as the set of players. The value of a coalition S in the game is defined as the
maximal sum of values that the coalition can achieve by making suitable pairs of its
members. So, for the coalition {s;, 6~} the value is a;~, for the coalition {sl, s2} the value
is 0, and for the coalition {sl, s3i bl, 62} the value is 2 f 8- 10.
Having defined the game, the question arises whether there exists a core allocation,
i.e., whether the core is non-empty. Shapley and Shubik (1972) proved that for assignment games the core is always non-empty.

o

In literature, several generalizations of the assignment game have been studied, we
mention Kaneko (1976), Kaneko (1982), Demange and i,ale (1985), Curiel and Tijs
(1986), Quint (1991b), and Curiel (1997). Kaneko and Wooders (1982) and Quint (1991c)
studied classes of partitioning games. Curiel and Tijs (1986) showed the relation between
assignment games and permutation games.

In Quint (1987) and Quint (1988) special

attention was paid to the non-emptiness of the core of the assignment game. Results
on the number of extreme points of the core of the assignment game were provided by
Balinski and Gale (1990).

The ]attice structure of the core of the assignment game

was discussed in Quint (1991a) and Quint (1994). In Quint (1996) it was shown that
results for some two-sided matching models sometimes can be carried over to one-sided
matching models.

Sometimes the situations that are modeled by an assignment game have the additional
feature that the players involved are linearly ordered. The corresponding subclass of
assignment games is introduced in this monograph, and the name given to these games
is neighbor games due to the linear ordering of the players.

In the next example we

discuss a restricted matching problem that gives rise to a neighbor game.
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Example 1.1.5 A river runs through four regions.

The regions want to strengthen

Figure 1.2: Neighbor regions A, B, C, and D
their economic relations and are therefore discussing a plan to construct harbors in
every region. Because of financial restrictions, each region is able to build at most one
harbor. Neighbor regions might join to build a harbor at their border (which then can
serve both regions) and thus save costs. The cost savings of each pair of neiglibor regions
are given in millions of dollars in Table 1.8. We can model the situation as a special
neighbors

{A, B}

{B, C}

{C, D}

cost savings

160

200

100

Table 1.8: Cost savings for neighbors
assignment game with the two disjoint sets {A, C} and {B, D} and the matrix
160
~ 200

0
100

'

where the rows correspond with the regions A and C, respectively, and the columns with
the regions B and D, respectively.
Let us suppose that the regions cooperate. Then, their maximal cost savings equal
260 million dollars. Now it remains to decide how to divide the cost savings among the
regions. The regions agree that this should happen in some egalitarian manner. Furthermore, they want the allocation to be stable. Two solutions to this problem are the
nucleolus (Schmeidler (1969)) and the leximax solution (Arín and Inarra ( 1997)). Here,
the nucleolus equals ( 20,140, 80, 20) and the leximax solution equals ( 0,100,100, 60),
o
where the coordinates correspond with the regions A, B, C, and D, respectively.

The rich structure of neighbor games is also expressed in the fact that they form the
intersection of the class of assignment games and the class of component additive games
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(cf. Curiel et al. (1994)). Loosely speaking, a game is component additive if there is a
linear ordering on the players such that the value of each coalition equals the sum of the
values of its components with respect to the linear ordering. We remark that component
additivity is also present in the sequencing games considered by Curiel et al. (1994). The
class of component additive games is the class of I'-component additive games (cf. Potters
and Reijnierse (1995)) in which the restricting graph is a line graph. As a consequence,
besides the interesting properties of assignment games, neighbor games have appealing
properties inherited from the class of I'-component additive games, such as: the core
coincides with the bargaining set of Aumann and Maschler (1964), and the nucleolus
coincides with the kernel (cf. Potters and Reijnierse (1995)).
We mentioned the nucleolus and the leximax solution as solution concepts to find
stable, egalitarian allocations for games.

In this context we recall the egalitarian al-

location of Dutta and Ray (1989), which makes use of the Lorenz criterion as partial
ordering of unequal allocations (cf. Sen (1973)). The egalitarian allocation was introduced to single out an allocation that serves as a recommendation in a society in which
all individuals subscribe to the social value of equality but at the same time still display
self-seeking behavior. The egalitarian allocation was extensively studied for an interesting class of games that has not been discussed yet, viz. the class of convex games. In
essence, convexity says that the incentive of an arbitrary coalition for joining another
disjoint coalition increases as the latter one grows. Some examples of convex games are
bankruptcy garr~es (O'Neill (1982) and Aumann and Maschler (1985)) and sequencing
games (Curiel e~ al. (1989)). Dutta and Ray (1989) provided a fast algorithm to calculate the egalitar'ian allocation for convex games. Other solution concepts in cooperative
game theory that deal with egalitarianism are the S-constrained egalitarian solution of
Dutta and Ray (1991) and the egalitarian set of Arín and Inarra (1997).

We conclude this section with referring the reader to the book of Driessen (1988) on
solutions and applications of cooperative game theory.

1.2

Overview

This monograph is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2 we study the problem of allocating indivisible objects among a finite
number of agents given the possibility of monetary sidepayments. We consider allocations
that assign to every agent a bundle consisting of an object and some amount of money.
We provide an algorithm that consists of two intuitive procedures and that yields an
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envy-free allocation (cf. Foley (1967)), i.e., an allocation in which everyone likes his own
bundle at least as well as that of anyone else. The algorithm is explained by means of
envy-graphs, which are graphs that depict the envy among the agents. Then, the set of
envy-free allocations is studied in more detail. Extreme points of the sets of sidepaynrents
that correspond with envy-free allocations are characterized by connectedness of tlie
corresponding envy-graphs.
Chapter 3 deals with the marriage model of Gale and Shapley (1962), whicli is an
We introduce weak stability, a rclaxation of the
concept of stability. The new concept is based on threats within blocking pairs: an
individually rational matching is weakly stable if for every blocking pair one of the
members can find a more attractive partner with whom he forms another blocking pair for
ordinal model of bilateral markets.

the original matching. Our main result is that under the assumption of strict preferences,
the set of weakly stable and weakly efficient matchings coincides with the bargaining sct
of Zhou (1994) for this context.
Chapter 4 is the first chapter in which we apply cooperative game theory to stttdy
assignment problems. In this chapter we study two classes of games that are related to
scheduling problems, viz. the class of permutation games (cf. Tijs et al. (1984)) and a
class of m-sequencing games. First, we give an alternative, constructive proof for the
balancedness of permutation games. The envy-freeness algorithm of the second chapter
is employed to construct direct.ly a core allocation of the permutation garne. Next, we
investigate a class of m-sequencing games, a class of sequencing games with m. parallel
and identical machines.

It is proved that an m-sequencing garne is balanced if and

only if a related game on the machines is balanced.

Then, by using the balancedness

of permutation games, we can establish the balancedness of two special classes of msequencing games, namely the classes that arise from m-sequencing situatiorrs with eqiial
cost coefficients and equal processing times, respectively.

Chapter 5 is devoted to the study of assignment games (cf. Shapley and Shubik
(1972)), by which a wide range of bilateral markets can be modeled. Since in somc sense
every assignment game is a permutation game, it follows directly from the balancedness
result for permutation games that assignrnent games are balanced as well. So, their core
is non-empty. We study the extreme points of the core and show that every extreme
core allocation is a marginal vector. Hence, although the core of an assignment game
may not be the convex hull of all marginal vectors (as is the case for convex games), it
is the convex hull of some marginal vectors.
In Chapter 6 we introduce the class of neighbor games, which is a special subclass
of the class of assignment games. Neighbor games arise from certain matching and
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sequencing situations in which the players are lined up in a one-dimensional queue and
can cooperate directly with their neighbors only. For the class of neighbor games two
egalitarian-like solution concepts, the nucleolus (Schmeidler (1969)) and the leximax
solution (Arín and Inarra (1997)), are described and characterized. Furthermore, we
provide algorithms for ]ocating both solutions.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we consider the egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989).
We start with presenting several characterizations of the egalitarian solution on the class
of convex games. Our characterizations are based on three properties, viz. equal division
stabílity, boundedness of maximum payoffs, and a weaker variant of either of the reduced
game properties of Davis and Maschler (1965) and Hart and Mas-Colell (1989). Hence,
the egalitarian solution can be characterized by replacing the prescriptive property in the
characterizations of Dutta (1990) with the first two aforementioned properties. Next, we
introduce a dual egalitarian solution that specially fits with the class of cost games. We
provide results that are similar to those of Dutta and Ray (1989), which enable us to
show that the egalitarian solution of a convex game coincides with the dual egalitarian
solution of its (concave) dual game.

Chapter 2
Envy-free Allocations
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we consider problems in which a group of individuals are faced with the
question how to allocate several indivisible objects `fairly' among the group's members,
given the possibility of monetary sidepayments. In practice many of these problems arise:
a group of heirs inheriting an estate, a group of students renting a house together and
being faced with the question how to divide the rooms and the fixed monthly rent, etc.
But also other situations, in which the objects could very well be burdens rather than
goods, fit in the setting above: for instance, think of a department of employees that
have to split a list of chores for which they are to be compensated from the department's
fixed budget.

The situations above have in common that a finite number of objects and an amount
of money have to be allocated fairly among a finite set of agents. Here, an allocation
assigns to every agent a bundle consisting of an object and some amount of money.
Obviously, we are interested in allocations that take into account the preferences of the
agents on the set of all possible bundles. Perhaps one of the most interesting notions of
fairness that have been studied for probleins of fair division is the notion of envy-freeness
(cf. Foley (1967)). An allocation is said to be envy-free if everyone likes his own bundle
at least as well as that of anyone else. In other words, an allocation is envy-free if no
individual wishes to trade with anyone else.
Among the first extensive studies on envy-freeness are Svensson (1983) and Maskin
(1987). They showed that if preference relations of the agents satisfy a certain compensation assumption, fair allocations (i.e., allocations that are Pareto-efficient and envy-free
(cf. Schmeidler and Yaari (1969))) exist. The compensation assumption basically says
17
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that for every agent and any object, money can be alloted in such a way that the agent
prefers the object to any other object. A more general model, one without restrictions
on the number of people and objects and that allows for undesirable objects and negative
amounts of money, was considered by Alkan et al. (1991) and Su (1999). Their proofs of
the existence of fair allocations are constructive: the proof of Alkan et al. (1991) is based
on constrained optimization and the proof of Su (1999) runs along the lines of constructive proofs (cf. Cohen (1967) and Kuhn (1968)) of the lemma of Sperner (1928). The
proof of Su (1999) is even interactive in the sense that sequentially each player is given
the opportunity to choose his most preferred alternative at evolving prices. Nonetheless,
neither the algorithm of Alkan et al. (1991) nor the algorithm of Su (1999) yields an
exact envy-free allocation in a finite number of steps.
An exact solution in polynomially bounded time is obtained by Aragonés (1995).
She provides an algorithm that yields envy-free allocations in economies with the same
number of agents as indivisible objects, a fixed amount of money, and in which every
individual has a quasi-linear utility function. It is assumed that each individual is assigned one of the objects and an amount of money.

Since in this quasi-linear model

Pareto-efficiency boils down to the maximization of the sum of utilities obtained from
the allocation of the objects, we can speak about Pareto-efficient allocations of the objects. Aragonés (1995) requires an initial Pareto-efficient allocation of the objects. The
Pareto-efficient allocation induces a directed, weighted graph, where nodes correspond
with agents, and the weight of an arc designates the extent to which an agent envies
another agent under the allocation. Then, as Aragones shows, the search for an envy-free
allocation reduces to finding a path with maximal sum of envies starting from each of the
nodes. The envy-free allocation that follows is also Pareto-efficient, since in her model
envy-freeness implies Pareto-efficiency.
In this chapter, which is based on Klijn (2000), we present another polynomially
bounded algorithm that yields an envy-free allocation for the model of Aragonés (1995).
Starting with an arbitrary feasible allocation we construct a directed graph with nodes
that correspond with the objects, and ares that represent indifference (weak ares) or
strict envy (strong ares). The algorithm consists of two intuitive procedures, viz. the
permutation procedure (which changes the allocation of the objects) and the sidepayment
procedure (which changes the sidepayments), that eliminate all strong ares; consequently,
an envy-free allocation results.

Recently, Haake et al. (1999) provided a procedure for implementing an envy-free
allocation in the model of Aragonés (1995). They start with a Paret.o-efficient allocation
and show that there is at least one player who is non-envious. Then, their procedure
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succesively eliminates the envy of players who are envious of non-envious players. After
that, they show that the use of the permutation procedure of Klijn (2000) provides an
extension of their procedure with non-Pareto-efí7cient allocations as initial allocations.
Our algorithm is, just as Aragonés's algorithm, polynomially bounded. A difference,
however, is that Aragonés (1995) needs a Pareto-efficient initial allocation, while we only
need a feasible initial allocation; but if we do start with a Pareto-efficient allocation of
the objects, the allocation of objects is not changed by the algorithm. Further, Aragonés
(1995) considers directed, weighted graphs where nodes correspond with agents, and
where the weight of an arc designates the envy of an agent towards another agent. By
contrast, we consider directed graphs with two different kinds of ares and with nodes
that correspond with the objects. In contrast to the algorithms of Aragonés (1995) and
Klijn (2000), the procedure of Haake et al. (1999) only keeps track of the maximum envy
relations.
After the presentation of the algorithm, we study the set of envy-free allocations.
For every allocation a of the objects, the polytope So of sidepayment vectors that give
an envy-free allocation is non-empty if and only if ~ is Pareto-efficient. We will see that
for two Pareto-efficient allocations Q and T of the objects, the corresponding sets So
and ST of sidepayment vectors are merely permutations of each other. it~loreover, it will
be shown that connectedness of the undirected envy-graphs characterizes the extreme
points of these polytopes. It is an easy device to recognize and construct extreme envyfree allocations. Thus, we obtain an extension of t.he algorithm that yields an extreme
envy-free allocation.

Section 2.2 deals with definitions and the formal description of our model.

The

algorithm is presented in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we study the extreme points of the
polytopes of sidepayment vectors that correspond with envy-free allocations. Finally, we
consider the special case of allocating one indivisible object in Section 2.5.

2.2

Economies and envy-freeness

In this section we describe the model due to Aragonés (1995), that is, economies with
the same (finite) number of agents as indivisible objects, a fixed amount of money,
and quasi-linear utility functions. Moreover, we recall the notions of envy-freeness and
Pareto-efficiency, and present some elementary results with respect to these notions.
An economy is represented by an ordered pair E- (F, M), where ll~I is a real number
representing the available amount of an infinitely divisible object, which we call money.
F describes the fundamentals of the economy E and is given by F-(N, Q, U), where
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N-{ 1, 2, ... , n} is a finite set of agents and Q-{ 1, 2, ..., n} the set of indivisible
objects, and U the utility rrcatrix which will be defined next. Each agent i E N is
assumed to be endowed with a quasi-linear utility function ui : Q x R--~ R:
ui(7, xi) -~i~ f xi

(.7 E Q, xi E R),

where ui~ can be any real number. The number ui(j,xi) is interpreted as the utility that
agent i E N derives when he receives an object j E Q and an amount of money xi E R.
Now, we define the utility matrix U by letting ui~ be its i j-th entry.
For each economy we want to distribute the objects and the money among the agents
in a feasible way, that is, we want each agent i to consume exactly one object o(i) and a
certain amount of money x; such that the sum of money distributed equals the amount
of money available: ~iEN xi - M. In view of the quasi-linear structure of the utility
functions we may rescale the economy in such a way that, without loss of generality,
M- 0. Henceforth, an economy is given by a triple (N, Q, U). Let E be the collection
of all economies.
Let E -(N, Q, U) be an economy.

Let II(N) denote the class of all bijections

N-~ Q. A feasible allocation for the economy E is a pair (Q, x) E lI(N) x RN such that
~iEN xi - 0. Let Z(E) denote the set of feasible allocations for the economy E. We
are interested in feasible allocations that satisfy the following notion of equity: no agent
prefers the bundle of any other agent to his own.

Definition 2.2.1 Let E- (N, Q, U) be an economy. A feasible allocation (Q, x) E Z(E)
is envy-free (cf. Foley (1967)) if and only if
uio~i~ -I- xi ? uio~~~ f xj

for all i, j E N.

Let F(E) denote the set of envy-free allocations in the economy E.

Another property that is often used in the selection of normatively appealing allocations is Pareto-efficiency.

In our quasi-linear model, a feasible allocation is Pareto-

efficient if and only if there is no other feasible allocation that makes all agents strictly
better off~. The following proposition is well-known.
Proposition 2.2.2 Let E -(N, Q, U) be an econo~my. A feasible allocation (Q, x) E
Z(E) is Pareto-efficient if and only if
~uiv(i)
iEN

~~uir(i)

for all T E II(N).

(2.1)

iEN

1Note that for quasi-linear economies this definition of Pareto-efficiency is equivalent with the traditional one, i.e., there is no other allocation in which all agents are weakly better off and at least one
agent strictly better off.
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Proof. First we prove the `only if'-part. Let (Q, x) E Z(E) be a Pareto-efficient allocation. Suppose that there is an allocation of the objects T such that
~ u7a(7) C

~ u7T(7)'

jEN

jEN

Consider the allocation (T, x') where
,
1
xi :- xi ~ (1Lio(i) - 1LiT(2)) - ,,,1 ~(1Ljo(7) - ujT(j))

for all i E N.

jEN

The allocation (r, x') is feasible, since
~

xi

iEN

-

x2

iEN

~

uY0(t)

iEN

-

~ uiiT(q)

-

iEN

~

i~~0(~~

~7T(7) - 0.

~

jEUN

jEN

Moreover, (T, x') Pareto dominates (Q, x), because for all i E N we have
,
xi ~ uir(i)

-

xi ~ 2óio(i) -

1
(uja(j) - ujT(j))
jEN

i

xi ~ uiv(i),

where the inequality follows from (2.2). Hence, we have a contradiction with the Paretoefficiency of (Q, x). So, (2.2) does not hold. This proves the `only if'-part.
To prove the `if'-part, take a feasible allocation (o, x) E Z(E) that. satisfies (2.1).
Suppose there exists a feasible allocation (r, y) that Pareto dominates (~, x). Then,
yi f uir(i) 1 xi ~- uZO(i)

for all i E N.

(2.3)

Summing up the inequalities in (2.3) over all i E N yields a contradiction with (2.1),
which proves the `if'-part.
O
Let P(E) be the set of Pareto-efficient allocations of E. From Proposition 2.2.2 it immediately follows that P(E) ~[~. Since Pareto-efficiency solely depends on the distribution
of objects, we shall say that Q E II(N) is Pareto-efficient if condition (21) is satisfied.
Proposition 2.2.3 For every econorrcy E E~, F(E) C P(E).
Proof. Let (a, x) be an envy-free allocation. Let r be a Pareto-efficient allocation of
the objects. Since (~, x) is an envy-free allocation we have
uio(i) -~ xi ~ uiT(i) f xv-,(T(i))

for all i E N.
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Hence,
~ ~tO~tl

iEN

-

~(utO~tl

~ xi)

~

iEN

~(Í~iT~i~

T x0-I~T~t~~)

iEN

-

~ u2T~t~

iEN

By Proposition 2.2.2, (Q, x) is a Pareto-efFicient allocation.

O

In the next section we prove the existence of envy-free allocations, i.e., F(E) ~~ for
all economies E. For similar results for more general classes of preferences we refer to
Svensson (1983) and Alkan et al. (1991).

2.3

Envy-free allocations, an algorithm

In this section we describe an algorithm that yields an envy-free (and thus Paretoefficient) allocation, starting with an arbitrary feasible allocation. In the algorithm we
use so-called envy-graphs. Envy-graphs are directed graphs that correspond with feasible
allocations and describe the envy between the agents. In envy-graphs, nodes correspond
with objects.

We distinguish between two types of ares:

weak ares which represent

indifference and strong ares which represent strict envy.

The algorithm consists of two intuitive procedures that yield an envy-free allocation
by eliminating all strong ares: the permutation procedure and the sidepayment procedure. The permutation procedure is applied whenever there is a cycle in the directed
graph containing a strong arc. In the procedure all agents in the cycle are transferred
one node in the direction of the cycle, which has the effect that the number of strong
ares strictly decreases. The sidepayment procedure is applied whenever there are strong
ares, but none of them is contained in a cycle. This procedure changes the sidepayments
among the agents such that a strong arc disappears or a cycle with a strong arc appears.
In the description of the algorithm, an example is used for illustration.
Let E- (N, Q, U) be an economy. Let (Q, x) E Z(E) be a feasible allocation. We
construct the envy-gráph G that corresponds with the allocation (~, x). Let the objects
be the nodes of the graph.

To each node i E Q we assign the pair (Q-1(i),xQ-~~i~),

meaning that agent v-'(i) receives the bundle ( i,xo-~~i~). Now, we introduce two kinds
of directed ares.

There is a directed arc from node i to node j, j~ i if the agent

corresponding with node i, agent Q-1(i), strictly prefers the bundle corresponding with
node j to his own bundle. That is, if and only if
i uo-i~q~i -~ xo-~(i~.
uo-'(i)7 ~ xo '(i)
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( 6~U), Q~~.~)

~

i,~

Figure 2.1: A strong arc
This kind of arc is referred to as a strong arc and will be depicted as shown in Figure 2.1.
The other situation in which two nodes i and j are connected by a directed arc is if agent
o--1(i) is indifferent between having the bundle corresponding with node j and having
his own bundle. That is, if and only if
ua-~Í~~7 ~ ~o-i~7~ - uo-~(i)i f xo-~(i~.

We refer to this kind of arc as a weak arc and we will depict it in the envy-graph as
shown in Figure 2.2.

(à~U),-ra~~.~)

~i~-----------~J~

~a.~~.),xa~~~~)

Figure 2.2: A weak arc

Example 2.3.1 Consider the economy with N- Q-{ 1, ... , 6} and utility matrix U
given by

U-

rl
I,4

0

7 6

0

0

4

0 0

0

1

0

1

1

7

0

0

1

0

6

6

1

4

0
1

0

1

6

5

0

1

1

0

0

5

For instance, U13 - 7 means that agent 1 derives utility 7 when he receives object 3.
Figure 2.3 depicts the envy-graph corresponding to the feasible allocation (id, 0), where
id(i) - i for all i E N and 0-(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Note that there are other allocations with
the same envy-graph, e.g., (id, ~) with ~-(0, 0, 0, 0, 2, - z).

o

Clearly, a feasible allocation is envy-free if and only if the corresponding envy-graph has
no strong ares. Assume that we have a feasible allocation (a, x) that is not envy-free.
Let G be the envy-graph corresponding with (Q, x). We want to eliminate the strong
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(6.0)
O
(5,0) Í 5 )

l ( ) (~,0)

(4,0)

(3,0)

Figure 2.3: G, an envy-graph

ares of G, and maintain feasibility at the same time. For that purpose we introduce two
procedures called the permutation procedure and the sidepayment procedure. Let us first
describe the permutation procedure.
Permutation procedure2
Input: Envy-graph G with a strong arc that is contained in a directed cycle (possibly with weak ares).
Procedure: Take a cycle with a strong arc. Transfer all agents in the cycle one node
in the direction of the cycle. Keep all other agents and the money in place.
Clearly, the allocation that we get after the permutation procedure is still feasible. What
is more, Lemma 2.3.2 tells us that the corresponding envy-graph G` has at least one
strong arc less than G.
Lemma 2.3.2 Let G be an envy-graph. If G contains a cycle with at least one strong
arc, then the permv,tation procedure applied to this cycle yields an envy-graph G` with at
least one strong arc less than G.
First, note that ares from nodes outside the cycle to nodes inside the cycle
do not change; envy depends only on the bundles, not on the particular agents whom
Proof.

2Notice the resemblance of the permutation procedure with the "top trading cycles" algorithm of
Gale in the one-sided house market of Shapley and Scarf (1974).
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the bundles are assigned to. Second, it is obvious that ares between nodes outside the
cycle do not change. Finally, we consider the case of ares starting from nodes inside the
cycle. The transfer in the direction of the cycle leads to a weak gain for all agents that
correspond with nodes inside the cycle. Hence, the number of agents a particular agent
(strictly) envies does not increase. Note that. the agents that correspond wit.h starting
points of strong ares in the cycle envy strictly fewer agents after the permutation procedure. Since there is at least one strong arc in the cycle, we conclude that the new
envy-graph G' has at least one strong arc less than G.

~

Example 2.3.3 illustrates that also the number of strong ares from nodes inside the
cycle to nodes outside the cycle may decrease strictly.
Example 2.3.3 Consider again the economy (N, Q, U) of Example 2.3.1. VVe apply the
permutation procedure to the cycle 1-~ 3~ 2--~ 1 in the envy-graph of Figure 2.3.
This gives the envy-graph depicted in Figure 2.4. Two strong ares disappear. Note that
one strong arc is a strong arc from a node inside the cycle to a node outside the cycle.
(6,0)
O
(5,0)

l 5 )

` I ' (2,0)

I~,0)

Figure 2.4: G', the result of the permutation procedure

0
Now we turn to the sidepayment procedure. We apply this procedure if the envygraph G does contain at least one strong arc, but none of the strong ares is contained in
a cycle. We take a strong arc in G and try to construct a cycle that contains the strong
arc. The construction is based on adding money to and subtracting money from some
specific bundles. It turns out that this can be done (without getting new strong ares) or
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a strong arc is eliminated.
Sidepayment procedure
Input: Envy-graph G with at least one strong arc but no strong arc contained in a
cycle.
Procedure: Consider a strong arc in G, from, say, node i to node j.
We label the nodes iii G, and thus the bundles, as follows. Node i gets label ~, node j
gets label e. Let Q:- Q`{i, j}. A node k E Q gets labe] e if there is a directed path of
weak ares from j to k, and it gets label ~ if there is a directed path of weak ares from
k to i. (Because there is no cycle with a strong arc, it is not possible that a node gets
label e as well as label ~.) The remaining nodes, which have neither label ~ nor label
~, get label O.
Let m and p be the number of nodes having label -O- and label ~, respectively.

(Note

that 7n,p 1 0, since i and j get label m and E, respectively.) Every bundle with label
e will 'pay' an amount a] 0 of money, and every bundle with label ~ will 'get' an
amount b 1 0 of money such that ma - pb. For a we take the minimurn value à 1 0 for
which a new weak arc emerges. (This minimum exists, because there are only a finite
number of agents and because all agents have a quasi-linear utility function.) For b we
consequently take b : - pá .
Clearly, the new allocation is feasible, since the sum of sidepayments equals pb - mà pp - mà - 0. For an allocation (v, x) let us call the number k~(x) :- (uZO~~I -}- x~) (utolZl -F xz) the extent to which agent i envies agent j~ i. The following properties tell
us what happens with the extents of envy. For convenience we adopt the following way
of speaking. We say, for instance, that the envy of (e, F~) increases, if for every agent
corresponding with a node labeled e, we have an increasing extent of envy with respect
to the bundles that are labeled ~.
Property 2.3.4 The sidepayrnent procedure does not r.hange the envy of (~, ~), (e, e),
and (O, O).

Proof. This immediately follows from the fact that equally labeled bundles undergo the
same change of money.
~
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Property 2.3.5 The sidepayment procedure strictly reduces the envy of (~, O), (Ep, O),
and (~, ~).
Proof. This follows from the fact that d, 6 1 0 and the fact that ~-labeled, C~-labeled,
and G-labeled bundles get a positive, negative, and a zero amount of money, respectively.
~
Property 2.3.6 The sidepayment procedure strictly increases the envy of (G; ~;), (í '~. ~
and (e, O). There emerges, however, no new strong ares between these nodes.
Proof. The first part is clear. The second part follows from the way á is chosen.

O

Note that from Property 2.3.5 it follows that there may disappear a strong arc different
from the strong arc in consideration. This is illustrated in Exarnple 2.3.7.
Example 2.3.7 Consider again the economy (N, Q, U) of Example 2.3.1. We apply the
sidepayment procedure to the strong arc 2-~ 4 in the envy-graph of Figure 2.4. Nodes
1 and 2 get label ~, nodes 3 and 4 get label e, and nodes 5 and 6 get label ~(see
Figure 2.5).

Using the pairs of nodes in Property 2.3.6 we find Q- 2. The first new

weak arc that emerges is the one frorn node 4 to node 6. Note that the strong arc 5-~ 4
disappears. The new envy-graph is depicted in Figure 2.6.
(6,0~

(6,0)
O

~5,0) n

o

n ~~.0)

(5,0)

O

Q ~z.z)

i

i
i
,,i

I

( 4.-2 )

~Z

(3,21

~
( I,-Z)
(I.0)

Figure 2.5: Labeling

Figure 2.6: Result of the sidepayment
procedure
0
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From Properties 2.3.4, 2.3.5, and 2.3.6 it follows that in the sidepayment procedure we
do not get any new strong ares.
If the sidepayment procedure results in a decrease of the number of strong ares, then
we have a new feasible allocation with at least one strong arc less. If the sidepayment
procedure yields a cycle containing a strong arc, then we can apply the permutation
procedure and get a strict decrease of the number of strong ares as well. The following
lemma states that one of these two conditions is satisfied after at most n- 1 times of
applying the sidepayment procedure to the strong arc under consideration.
Lemma 2.3.8 Let G be an envy-graph.

If G contains at least one strong arc and if

there is no cycle in G containing a strong arc, then after at most n-1 times of applying
the sidepayment procedure to a fe~ed strong arc we obtain elimination of a strong arc or
emergence of a cycle containing a strong arc.

Proof. Consider a strong arc and apply the sidepayment procedure to this strong arc.
If a strong arc turns weak, or if a weak arc from a e-labeled to a~-labeled node emerges
then we are done. So, suppose this is not the case. Then, by Properties 2.3.4, 2.3.5,
and 2.3.6, a new weak arc from a e-labeled to a O-labeled node or from a O-labeled
to a~-labeled node emerges. This implies that the number of e-labeled and ~-labeled
nodes increases strictly. Since there are in G at most n- 2 nodes that have label C, the
lemma follows.
~
We have proved now that the following algorithm yields an envy-free allocation in a finite
number of steps.
Algorithm for finding an envy-free allocation
Input: A feasible allocation.
Consider its envy-graph.

Step 1. If there are no strong ares, then we have an envy-free allocation. Stop.
Otherwise go to Step 2.
Step 2. If there is a cycle containing a strong arc,
then apply the permutation procedure and go to Step 1.
Otherwise fix a strong arc and go to Step 3.

Step 3. Apply the sidepayment procedure to the fixed arc and go to Step 4.
Step 4. If a strong arc has been eliminated, go to Step 1.
If a cycle with a strong arc has emerged, go to Step 2.
Otherwise go to Step 3.

2.3.
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The complete algorithm is illustrated by Figure 2.3 through Figure 2.8.
Example 2.3.9 Consider again the economy (N, Q, U) of Example 2.3.1. We apply the
sidepayment procedure once more to the strong arc 2-~ 4 in the envy-graph of Figure
2.6. The result is depicted in Figure 2.7. Note that the only difference in structure of
( 6,-0.4 )

(6,-0.4)
~
(5,0) O

` ` t I 7 (4,2.6)
i
i
i

( 3,-2.4 )

Ó

(2,2.6)

~
l I,-2 4)

Figure 2.7: Another time the sidepayment procedure

Figure 2.8: An envy-free allocation

the new envy-graph with the one in Figure 2.6 is the weak arc 4-~ 1. Now, we apply
the permutation procedure to the cycle 2-~ 4-~ 1-~ 2 in the envy-graph of Figure
2.7. The resulting allocation, which is depicted in Figure 2.8, consists of the allocation
of objects Q-(3, 2, 4,1, 5, 6) and sidepayments ~-(-2.4, 2.6, -2.4, 2.6, 0, -0.4). This
allocation is envy-free. The allocation of objects a of Figure 2.8 is the first allocation of
objects in the example that is Pareto-efficient. Starting with Q and sidepayments equal
to zero, the algorithm of Aragonés (1995) gives a different envy-free allocation: (~, y),
where y-(-2, 3, -2, 3, -1, -1).
Finally, we discuss some aspects of the algorithm.

o
To discuss the computational

complexity of the algorithm, let an action be defined as the application of one of the
two procedures. We make the following observations. First, the graph corresponding
with the initial allocation has at most n(n - 1) strong ares. Second, it takes at most n
actions to reduce the number of strong ares by one. Hence, the total number of actions
is at most n2(n - 1) ~ n3. The computation of á in the sidepayment procedure requires
CJ(n2) operations. So, the algorithm is polynomially bounded of order ()(n5).
Once there is a Pareto-efficient allocation of objects, this particular allocation of
objects does not change during the rest of the algorithm. This follows, since whenever
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an exchange of objects is carried out, the sum of utilities increases strictly. In other
words, "at the end of Step 2" (i.e., when we no longer need to apply the permutation
procedure) the algorithm yields a Pareto-efficient allocation.
The results presented here are also applicable to the situation of fewer objects than
agents by introducing null objects (objects that have worth zero). In Section 2.5, for
example, we consider the situation with only one object. Furthermore, it is easy to check
that the algorithm is still applicable to the model with the slightly more general utility
functions
u:(.7, x:) - uij f 4axz

(i E N,.7 E Q, xi E R),

where the rxt ) 0 are positive constants.

In the following example we show that already with one piecewise linear utility function that is separable in objects and money, the algorithm can not always be applied.
Example 2.3.10 Consider the economy with N- Q-{1, 2, 3} and utility functions
uz(j, x) defined by ui(j, xz) - u;j fx; for i- 1, 3 and j - 1, 2, 3 and u2(j, xti) - u2j -~ f(xz)
for j - 1, 2, 3, where the uZj are given by the utility matrix

U -

1

0

-100

5

0

100

0 0

100

and f is the piecewise linear function defined by
f(x):-

-45~5x

ifxc-1;

5x

if-l~x~l;

45f5x

ifx11.

Figure 2.9 depicts the envy-graph corresponding to the feasible allocation (id, (0,1, -1)).
Let us apply the algorithm to this envy-graph. We give label ~ to nodes 1 and 2, and
label e to node 3. We add EZ ) 0 to node 2. The algorithm then says that we also have
to compensate node 1 with an amount E1 such that
1~ E1 - 7l1(1, El) - 7~1(2, 1~ EZ) - 1~ E2.

So, El - EZ. Finally, the feasibility condition gives that node 3 has to the pay the amount
E1 ~E2.

It is easily seen that for Ez G 24 neither a new weak arc emerges nor the strong arc
disappears. So, E2 1 29. Now note that for 24 c E2 G 1 it holds that
1

4

1

uz(1, Ei) - uz(1, Ez) - 5~- 5E2 ~ 5 f 5E2 - 0 f 45 f 5(1 -1- E2) - u2(2, 1 f Ea)
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e

~z.ii

Figure 2.9: The general case

and for ez ~ 1
4

1

1

4

1

uz(1, Er) - uz(1, Ez) - 5-f- 45 -4- 5ez ~ 5~ 5es - 0~- 45 f 5(1 f ez) - uz(2, 1 f Ez).

This shows that for ez 1 2~ a new strong arc from node 2 to node 1 emerges. Hence, the
algorithm is not applicable to more general utility functions.

2.4

o

The set of envy-free allocations

In this section we study the set of enw-free allocations. More precisely, we study the
sets of sidepayments that together with an allocation of the objects yield envy-free allocations. It turns out that for an allocation a of the objects there is a sidepayment vector
that together with a gives an envy-free allocation if and only if Q is Pareto-efFicient.
Hence, each Pareto-efficient allocation ~ corresponds with a non-empty polytope So of
sidepayment vectors. We wi11 prove that the polytopes So are merely permutations of
one another.

Moreover, it will be shown that connectedness of the undirected envy-

graphs characterizes the extreme points of these polytopes. Using this characterization
we will be able to extend the algorithm of Section 2.3 to generate an extreme poirit of
the polytopes So.
Let us start with the following proposition.

Proposition 2.4.1 Let E be an economy. Let o be an allocation of the objects. Then,
(a, x) E F(E) for some sidepayment vector ~ if and only if Q is Pareto-ef~icient.
Proof. The `only if'-part follows from Propositiori 2.2.3. The `if'-part follows since if we
start the algorithm of Section 2.3 with a Pareto-efficient, then the allocation of objects
does not change during the algorithm (as was pointed out at the end of Section 2.3). ~
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Let us now introduce some additional notation.

Let E- (N, Q, U) be an economy.

Let v: N~ Q be a Pareto-efficient allocation of the objects. The set of sidepayments
x E RN for which (v, x) is an envy-free allocation is denoted by So C RN.

Since the

no-envy conditions u;a(;) ~- x; ? uio(i) -1- xi (i, j E N) and the balanced transfers condition ~iEN x; - 0 are linear (in)equalities, Sa is a polytope. Let ext(So) be the set of its
extreme points. An envy-free allocation (a, x) is called an extre~ne envy-free allocation if
x E ext(So). The following proposition shows that for Pareto-efficient allocations Q and
T of the objects, the corresponding sets So and S' of sidepayment vectors are merely
permutations of one another. In other words, the set of all sidepayment vectors involved
in envy-free allocations is independent of the Pareto-efficient allocation3. The following
result corresponds to Lemma 4 of Aragonés (1995) and Lemma 5 of Haake et al. (1999).
Proposition 2.4.2 Let (o, x) be an envy-free allocation.
allocation of the objects.

Let T be a Pareto-ef~jicient

Then, y:- (uiv(i) - }- xi - uiT(i))iE,w

E ST.

Moreover,

y-

(xo-~r(i))iEN'

Proof. First note that (T , y) is feasible:
~ yi - ~ ( ~io(i) f x{ - 2Lir(i)) - ~ xi ~ ~
iEN

iEN

iEN

Now we show that y-(xo-,T(i))ZEN.
of (o-, x) we have that

iEN

uio(i) - ~

1l~ir(i) - (].

iEN

Let i E N. By definition of y and the envy-freeness

~ir(i) ~ yi - uiv(i) f xi i uiT(i) f xv-~T(i).

Hence, yi 1 xo-,T(i) for all i E N. Then it immediately follows from ~iEN yi - 0~iEN xo-'T(i) that y-(xo-~T(i))iEN. Finally, we show that (7, y) is envy-free. Let
i, j E N. It holds that
uir(i) f yi -~iv(t) f xi ! uio(i) ~ xi - uiv(i) ~ yT-~o(i)~

where the equalities follow from the definition of y and y-(xo-,T(i))iEN, respectively.
The inequality follows from the envy-freeness of (v, x). So, uiT(i) ~ yi ? uio(i) ~- yT-'a(i)
for all i, j E N. This proves the envy-freeness of (T, y).

~

Corollary 2.4.3 Let Q and T be Pareto-efficient allocations of the objects. The function
f: So --~ ST defined by
f(x) :- (xo-'T(i))iEN

for all x E So

is a bijection. In particular, f(Sa) - ST.
~See also Tadenuma and Thomson (1993) about 'single-valuedness up to Pazeto-indifference'.
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The next proposition shows how we can use the envy-graph of an envy-free allocation
(Q, x) to find all envy-free allocations (T, (xo-,r(i))iEN) of Proposition 2.4.2. In particular,
we can generate in this way all Pareto-efficient allocations of the objects.

Proposition 2.4.4 Let (Q, x) be an envy-free allocation, and let G be its envy-graph.
The following three statements hold.
(i) There is another Pareto-e,~cient allocation of the objects if and only if G contains a
cycle.
(ii) Sv,ppose that G contains a cycle. Consider a set of disjoint cycles in G. A transfer
of the agents within the cycles one node in the direction of their respective cycles
yields another envy-free allocation (T, (xo-~r(i))iEN).
(iii) Sv,ppose that G contains a cycle. The set of envy-free allocativns obtained by transfers as in (ii) is exactly the set of allocations (T, (xo-,r(i))iEN) where T is Paretoeffecient.
Proof. We first prove (ii) and the `if'-part of statement (i). Suppose G contains a cycle,
say
ql ~ q2 ~ "' ~ qk ~ ql

with Q1, q2, ..., qk E Q. We transfer the agents within the cycle one node in the direction of the cycle: agent Q-1(q,.), who is at node q,., is transferred to node q,.fl
(r - 1, ..., k- 1). Agent Q-' (q, ) is transferred to node ql. The resulting (feasible) allocation is (T, (xQ-~r(i))iEN) where T(a-I(q, )) :- 4rf1 for all r- 1, ..., k- 1, T(v-' (qk)) :- 9i,
and T(i) :- o(i) for all agents i ~ Q-'(ql),a-'(q2),...,a-1(qk). One readily verifies that
(T, (xv-,r(i))iEN) is envy-free. In particular, we have found another Pareto-efficient allocation T of the objects. This proves the `if'-part of statement (i). Since the reasoning
above also holds for a set of disjoint cycles, statement (ii) follows.
Now we prove (iii~ and the `only if'-part of statement (i). Suppose there is another
Pareto-efficient allocations of the objects, say T. Let y- (xo-~r(i))iEN. F`iom Proposition
2.4.2 it follows that for i E N
~ir(i) ~ yi - uio(i) f xi -~io(i) f yr-~o(i).

Hence, there is an arc in the envy-graph of (T, y) from node T(i) to node Q(i) provided
that T(i) ~ Q(i). Define a set C of ares in the envy-graph of (T, y) by
C:- {T(2) --~ D-(2) : 2 E N,T(2) ~ Q(2)}.
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We now show that every node in the envy-graph of (T, y) that is incident with an arc in
C is the starting point of exactly one arc in C and the end point of exactly one arc in C.
Let q be a node in the envy-graph of (r, y) that is incident with an arc in C. Then
q- T(i) or q- a(i) for some i E N with T(i) ~ Q(i). Assume that q- T(i) (the
case q- v(i) runs similarly). Obviously, node q is the starting point of the arc T(i) -~
a(i) E C. By definition of C, this is also the unique arc in C of which node q is thc
starting point. It remains to prove that q is the end point of exactly one arc in C. Let
k- o-rT(i). Let p:- rQ-1T(i). We claim that p--~ q is the unique arc in C of which
node q is the end point. Clearly, p-~ q E C, because p- r(k), q- Q(k), and T(k) ~ a(k)
(otherwise r~-rT(i) - QQ-rT(i) - r(i), or equivalently Q-'T(i) - i, a contradiction since
T(i) ~ v(i)). Then, by definition of C, T(k) - p-~ q- v(k) is also the unique arc in C
of which node q- v(k) is the end point.

We conclude that the set C of ares is a set of disjoint cycles in the envy-graph of
(T, y). We transfer the agents in the disjoint cycles one node in the direction of their
respective cycles. The resulting (feasible) allocation is as follows. Agent i receives object
T(i) if node r(i) is not in C, i.e., if T(i) - o(i). Hence, agent i receives object v(i) if
node r(i) is not in C. By the transfer of the agents, agent i receives object o(i) if node
T(i) is in C. Hence, the new allocation is (Q, (yT-~o~~~).EN). Since y-(xo-~r~~~)
it
iEN'
follows that the new allocation is (Q, x). Clearly, the reversed ares of C are ares in the
envy-graph of (Q, x). Hence, in the envy-graph of (a, x) the ares from a(i) to node T(i)
(i E N, r(i) ~ v(i)) form a set of disjoint cycles. This proves (iii) and the `only if'-part
of statement (i), which completes the proof of the proposition.
~
Example 2.4.5 Consider again the economy (N, Q, U) of Example 2.3.1. In Example
2.3.9 we found the envy-free allocation (v, x) with Q-(3, 2, 4, 1, 5, 6) and sidepayments
x- (-2.4, 2.6, -2.4, 2.6, 0, -0.4).

The envy-graph of (Q, x) is depicted in Figure 2.8.

Using Proposition 2.4.4 we conclude from Figure 2.8 that Q is the unique Pareto-efficient
allcocation of the objects.

o

Example 2.4.6 Consider the economy (N, Q, U) with N- Q -{ 1, ..., 6} and utility
matrix U given by
6 0 3
1 0 0
6 6 0
0 0 0
U-

0 3 0-2 0 0
0 0 3

1 0 0

0 0 0

2 5 0

0 0 0

0 0 6

3.:~
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The envy-graph of the allocation (id, z) with z-(-2, -2, 1, 3, 0, 0) is depicted in
Figure 2.10.

In the envy-graph there are no strong ares, so the allocation (id, z) is
(6.~)
O
(5,0)

~

~

(~,-~)

(3,1)

Figure 2.10: The envy-fi~ee allocation (id, z)

envy-free. Hence, we can apply Proposition 2.4.4. We find that there are four Paretoefficient allocation of the objects, viz., a-(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), ,Cj -(3, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6), y(1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 6), and b-(4,1, 2, 3, 5, 6), which give an envy-free allocation together with
x~ - z- (-2, -2,1, 3, 0, 0), xQ - (1, -2, -2, 3, 0, 0), x7 -(-2, -2, 3, 1, 0, 0), and
xó -(3, -2, -2, 1, 0, 0), respectively.

o

Next, we will show that a vector of sidepayments of an envy-free allocation is an extreme
point of the corresponding polytope if and only if the corresponding undirected envygraph is connected. This gives rise to an extension of the algorithm of Section 2.3 that
yields an extreme envy-free allocation.
For an envy-graph G corresponding to an envy-free allocation (~, x), we define the
undirected envy-graph G as follows. The nodes of G are as in G. Let i, j E Q.

There

is an edge {i, j} in G if and only if there is a weak arc in G from node i to node j or
from node j to node i or both. For example, the undirected envy-graph that results from
Figure 2.8 (see Example 2.3.9) is depicted in Figure 2.11. Note that between each pair
of nodes in an undirected envy-graph there is at most one edge.

We call a subset Q' C Q of nodes in an undirected envy-graph G connected if for
every pair of nodes i, j E Q' there is a finite sequence (i - il, i2, ... , ik - j) of nodes
in Q' such that {i„ i,.}1} is an edge in G for every r- 1, ..., k- 1. We say that G is
connected if Q is connected. The following theorem shows that it is easy to ascertain
whether a sidepayment vector x E RN of an envy-free allocation (a, x) is an extreme
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( 6,-Q4 )
O.
(5,0) O

` ` ~l

( 4,2.6)

i

(3,-2.a) ( a )
.

~

,~~

( z ) (z,z.e)

~
( i,-z.a)
Figure 2.11: G, an undirected envy-graph
point of the polytope So.
Theorem 2.4.7 Let E-(Q, N, U) be an economy and let (Q, x) be an envy-free allocation. Then, (v, x) is extreme if and only if the undirected envy-graph G corresponding
with (a, x) is connected.
Proof. First we prove the `if'-part. Let (a, x) be an envy-free allocation. Assume that
the undirected envy-graph G corresponding with (Q, x) is connected. Suppose that (Q, x)
is not extreme. Then there exist envy-free allocations (Q, xl) and (Q, xz) with xl ~ xz,
and a number .1 E(0,1) such that x-,~x' f(1-.~)xz. Let G1 and Gz be the undirected
envy-graphs corresponding with (v, x') and (o, xz), respectively. We will show that if
{i, j} is an edge in G, then {i, j} is also an edge in both Gl and Gz. To this end, take
an edge {i, j} in G. We have that
uo-~(i)i f xQ-i(i)

-

uo-'(i)7 f xo-1(.7)

uo-'(9)7 ~ xo-'(.1)

-

~a-'(i)i f xo-i(i).

or

(2.4)

Without loss of generality, we may assume that (2.4) holds. Since (~, xl) and (o, xz) are
envy-free allocations it also holds that
uo-1(i)i f xQ-i(i)
z

uo-~(i)i f xo-,(i)

J

?

uv-i(t)7 ~ xn-I(7)
z

uo-~(i)i f xo-~(i).

and

(2.5)

(2.6)

Multiplying inequality (2.5) by ,~ and inequality (2.6) by (1 -~), and adding those
inequalities gives, together with x-.~xl f(1 -~)xz, that
11~o-i(i)i f xv-l(t)
~ uo-1(i)J ~ xa-1(.J).

(2.7)

2.4.
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From (2.4) and (2.7) it follows that both (2.5) and (2.6) are in fact equalities.

This

proves that {i, j} is an edge in Gl and G2. So, we have proved that if {i, j} is an edge in
G, then {i, j} is also an edge in both Gl and G2. From this, the connectedness of G, and
the fact that ~zEN xi - 0-~iE,~, x?, it readily follows that xl - x2 - x, contradicting
the fact that xl ~ x2. Hence, the assumption that (~, x) is not extreme is false. This
proves the `if'-part.
To prove the `only if'-part, let (Q, x) be an envy-free allocation and assume that
the undirected envy-graph G corresponding with (v, x) is not connected.

Then there

exist subgraphs Gl and G2, each connected in itself but. disconnected from the other
subgraph. Let Gl and G2 have cardinalities nl and n2 with respect to the nodes. Let
e] 0.

Construct the allocation (a,xl) as follows: add n to xo-~~2~ if i is a node in

Gl, subtract n2 from xQ-,~1~ if i is a node in G2, and do not change xo-~~zl otherwise.
Construct the allocation (~, x2) as follows: subtract ni from xo-~121 if i is a node in G',
add n2 to xo-~~zl if i is a node in G2, and do not change xo-,~z~ otherwise. Now note that
if e is small enough, then (Q, xl) and (o, x2) are envy-free. Their average is (cr, x), which
is therefore not extreme. This completes the proof.

~

Remark 2.4.8 From Theorem 2.4.7 we learn that the outcome ( o, y) of Aragonés (1995)
in Example 2.3.9 is extreme, whereas the outcome ( Q, x) of the algorithm of Section 2.3
is not. In general neither the algorithm of Section 2.3 nor the algorithm of Aragonés
generates an extreme envy-free allocation.
However, given an envy-free allocation ( Q, x), one can find an extreme point of the
corresponding set So in a straigthforward manner as follows. Suppose that x is not an
extreme point of So. By Theorem 2.4.7 the corresponding undirected envy-graph G is
not connected. Let Q' ~ Q be one of the largest maximally connecteda sets of nodes in
G. Now, we use a kind of sidepayment procedure to get a new envy-free allocation with
a larger maximally connected set. Every node in Q`Q' will `pay' an amount a) 0 of
money. Every node in Q' will `get' an amount b ) 0 of money such that q'b - ( n - q')a,
where q' denotes the number of elements in Q'. Since the undirected envy-graph is not
connected, we have q' c n. For a we take the minimum value á 1 0 for which a new weak
arc in the directed envy-graph emerges. This minimum exists because there are only a
finite number of agents and because all agents have a quasi-linear utility function. For
b we consequently take b - n 94 a. Clearly, the new allocation is feasible. Furthermore,
the new allocation is still envy-free, and the maximal number of nodes in a maximally
connected set of nodes is increased by at least one. If the new undirected graph is not
QThat is, there is no connected set Q" ~ Q' of nodes in G such that Q' C Q".
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Since every time that we apply
the procedure the maximal number of nodes in a maximally connected set of nodes is
increased by at least one, it follows that after a finite number of times of applying the
connected, we can apply this procedure once more.

procedure we find an envy-free allocation (Q, z) where z is an extreme point of the set
So. Thus, we have an extension of the algorithm of Section 2.3 that yields an envy-free
allocation (a, z) with z E ext(So).
Example 2.4.9 Consider again the economy (N, Q, U) of Example 2.3.1. We apply
the procedure above to the envy-free allocation (o, x) of Example 2.3.9 (see also Figure
2.11). We have Q' -{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 6}. Some calculation gives á- 56 - 16 and the extreme
envy-free allocation (Q, z) where z-(-Zs~ 2s~ -2s~ 2s~ -ls~ -s)~

2.5

o

One object: the cp~-solution

In this section we consider economies (N, Q, U) with only one indivisible object, i.e.,
~Q~ - 1.

As a consequence, the utility of agent i E N of having the object and an

amount x; of money is ui f xi, and his utility of having only the amount xi of money is
xi.

The set of envy-free allocations is easy to describe. Without loss of generality we
may assume that ul 1 u2 )... 1 u~. Consider first the case ul 1 u2. The envy-free
allocations are the allocations that give the object to agent 1(Pareto-efFiciency), the
amount -(n - 1)x (with n C x C ~) of money to agent 1, and x to each of the other
agents (feasibility and no-envy among the agents 2, 3, ...ri.). The condition ~ C x C n
follows from the remaining two essentia] no-envy conditions, the other ones are implied
by the second one: ul -(n - 1)x ) x and x] uz -(n - 1)x.
In the degenerate case ul - u2 we have more than one Pareto-efficient allocation of
the object. For each Pareto-efficient allocatiori of the object, however, we have only one
sidepayment vector that yields an envy-free allocation: -(n - 1) n for the agent that
receives the object and n for each of the other agents.
The allocation with x- n is the cp'-solution of Tadenuma and Thomson (1993), and
is the worst envy-free allocation for the agent that receives the object. It is easy but
tedious to prove the following proposition. Tlie proof is therefore omitted.
Proposition 2.5.1 The algorithm in Section 2.~i yields the cp'-solution (cf.

Tadenuma

and Thomson (1993)) in the quasi-linear ~nodel with one indivisible object, provided that
we start vrith the zero sidepayments vector.

Chapter 3
Weakly Stable Matchings
3.1

Introduction

Many markets and most transactions in real life bring together a buyer and a seller of a
single commodity. In other words, many markets are in fact bilateral. It was already in
the early studies of market models that one accounted for the importance of two-sided
markets (cf.

Cournot (1838) and Edgeworth (1881)).

Clearly, the study of two-sided

markets may also give some insights into more complicated economic situations.
In Chapter 5 we will approach the subject of two-sided markets by studying assignment games, a class of cooperative games that were introduced by Shapley and Shubik
(1972). In this chapter we take another approach by considering the ordinal counterpart
of the assignment. game. This ordinal model is known as the `marriage model' and was
introduced by Gale and Shapley (1962). Obviously, the terminology `marriage model' is
a metaphor that refers to less frivolous markets than `marriage markets', e.g., markets of
firms and workers and those of students and colleges. In fact, what served as a motivation of much of the study of the marriage model were the matching procedures applied
in the labor market of inedical interns in the United States in the 1950s.
A subject that has been central in the studies of the marriage model is the concept
of stable matching. Gale and Shapley (1962) formalized the notion of stability and
provided in addition an algorithmic way to calculate stable matchings in the marriage
model. A matching is stable if all agents have acceptable spouses and there is no blocking
pair, i.e., there is no unmarried couple whose members both like each other better than
their current spouses.

The paper of Gale and Shapley (1962) has led to a vast body

of literature in which the properties of the set of stable matchings were studied, not
only for the marriage model, but for more general models as well.

39
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and Sotomayor (1990) for a comprehensive account on the study of the set of stable
matchings.
In this chapter we study a weaker concept of stability in the marriage model rather
than studying the set of stable matchings in yet another model. We were led to this by
the observation that a blocking pair, which undermines the stability of a matching, is not
always credible in the sense that one of the partners may find a more attractive partner
with whom he forms another blocking pair for the original matching. We enlarge the set
of stable matchings by allowing for this kind of blocking pairs. In other words, we clefirre
an individually rational matching to be weakly stable if every blocking pair is - in tl~e
sense above - not credible. Clearly, weak stability is a relaxation of stability. In this vicw,
the paper of G~rdenfors (1975) should be mentioned here. From the perspective of votirrg
theory, he defined a matching to be a majority assignment if there is no other matching
that is preferred by a majority (of inen and women) to the original matching. G~rdenfors
observed that, when preferences are strict, the set of majority assignments comprises
the set of stable matchings, thus showing that the notion of majority assignment is a
relaxation of stability. To make comparisons between different matchings, G~rdenfors
assumed the two sides of the marriage market to have the same cardinality. We do not
need to make this assumption, because our concept is solely related to the credibility
of blocking pairs.

A more serious drawback of the concept of majority assignment is

that in certain situations it fails to rule out matchings with a unique blocking pair. Our
relaxation, however, excludes this kind of matchings, and we think that it is a minimal
condition that a`good' relaxation should satisfy.

Not surprisingly, the nice lattice structure of the set of stable matchings does not carry
over to the set of weakly stable matchings. In fact, we will see that the decomposition
lemma of Knuth (1976) does no longer hold for the set of weakly stable matchings. The
decomposition lemma was a key result to show, among others, the lattice structure of
the set of stable matchings.
Nevertheless, we are able to present a result similar to the equality of the core and
the set of stable matchings in marriage markets. We translate the bargaining set of Zhou
(1994) to the marriage model and prove that it coincides with the set of weakly stable
matchings that are weakly efficient. A matching is weakly efficient if there is no other
matching in which all agents are better off. We need the condition of weak efficiency,
since, following Zhou (1994), we do not allow for counterobjections against objections
of the set of all agents. Thus, all matchings in the bargaining set are weakly efficient,
whereas weakly stable matchings may not be weakly efficient.

This chapter, which is based on Klijn and Massó (1999), is organized as follows.
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In Section 3.2 we recall the marriage model of Gale and Shapley (1962), define the
concept of weak stability, and give the definition of the bargaining set of Zhou (1994)
for the marriage model.

In Section 3.3 we study the structure' of the set of weakly

stable matchings. Then, in Section 3.4, we link the concept of weak stability with the
bargaining set of Zhou (1994). Some concluding remarks follo~~ in Section 3.5.

3.2

The marriage model

In this section we recall the marriage model of Gale and Shapley (1962). Most of the
notation is due to Roth and Sotomayor (1990).

After that, we define the concept of'

weak stability. Finally, we give the definition of the bargaining set of Zhou (1994) for
the marriage model.
There are two finite and disjoint sets of agents: a set M-{ml, ..., m,} of `men'
and a set W- {wl, ..., ws} of `women', where possibly r~ s. We sometimes denote
a generic agent by i and a generic man and a generic woman by m and w, respectively.
Each agent has a complete and transitive preference ordering over the agents on the
other side of the market and the prospect of being alone. We ass~enze that all preferences
are strict.

Hence, the preference of a man m can be represented by a preference list

P(m) on W U{m}, for instance:
P(m) - ws, ~'2, m, wi, u'a, ..., ws,

which indicates that m prefers w3 to w2 and he prefers remaining single to marrying
anyone else. Similarly, the preference of a woman w can be represented by a preference
list P(w) on M U{w}. Let P be the set of preference lists:
P- {P(ml),... ,P('m,,.),P(wi),... ,P(ws)}.
A marriage market is a triple (M, W, P). We write w~,,,w' if m prefers w to w', and
w~„~w' if m likes w at least as well w' (we need the notation r„~ because we will be
considering situations where w and w' may be the same woman). Similarly we write
m~wm' and m}-,,,m'. A woman w is acceptable to a man m if wr„~m. Analogously, m
is acceptable to w if m~,,,w.

An outcome for a marriage market (M, W, P) is a matching, a one-to-one correspondence p, from the set MUW onto itself of order two (that is, tc(p,(i)) - i for all i E 11~1 UW)
such that if m E M and p,(m) ~ m (i.e., m is matched) then p,(m) E W and if w E W
and p,(w) ~ w (i.e., w is matched) then lC(w) E M. Let m E M, w E W If }~(m) - w,
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then man m and woman w are said to be mates or matched to one another (at p). Let
i E MUW. If ~(i) - i, then agent i is said to be single or unmatched (at p). A matching
p is individually rational if each agent is acceptable to his or her mate, i.e., p,(i)}ii for
all i E M U W.

For a given matching p,, a pair (m, w) is said to form a blocking pair

if they are not matched to one another but prefer one another to their mates at ~, i.e.,
w~,,,~C(m) and m~,,,tc(w). A matching is said to be stable if it is individually rational
and if there are no blocking pairs. Gale and Shapley (1962) proved that the set of stable
matchings is non-empty.

Next, we introduce our concept of weak stability. We say that a blocking pair (m, w)
for a matching p is weak if for the man m or the woman w there exists another blocking
pair for te in which he or she is better off than with w and m, respectively.
Definition 3.2.1 A blocking pair (m, w) for ~c is weak if there is a woman w' E W such
that w'~„tw and (m, w') is a blocking pair for p,, or a man m' E M such that m'rwm
and (m', w) is a blocking pair for tc.
Definition 3.2.2 A matching te is weakly stable if it is individually rational and if all
blocking pairs are weak.
Note that a matching with a single blocking pair cannot be weakly st.able. The concept of
weak stability reflects the idea that agents are not myopic. Thus, weak blocking pairs are
ruled out, since they are not credible in the sense that one of the partners may decide to
form another blocking pair, leaving the former blocking pair partner behind with a painful
illusion. Let (m, w) be a weak blocking pair.

We write (m, w) -~ (m, w') if w' E W,

w'~„Lw, and (m, w') is a blocking pair for tc.

Similarly, we write (m, w) -~ (m', w) if

m' E M, m'r,,,m, and (m', w) is a blocking pair for p.

In the first case we say that

blocking pair (m, w') dominates blocking pair (m, w). In the second case blocking pair
(m', w) dominates blocking pair (m, w). Note that both cases may hold at the same
time.

Now, we will define a bargaining set for the marriage model. But first we need some
more definitions for expositional convenience. A coalition S is a subset of the set of
agents M U W. Given a matching p, a coalition S is said to be able to enforce a matching ~c' over p, if the following two conditions hold. First, new marriages in ti are only
between members of S. Second, if two agents not in S are matched by p then they remain matched by p,'. Formally, a coalition S can enforce a matching tc' over a matching
p if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

3.2.

The marriage model

4~3

(E1) for any m E M and any w E W, if ii(m) - w and tc(m) ~ w then m, w E S;
(E2) for any m E M`S and any w E W`S, if ~,(m) - w then ~'(m) - w.
Notice that the concept of enforcement is independent of the preferences. An illustrat.ion
of the concept of enforcement is given by Example 3.2.3.
Example 3.2.3 Let M- {ml, ... , m7} and W-{wl, ..., w~} be the two sets of
agents.

Let tL be the matching defined by Ec(mz) - wi for all m,z E M.

One readily

verifies conditions (El) and (E2) to see that S- {m~, ... , m4i wl, ..., wb} can enforce
the matching ti defined by ii (i) - i for i E{ml, ms, wl, w3}, tc'(m2) - wZ, ~'(na3) - w4i
o
tC'(m.4) - ws, ~i (m6) - ws, and ~'(m7) - w7. See Figure 3.1.

S
~`
7)!

mq~

~ wa

~ w5

ms--

- WS

ms

mh - -

- wh

mn----~vfi

m7----W~

m~----W~

Figure 3.1: Coalition S enforces the matching ~' over ~
Following Zhou (1994) we now define the concepts of objection, counterobjection, and
bargaining set for the marriage model.

Definition 3.2.4 An objection against a matching ~, is a pair (S, te') where S is a coalition and ~' a matching that can be enforced over ~ by S and in which all agents in S
are better off than in ~c, i.e., it holds that ~'(i) r; ~,(i) for all i E S.
Definition 3.2.5 A counterobjection against an objection (S, ti ) is a pair ( T, {i') where
T is a coalition and ~i' a matching that can be enforced over ~, by T such that:

(C1)T`S~O,S`T~O,andTnS~O;
(C2) ti'(i)}itc(i) for all i E T`S and ~i'(i)}zp,'(i) for all i E T n S.
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An objection ( S, ti ) against a matching is jwstifeed if there is no counterobjection against
(S, F~~).
Definition 3.2.6 The bargaining set is the set of matchings that have no justified objections.

Finally, a matching p, for a given marriage market (M, W, P) is said to be weakly efficient
if there is no other matching li in which all agents are better off, i.e., p.'(i)~z~(i) for all
iERIUW.

3.3

The set of weakly stable matchings

In this section we study the structure of the set of weakly stable matchings. The following
proposition is a straightforward consequence of the definitions of (weak) stability and
the non-emptiness of the stable set (Gale and Shapley (1962)).
Proposition 3.3.1 Any stable matching is a weakly stable matching.

The set of weal~ly

stable matchings is non-empty.

That the concept of weakly stable matchings is indeed weaker than the concept of
stable matchings follows from Example 3.3.2.
Example 3.3.2 Consider the marriage market (Knuth (1976)) (M, W, P) where
M-{ml, mz, m3, m4}, W-{wl, wz, w3, w9}, and preferences
P-{P(ml), P(mz), P(ms), P(m9), P(wl), P(w2), P(ws); P(wa)} are given by
P(mi )

-

2ui, wz, wa, wa

P(mz)

-

wz, wi, wa, ws

P(ms)

-

ws, wa, wi, wz

P(ma)

-

wa, ws, wz, wi

P(wi)

-

ma, ms, mz, mi

P(wz)

-

m3, m4, ml, mz

P(w3)

-

m2, ml, m9, m3

P(wa)

-

rni, mz, ms, ma.

One can verify that there are ten stable matchings and two weakly stable matchings that
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are not stable. In the latter two matchings women wl, w2i w3, and w4 are matclied to

respectively.

ml, m3, m,2, m4, and

(3.1)

m9, m2, ?ns, mi,

(3.2)

The matching induced by (3.1) is weakly stable because all its blocking

pairs are weak: (m2i wl) -~ (m3, wl) ~(m3, w4) -~ (m2i w9) -~ (m2, wl).

Similarly,

all blocking pairs for the matching induced by (3.2) are weak: (m~, w2) -~ (m9i w2) -~
o
(mn, ws) ~ (mi, ws) ~ (mi, w2).

Next, we show that the set of weakly stable matchings does not have a lattice structure. Consider again the marriage market of Example 3.3.2. Let the women choose the
best partner from the matching induced by (3.1) and the (stable) matching in which
women wl, w2i w3, and w4 are matched to m2, m4, ml, and m3, respectively. The result
is not a matching, since women wl and w3 both choose man m2. Hence, the set of weakly
stable matchings does not have a lattice structure.
For the special class of neighbor marriage markets we have that the sets of stable and
weakly stable matchings coincide and are a singleton. A neighbor marriage market is a
marriage market in which the agents are put along a line, alternating men and women
and where only direct neighbors are possible acceptable partners.

Proposition 3.3.3 In a neighbor marriage market the sets of stable and weakly stable
matchings coincide and are a singleton.
Proof.

By the existence result of Gale and Shapley (1962) and Proposition 3.3.1 we

are done if we show that there is at most one weakly stable matching. In fact, we will
directly show which is the unique weakly stable matching.

It follows from individual rationality that for a matching p to be weakly stable, there
is no marriage in p between two neighbors for which at ]east one of them prefers staying
single to marrying the other agent. Nor can such a marriage serve as a blocking pair.
This splits the marriage problem into several subproblems where every agent prefers
marrying to any of his neighbors (note that there is only one neighbor if the agent is on
an extreme of the line in the subproblem) to staying single. It is easy, but tedious, to
check that for such kind of marriage market there is only one weakly stable matching.
Combining the weakly stable matchings for the subproblems we obtain the unique weakly
stable matching ~ for the original problem.

t]
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3.4

Weak stability and a bargaining set

In this section we link the concept of weak stability with Zhou's (1994) bargaining set
for the marriage model. Since we will make use of weak efficiency, we first present the
following result on the relation of the stability concepts and weak efficiency.

Proposition 3.4.1 Any stable matching is weakly ef~icient. There are, however, weakly
stable matchings that are not weakly ef,~icient.
Proof.

One easily verifies that if a matching is not weakly efí'icient, then it is not
individually rational or it has a blocking pair. In other words, if a matching is not
weakly efficient then it is not stable.
To prove the second statement, consider the following marriage market (M, W, P)
where
M-{ml, mz, m3}, W-{wl, wz, w3}, and preferences
P-{P(Tni), P(mz), P(ms), P(wl), P(wz), P(ws)} given by
P(ml)

ws, wz, wi

P(mz)

wi, ws, wz

P(ms)

w2, wi, ws

P(wi)

ms, mz, mi

P(wz)

mi , ma, n~z

P(ws)

mz, mi, ms.

Let ~, be the matching defined by te(m,) - w; for all mz E NI, and let ti be the matching
defined by ti (ml) - wzi ti (mz) - w3i and ti (m3) - wl. Then, te is a weakly stable
matching; there are six blocking pairs and each of them is dominated by another one:
(mi, wz) ~ (mi, ws) ~ (mz, ws) ~ (mz, wi) ~ (ms, wi) ~ (ms, wa) ~ (mi, wz). But
~ is not weakly efficient since ~'(i)~zp(i) for all agents i E M U W. This completes the
proof.

p

For the example in the proof of Proposition 3.4.1 let ~,y denote the matching produced
by the deferred acceptance algorithm of Gale and Shapley (1962) with men proposing;
namely, pM(ml) - w3i p,y(mz) - wl, and pM(m3) - wz. Then, as one verifies readily,
{~M(m)~,n~,(m) for all m E M and ~i,i,(w)rwp,(w) for all w E W. This implies that
the decomposition lemma of Knuth (1976) does not hold for the set of weakly stable
matchings. The decomposition lemma says that both sides of the market are in conflict
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on the set of stable matchings and it was a key result to show the lattice structure of
the set of stable matchings.
Roth and Sotomayor (1990) showed that the core of a marriage rnarket., which is the
set of matchings that have no objection, coincides with the set of stable matchings. A
result in the same vein for the bargaining set of a marriage market and the set of weakly
stable matchings does not hold, because these sets do not always coincide. To see this,
note that from the first condition in (C1) it immediately follows that an objection of
the coalition !lI U W cannot be counterblocked. Hence, the matching E~ in the proof of
Proposition 3.4.1 is not in the bargaining set. Since ~ is weakly stable we conclude that
the bargaining set does not coincide with the set of weakly stable matchings. Nevertheless, Theorem 3.4.2 shows that the bargaining set consists of the weakly stable matcliings
that are weakly eflicient.
Theorem 3.4.2 In a marriage market, tlae óargaining set coincides with the set of
weakly stable and weakly efficient matchings.

We first prove that a matching that is not weakly efficient or weakly stable
cannot be contained in the bargaining set.
A matching that is not weakly efficient is not in the bargaining set because by (C1)
Proof.

coalition M U W has a justified objection. So, we are done if we prove that matchings
that are not weakly stable are not in the bargaining set. Let ~ be a matching that is not
weakly stable.
We may assume that tc is individually rational (since otherwise ~e is not in the bargaining set, and we are done).
say (m, w).

Then, we can take a blocking pair that is not ~veak,

Let S- {m, w} and let the matching ii be the defined by ~'(m) - w,

ti (w) - m, and for i E M U W, i~ m, w: ~'(i) - tc(i) if p(i) ~ m, w and }i (i) - i
otherwise. Then, (S, ti ) is an objection against ~,.

Now suppose there is a counterobjection, say (T, te"), against the objection (S, p').
Then, since S`T ~ 0 and S n T~~, we have, without loss of generality, that rn E T
and w~ T. Note that
I~"(m)~,nwr„~l~(m)r,nm.

(3.3)

The relations in (3.3) follow from the counterobjection (T, ~"), the objection (S, ti ), and
individual rationality of p, respectively. From (3.3) it follows that p,"(m) ~ m. We will
show that (m, ~"(m)) is a blocking pair that dominates (m, w), contradicting that the
blocking pair (m, w) at ~c is not weak. This will complete the proof since then apparently
the assumption that there is a counterobjection does not hold.
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First note that
í~~(m)rmw,

(3.4)

~c"(m)rm~(m), and

(3.5)

mr~„1„~)f~(Fi~(m)).

(3.6)

Relations (3.4) and (3.5) follow from (3.3). Relation (3.6) follows from ~"(m) E T`S
and (C2). We will prove that the preferences in (3.4) and (3.6) are strict preferences
by proving that ii'(m) ~ w and m~~,(~"(m)).

Then, it immediately follows that

(m, ~i'(m)) is a blocking pair that dominates (m, w).

Since ~" can be enforced over p, it follows that ~i'(m) - w if and only if ~c(m) - w or
w E T. Since we know that w~ T and since ~(m) - w is ruled out by (3.5), it follows
that ~"(m) ~ w.
Suppose that m - ~c(~"(m)).
(3.3). Hence, m~~(~"(m)).

Then, ~(m) - ~,(~C(~i'(m))) - ~,"(m), contradicting

This completes the first part of the proof.

To prove the other inclusion, let ~, be a weakly stable matching that is weakly efficient.
We will show that ~c is contained in the bargaining set.
Suppose that a coalition S C M U W has an objection (S, u) against the matching
~,. We will show that there is a counterobjection (T, u") against (S; ~').
Note first that by weak efficiency of p we have S~ M U W. Furthermore, it follows
from the individual rationality of ~ and (E1) that the coalition S consists of blocking
pairs that are matched in ~'.
Now take an agent i E MUW, i~ S. We may assume, without loss of generality, that
i E M. Say i- m'. If there is a pair (m, w) in S matched in ~C' such that m' ~~(w),
then it is easily verified that, if ~S~ 1 2, then (T, ~i') with T-{m, w, m'} and ~i'
defined by ~i'(m) - w, ~C"(j) -~(j) (j ~ m,w and j~~(m),~(w)), and p"(j) - j
(j -~,(m), ~C(w)) is a counterobjection against (S, ~i ).
S-{m, w} for some blocking pair (m, w) for ~,.

Now, suppose ~S~ - 2. Then,

Since (m, w) is a blocking pair for

~ and ~c is weakly stable, there is another blocking pair (m, w') or (m', w) for ~ that
dominates (m, w). Suppose there is a blocking pair (m, w') for ~ that dominates (m, w).
Note that w' ~ S.

One easily verifies that (T, ~") where T-{m, w'} and Fl' defined
bY f~~~(m) - w~, 1~~~(7) - F~(7) (.7 ~ l~(m), ~(w~)), and p,~(j) - j(j - f~(m), h(w')) is a
counterobjection against (S, ~'). Similarly, if there is a blocking pair (m', w) for ~, that
dominates (m, w), then {m', w} has a counterobjection against (S, ~e').

So, suppose that there is no pair (m, w) in S matched in ~i such that m' ~~(w).
Then, for every pair (m, w) in S matched in ~i we have m' -~e(w). Hence, by the
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structure of S, the set S consists of only one such a pair.

The proof is completed

following the same argument used in the preceding case to identify a counterobjection
against (S, ~i ).

(]

Remark 3.4.3 Consider once more the marriage market of Example 3.3.2. Let ~ be the
matching that matches women wl, w2i w3, and w9 with ml, m4, m2, and m3, respectively.
Then, ~ is weakly efficient (because ~e matches for example ml to his most preferred
woman), but u is not weakly stable (since the blocking pair (m2, wl) is not dominated
by the only other blocking pair (m2, w4)). Now we can depict the relations between weak
efFiciency, (weak) stability, and the bargaining set in Figure 3.2.

Example 3.2
bargaining s'et
~
Remark 4.3

~

~

~

k~eakly e~ficient
mátchings

Propositron 4.1

weaklv stable matchittgs
stahle matchings

Figure 3.2: Relations between (weak) stability and the bargaining set

3.5

Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have introduced a relaxation of stability for the marriage model. The
idea behind the concept is that we consider a matching to be stable if all blocking pairs
are not credible, i.e., for each blocking pair one of its members can find a more att.ractive
partner with whom he forms another blocking for the original matching. Obviously, the
new concept can, with some adaptations, also be applied to more general settings of
matching problems, for instance in many-to-one and many-to-many models. Thus, weak
stability may also be of interest in view of the problem of the emptiness of the set of
stable matchings in the above-mentioned models with general preferences. Although we
did not explore weak stability in other matchings models in this chapter, we think that
it could be an interesting direction for further research.

Clearly, the bargaining set of Zhou (1994) is only one of the various bargaining
sets that have been proposed since Aumann and Maschler (1964) started the study
on bargaining. The bargaining set of Zhou (1994), however, has, in our opinion, several
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attractive features that previous solution concepts failed to satisfy. Nonetheless, it would
still be interesting to see what happens if one applies the original bargaining set of
Aumann and Maschler (1964) or the bargaining set of Mas-Colell (1989) to matching
models. In this light, we would like to point out that in the proof of Theorem 3.4.2 we
used all three conditions of (C1). It is precisely the combination of these conditions that
was the novelty of the bargaining set of Zhou (1994).

Chapter 4
Permutation Games and Sequencing
Games
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we study the balancedness of two related classes of cooperative games:
the class of permutation games and a class of sequencing games. Permutation games and
sequencing games are related to scheduling or sequencing problems that find their origin
in the processing and manufacturing industries, where several jobs have to go through
a number of machines before production is completed.

In this regard one can think

for example of the production, assembly, and testing of different consumer electronic
products.

Besides the problems in the manufacturing industries, scheduling problems

also arise in business, computing, and the service industries, like the allocation problem
of airport landing slots to planes or the scheduling of different programs on computers.
Permutation games arise from situations in which there is a group of agents that
each have a job that has to be carried out. An example is the scheduling of jobs in a
department. It is assumed that initially each agent has to carry out his own job and thus
incurs a cost. Additionally it is assumed that each agent is also able to carry out any of
the other jobs, the cost incurred varying from job to job. Hence, the agents can decide
to cooperate and to reschedule the jobs in such a way that the total incurred costs are
minimized.

Next, the question arises how to allocate the minimal total costs. One obvious way
to do this is just allocating the processing costs of a job to the agent that carries out
the job. The problem, however, is that this allocation may not be not stable. That is,
it may be beneficial for some subgroup of agents to split off from the group of agents
51
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and to process their own jobs. To find such stable allocations, a relation is established
between the problems above and cooperative game theory. More specifically, we study
permutation games, a class of cooperative cost games introduced by Tijs et al. (1984),
that capture the problems above. The question of stable allocations then boils down to
the study of the core of permutation games. Tijs et al. (1984) proved that permutation
games are balanced, i.e., their core is not empty. Hence, a stable allocation of the costs
exists.
The balancedness result of Tijs et al. (1984) was obtained by using the extreme points
theorem of Birkhoff (1948) and von Neumann (1953) on doubly stochastic matrices.
Another proof was provided by Curiel and Tijs (1986) who made use of an equilibrium
existence theorem of Gale (1984) for a discrete exchange economy with money. Finally,
Tijs (1992) gave a proof by showing that permutation games are linear programming
games (cf. Owen (1975), Curiel (1997)).
In Section 4.2, which is based on Klijn et al. (1999a), we present an alternative proof
for the balancedness of permutation games. The proof is interesting because it relates the
core conditions of permutation games with the properties of envy-freeness and Paretoefficiency in quasi-linear economies, which were discussed in Chapter 2. IVloreover, in
contrast to the other proofs our proof is constructive.
Sequencing games may arise as follows. The example we like to consider is that of a
multidivisional firm, whose divisions make use of a joint repair and maintenance facility.
When a division requires service from this facility, this division is down and, furthermore,
she incurs costs for the duration of the downtime. Since the firm wants to reduce these
costs to a minimum, she needs to determine the optimal schedule in which the repair and
maintenance facility serves the divisions that require service. A subsequent problem the
firm may face, is how to allocate the minimal total costs from downtime to the divisions.
The need for such an allocation can be, for example, for accounting reasons in order to
determine the overall performance of each division.

A similar argument holds for the problem of scheduling airport landing slots to planes.
High priority planes delay the flight time of low priority planes, which increases the
costs of the low priority planes. So, it might be consídered fair to transfer part of
these additional costs to the high priority planes. These transfer payments could be
incorporated in the landing fees for airplanes. The question that again remains is, what
transfer payments may be considered to be fair. Again, we answer both allocation
problems by invoking cooperative game theory. More precisely, we study a class of
sequencing games.

4.2. The balancedness of permutation games
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Sequencing games are cooperative games that arise from scheduling or sequencirig
problems. Sequencing games were introduced in Curiel et al. (1989).

They considered

the class of 1-machine sequencing situations in which the weighted completion time
criterion was chosen as the cost criterion. It was shown for the corresponding sequencing
games that they are convex and, thus, that the games are balanced. Hamers et al. (1995)
extended the class of 1-machine sequencing situations considered by Curiel et al. (1989)
by imposing ready times on the jobs. In this case the corresponding sequencing garnes
are balanced, but are not necessarily convex. For a special subclass of sequencing games,
however, convexity could be established. Similar results are also obtained in Borm et al.
(1999)

in which due dates are imposed on the jobs. Instead of imposing restrictions

on the jobs, van den Nouweland et aL (1992) extended the number of machines. They
considered m-machine sequencing situations with respect to flow shops and a dominant
machine. Convexity was established for the special class in which the first machine is
dominant. In general the corresponding sequencing games do not need to be balanced.
In Section 4.3, which is based on Hamers et al. (1999c), we consider sequencing
situations with m parallel and identical machines in which no restrictions on the jobs
are imposed. Again, the weighted completion time criterion is used. Furthermore, each
agent has one job that has to be processed on precisely one machine. These sequencing
situations, which will be referred to as m-machine sequencing situations, give rise to the
class of m-sequencing games.

For 1-machine sequencing situations the corresponding

class of 1-sequencing games coincides with the class of sequencing games introduced by
Curiel et al. (1989). Our first main result is that an m-sequencing game is balanced if and
only if a related game on the machines, the so-called m-machine game, is balanced. From
this result it readily follows that sequencing games arising from 2-machine sequencing
situations are balanced. Our second main result states that for two special subclasses of
m-machine sequencing situations, with m) 3, the related games are balanced, namely
the subclass in which all cost coefficients are equal to one and the subclass in which all
processing times are equal to one. In the proof of this result we use the total balancedness
of permutation games.

4.2

The balancedness of permutation games

In this section we start with recalling the definition of a permutation game. After that,
we will recall the proofs of Tijs et al. (1984) and Curiel and Tijs (1986) on the total
balancedness of permutation games. And finally, we will provide a simple alternative
proof by relating the core conditions with the properties of envy-freeness and Pareto-
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efficiency in quasi-linear economies which were studied in Chapter 2.
Permutation games, introduced by Tijs et al. (1984), arise from the followirig situation. There are agents 1, 2, ..., n and each agent i possesses a machine M~ and has a job
J2 to be processed. Any machine M~ can process any job J2, but no machine can process
more than one job. The cost of processing job Jz on machine M~ is kz~. By defining the
value of a coalition of agents as the minimum costs for processing their jobs on their own
machines we obtain a cooperative cost game. Formally, ]et N:- { 1, ..., n} be the set
of players. The permv.tation game (N, c) is defined by c(~) :- 0 and
c(S) :-

min ~Irz~sl21
nsE17s
2E5

for all S E 2N`{0},

(4.1)

where IIS is the class of all S-permutations. Let us illustrate the definition of a permutation game by giving an example.
Example 4.2.1 Xavier, Yolanda, and Zamira have to give classes in a department of
economics. In the preliminary schedule Xavier has to teach Game Theory, Yolanda
Mathematics, and Zamira Microeconomics. Recently, the department has tightened up
their requirements on the number of publications per person. Therefore, Xavier, Yolanda,
and Zamira would like to save as much as possible time that will be spent on teaching.
They discuss the situation, trying to find a more favorable schedule of classes. First
each one of them determines how much it costs him~her to give a particular course.
This information is summarized in Table 4.1. Using the table, Xavier and Yolanda, for
Game Th.

Maths

I~'Iicroec.

Xavier

8

4

2

Yolanda

2

4

10

Zamira

5

6

10

Table 4.1: Costs for giving classes

example, see that if the two of them reach an agreement without Zamira, then Xavier
will teach Mathematics and Yolanda Game Theory. Hence, the minimal costs for them
working together equals 4-}~ 2- 6. Table 4.2 gives the permutation game that arises
from the situation. Here, Xavier- 1, Yolanda- 2, and Zamira- 3.
It can be verified that the core of (N, c) is the convex hull of the allocations (-3, 3,10),
(-4, 4,10), (2, 4, 4), and (3, 3, 4).
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S
c(S)

{1}

{2}

8

4

{3}
10

{1, 2}
6
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{1,3}

{2, 3}

{1, 2, 3}

7

14

10

Table 4.2: A permutation game

0

We have the following result.

Theorem 4.2.2 Permutation games are totally balanced.
For this result several proofs already exist. Tijs et al. (1984) obtained the result by using the extreme points theorem of Birkhoff (1948) and von Neumann (1953) on doubly
stochastic matrices. Curiel and Tijs (1986) showed the balancedness by using an equilibrium existence theorem of Gale (1984) for a discrete exchange economy with money.
Finally, Tijs (1992) gave a proof by showing that permutation games are linear programming games (cf. Owen (1975), Curiel (1997)).
We will provide another proof, one that relates the core conditions of permutation games with the properties of envy-freeness and Pareto-efficiency in quasi-linear
economies, which were discussed in Chapter 2. Moreover, in contrast to the other proofs
our proof is constructive. We will first recall the proof of Tijs et al. (1984) since it is the
original proof. Furthermore, it will make the differences betweeri the proofs more clear.
After that, we recall the proof of Curiel and Tijs (1986) because there is a similarity
with our proof, which will be presented subsequently.
To recall the proof of Tijs et al. (1984) we need to introduce some notation and recall
some well-known theorems. Let T,~Xn be the set of n x n-matrices A-[a1~]~ 1i~-i with
az~ E{0, 1} for all i, j E{1,...,n}.

Let us denote by Perm(S) the set of S-permutation

matrices. Hence,

Perm(S) :- {R E Tnxn : eNR - eS, ReN - es}
Clearly, each S-permutation ~r : S-~ S corresponds in a natural manner to the Spermutation matrix [ Z~]Z 1,~-1, namely by the relation Z~ - 1 if and only if j-~r(i).
Let us denote the standard inner product ~; 1~j-1 a~~b1~ of two real n x n-matrices by
A~ B. Then, we can rewrite (4.1) by

c(S) -

min

REPerm(S)

where K is the cost matri~ K- [ki~]2 1,Ri- I.

K ~ R,
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Elements of Perm(N) are called permutation matrices and real n x n-matrices D
with
D 1 0,

eND - eN, and

DeN - eN

are called doubly stochastic matrices. Tijs et al. (1984) need the following two results
due to Birkhoff (1948) and von Neumann (1953), and Bondareva (1963) and Shapley
(1967) .
Theorem 4.2.3 (Birkhoff (1948) and von Neumann (1953)J Each doubly stochastic
matri~ is a convex combination of permutation matrices.
Theorem 4.2.4 (Bondareva (1963) and Shapley (1967)) Let (N,c) be a cooperative cost
game.

Then Core(N, c) ~ 0 if and only if for each balanced collection !3 C 2N`{0} with

positive weights (~s)sEg~ Z.e.,

~Ses and as ~ 0 for all S E C3,

e1v -

(4.3)

sEC~
we have
~ ~SC(S) ~ c(N).
sE c~

(4.4)

Proof of Theorem 4.2.2. (Tijs et al. (1984)) Since each subgame of a permutation
game is again a permutation game it suffices to show that permutation games are balanced.

Take a permutation game (N, c) with cost matrix fC and let C3 C 2~~`{1~} be

a balanced collection with weights (.~S)SEt~. In view of Theorem 4.2.4 we only have to
show that (4.4) holds, knowing (4.3). In view of (4.2), for each S E 2N`{0} we can take
an S-permutation matrix MS E Perm(S) such that

K~ MS -

min

RE Perm(S)

K~ R- c(S).

(4.5)

Define the n x n-matrix D by D :- ~SE~,~SMS and note that
D ] 0,

eND - ~ ~seNMs - ~ ~ses - eN
SEL3

because MS E Perm(S) and because (4.3) holds.
is a doubly stochastic matrix.

SECi

Similarly, DeN -

Enr.

Hence, D

By Theorem 4.2.3 there exist k, k E N, non-negative
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numbers ~ir, ~2, ...,,Qk with ~k 1 ~3~ - 1, and permutation matrices Rl, R2, ..., 1~~,, such
that D - ~k-1 ~iRz. But then, by (4.5) with N in the role of S:
n

n

x~ ~ D - ~ a:x ~ r~, ~ ~ a~c(N) - ~(N).
z-~

(4.s~

By (4.5) it also holds that
~ ~sc(S) - ~ ~SK ~ NIS - K ~ D.
s-c~
s-t~

(4.7)

From (4.6) and (4.7) we conclude that (4.4) holds, which completes the proof.

O

Now we present the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 given by Curiel and Tijs (1986).

The

idea of their proof is to put the cost matrix of a perrnutation game in the framework of
an exchange economies with indivisibilities and money. Invoking the existence result of
Gale (1984) yields a price equilibrium, which in turn provides a core allocation of the
permutation game. In fact, Quint (1996) shows that the set of all competitive solutions,
i.e., payoff vectors corresponding with price equilibria, coincides with the core.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.2. (Curiel and Tijs (1986)) Let (N, c) be a permutation game
with cost matrix K. Let a E II,v be such that c(N) -~vEN kzOizl. We first want to find
a price equilibrium of the machines, i.e., prices pr, p2, ..., pn of the machines such that for
every player i E N it holds that
'V20~t~

~ ['0~2~

- p2

~

~M1J

~ (')

- p'1.

for any j E N. In order to apply the theorem of Gale (1984) we have to define for every
i, j E N a subset C~ of RN. The meaning of this set is that for every price vector p E G'j
player i wil] want to buy the machine of player j at price p~ and sell his machine at
price pZ.

Further, we have to define for every i E N a subset. Cá of 1R'v such that for

every price vector p E Có player i will sell his machine at price pi and will not buy any
machine of the other players, but let his job remain unfinished and receive a penalty for
that. We do this as follows. Without loss of generality we may assume that Ií ] 0. Let
F ) max~,~EN k,~ be the penalty a player gets when his job remains unfinished. For all
i, j E N we define

C~ :- {p E R~ :-k~~ - p~ f pZ - max{-F ~- pt, max{-k;zi - p1 -~ pi}}}
iEnCo :-{ p E RN :-lc;~ - p~ -}- pi c- F-I- pi for each j E N}.

and
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Then for every i E N, C' - {Co, Cl, ..., Cn} is a covering of R~ . Further,
(i) The set C~ is closed for all i, j E N;
(ii) The sets Ci, C2, ..., Cn cover the boundary of RN for every i E N;
(iii) There exists a number G~ 0 such that if p~ ) G, then p~ C~ for any j E N.
Hence, all conditions in the theorem of Gale ( 1984) are satisfied and we have the existencc
of a price equilibrium pl, p2, ..., pn. Now we will construct a core allocation. Define
Jt :- ~':ol~i fpo(2) -p~ for every i E N. Clearly, y is efficient: ~iEN y~ -~ZEN kzoi~l -c( N).
Let S E 2N~{0}. Let ~rs E IIS be such that c(S) -~~ESkinsi~i. Then,
~ yz -~(~~o(~) f po(~) - pa) C~(ktns(a) f pnsi~) - p~) -~~tns~~) - c(S),
iES
iES
iES
iE,S

where the inequalit,y follows from (4.8). This completes the proof.

O

Next, we turn to the alternat.ive proof of Klijn et al. (1999a). Given a permutation
game, we construct a particular quasi-linear economy. The constructive existence proof
of envy-free allocations in Section 2.3 then yields a system of inequalities sinrilar to t.hat
of (4.8), thus providing again a core allocation of the permutation game.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.2. (Klijn et al. ( 1999a)) Let (N, c) be a permutation game with
cost matrix IC.

Let U be the utility matrix defined by u;~ :- -1~;~, and let E be the

quasi-linear economy defined by E:- (N, Q, U), where Q- N-{ 1, ..., n}. Without
loss of generality, we identify agent i with object i.

Construct with the algorithm of

Section 2.3 an envy-free allocation ( Q, x). In the allocation (Q, x) agent i receives object
Q(i) and the amount xz of money. Since ( Q, x) is envy-free it holds that
u~oi~l f xl 1 ua~ ~- xo-~iii

for all i., j E N.

(4.9)

Note the similarity of the equations (4.8) and (4.9). Define yt :- -uiQ~t~ - xt f xo-~~z~
for every i E N. Then y:- (yz)tEN is a core allocation for the game (N, c). Because
of the similarity of the equations (4.8) and (4.9), the proof runs similar to the proof
of Curiel and Tijs (1986).

From the feasibility of (Q, x) (i.e., ~,EN xt - 0) and the
Pareto-efficiency of ~ it follows that y is an efficient allocation:
~ y, - ~ - uzo~~~- ~ ~,o~~~-c(N).
iE.v

zE.v

iEn-
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Now take S E 2N`{m} and let ~rs E IIS be such that c(S) -~~ES kz~sit~. Then,
~ yt
tiEs

(-u~o~~l - x~ ~- xa-~1~~)

-

~Fs
~Es
~

(-u~Q~~~ - ~i ~- xo-,(~s(~)))

~ -uiag(i~
~ES

- ~ ~iag(i~ - C(S)o
iES

where the inequality follows from the envy-freeness relations (4.9). This completes the
proof.

~

Note that in contrast to the other proofs, we explicitly constructed a core allocation.

4.3

m-Sequencing games

In this section, we consider sequencing situations wíth rn parallel and identical machines
in which no restrictions on the jobs are imposed. We use the weighted completion
time criterion to evaluate the costs of processing the jobs. Furthermore, it is assumed
that a set of agents owns the jobs: each agent has precisely one job that has to be
processed on precisely one machine. These sequencing situations, which will be referred
to as m-machine sequencing situations, give rise to the class of m-sequencing games.
In Subsection 4.3.1 we give a formal description of the modeL In Subsection 4.3.2 we
present our results with respect to the balancedness of m-sequencing games.

4.3.1

The m-sequencing model

This subsection describes the sequencing situations with m parallel and identical machines, which will be referred to as m-machine sequencing situations, and the corresponding class of m-sequencing games.
In an m-machine sequencing situation each agent has one job t.hat lras to be processed
on precisely one machine. Each job can be processed on any rnachine.

The finite set

of machines is denoted by M- { 1, ..., m} and the finite set of agents is denoted by
N-{1, ..., n}. We assume that each machine starts processing at time 0 and that the
processing time of each job is independent of the machine the job is processed on. The
processing time of the job of agent i is denoted by pz 1 0. We assume that every agent
has a linear monetary cost fv,nction ct : (0, oo) -~ R defined by cz(t) - ait where cxz 7 0
is a (positive) cost coefficient.
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By a one-to-one map b : N -~ { 1, ... , m} x{ 1, ..., n} we can describe on which machine
and in which position on that machine the job of an agent will be processed. Specifically,
b(i) -(r, j) means that agent i is assigned to machine r and that (the job of) agent i is
in position j on machine r. Such a map b will be called a (processing) schedule.
In the fo]lowing an m-machine sequencing situation will be described by (It7, N, b~,7~,
a), where ~1 - { 1, ..., m} is the set of machines, N- { 1, ..., n} the set of agcuts, b"
the initial schedule, p E Rt the processing times, and n -(at),Eh, E RNt the cost
coef~icients.
The starting time t(b, i) of the job of agent i, if processed in a semi-active way
according to a schedule b, equals

jENb(j)~b(i)

where b(j) ~ b(i) if and only if the job of the agents j and i are on the same rnachine
(i.e., b(j)1 - b(i)1) and j precedes i (i.e., b(j)Z c b(i)2). Consequently, the completion.
ti7ne C(b, i) of the job of agent i with respect to b is equal to t(b, i) f p,. The total costs
cb(S) of a coalitions S C N with respect to the schedule 6 is given by
eb(s) - ~ ~i (C(b~ ~L)).
iES

We will restrict attention to ~n-machine sequencing situations (lll, N, bo, p, a) that
satisfy the following condition: the starting time of a job that. is in the last position on
a machine with respect to b~ is smaller than or equal to the completion time of each job
that is in the last position with respect to bo on the other machines. Formally, let is be
the last agent on machine s with respect to bo, then for any s E lll we demand that

t(bo, is) C C(bo, it) for all t E M.

(4.10)

This condition states that each job that is in the last position of a machine cannot make
any profit by joining the end of a queue of any other maclrine. These schedules can arise
in the following way. Let the agents enter one by one the machines before the processing
starts.

If an agent enters he will choose tlre queue of a machine that gives him the

shortest waiting time.
The (maximal) cost savings of a coalition S depend on the set of admissible rearrangements of this coalition. We call a schedule b: N-~ { 1, ..., m} x{ 1, ..., n} admissible
for S with respect to bo if it satisfies the following two conditions:
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(i) Two agents i, j E S which are on the same machine can only switch if all agents
in betweeu i and j on that machine are also members of S;
(ii) Two agents ~i, j E S which are on different machines ean only switch places if the tail
of ~i and the tail of j are contained iu S. The tail of an agent. ~r, is the set of ageuts that
follow agent i on his machine, i.e., the set of agents k E N with 6(i) ~ b(k).

The set of admissible schedules for a coalition S is denoted by Bs.

An adrriissible

schedule for coalition N will be called a schedule.
By defining the worth of a coalition as the maximum cost savings a coalition can
achieve by means of admissible schedules we obtain a cooperative garne called an msequencing game. Formally, for an m-machine sequencing situation (~til, .N, b~, p, a) the
corresponding m-sequencing game (N, v) is defined by

v(S) :- max{~ az[C(bo, i) - C(b, i)~}
bE (35,

iES

for all coalitions S E 2N`{QI} and v(m) - 0. A schedule 6 E Bs with ~iESai[C(be,
C(b, i)] - v(S) is called an optimal schedule for coalition S.

Example 4.3.1 Let 11~I -{1, 2}; N- {1, 2, 3, 4}, p- (2, 2, 1, 2), and a- (1, 1, 3, 2
Let the initial schedule bo be given by Figure 4.1.

M1

i

2
4

2

Mz

3

4
3

Figure 4.1: The schedule bo

Clearly, this 2-machine sequencing situation (~Ll, N, bo, p, ~) satisfies condition (4.10).
Let (N, v) be the corresponding 2-sequencing game. Note that v(1, 4) - 0 because jobs 1
and 4 cannot switch since job 2 is at the end of the tail of machine 1. If job 2 is willing to
cooperate with jobs 1 and 4, then their cost savings are v(1, 2, 4) -(2-f4-f6)-(4~-4~-3) 1.

o
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On the balancedness of m-sequencing games

In this subsection, we present our results with respect to the balancedness of m-sequencing
games.
For 1-machine sequencing situations the corresponding class of I-sequencing games
coincides with the class of sequencing games introduced by Curiel et al. (1989), implying
that 1-sequencing games are balanced.
Given an m-machine sequencing situation we define a new cooperative game with m
players. Let (M, N, bo, p, c~) be an m-machine sequencing situation and let (N, v) be the
corresponding m-sequencing game. The set of players whose jobs are on machinc k E M
according to the initial schedule bo will be denoted by Nk(bo). Then an m-machine game
(M, w) is defined by

w(K) :- i'( U Nk(bo)) -~ v(Nk(bo))
kEK

kEK

for every coalition K C M of machines. The worth w(K) of a coalition of machines
K C M is the extra cost savings the machines in K can make when they decide to
cooperate with each other.
The next theorem says that the core of an m-sequencing game is non-empty whenever
the core of the m-machine game is non-empty, and vice versa.
Theorem 4.3.2 Let (M, N, bo, p, a) be an m-sequencing situation.

Let (N, v) be the

corresponding m-sequencing game and let (Ilf, w) be the corresponding m-machine gam.e.
Then, ( N, v) is balanced if and only if (16I, w) is balanced.
Proof. First, we prove the `only if'-part. Let x E Core(N, v). For k E 1LI we define
yk :- ~(Nk(bo)) - v(Nk(bo)).

We show that y E Core(M, w). Let. K C lll. Then,
y(K)

-

L, ~(Nk(bo)) - ~ ~~(Nk(bo))

kEK

kEK

] v( U Nk(bo)) - ~ ~ v(Nk(bo))
kE K

kEK

w(K).

For K- M we have an equality, since
~( U Nk(bo)) -~(N) - v(N) - v( U Nk(bo)).
kEM

kEM
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Second, we prove the `if'-part. Let ~ E Core(]L1, w). For the sake of convenience we
introduce some notation. Let nk(bo) be the number of jobs on machine k with respect to
bo, i.e., nk(bo) - ~Nk(bo)~, and for any machine k E M let ~k : Nk(bo) -~ {1,... ,rzk(6~)}
be the initial order on machine k, i.e., ok(i) c~k(j) if and only if 6o(i) ~ bo(j) for all
í, j E Nk(6~). For a job i E Nk(b~~) and any k E Af we define
:C2 :- 7nak(Nk(b0),2J~n~k~bo~) - 1J({~ : Qk(~) ~ ~k(~)}) - 2~({.Í ~ Qk(~) C ~k(t)})

and

~l .-

:Ci

lf Uk(Z) ~ ~t~k(b0):

:I'a ~ 4jk

lf Qk(t)

- nk(b~).

We prove in four steps that ~~ E Core(N, v).
The first step shows that x is efficient. This follows from
~ ï'~

-

iEN

~

~

~~

kEA1 iENk(bo)

~ (z~(Nk(bo)) ~- yk~
kEal

~ Jk f ~ v(Nk(bo))
kEn1
kEn1
w(1LI) -I- ~ v(Nk(b~))
kE M

-

v(N) - ~ i'(Nk(bo)) f ~ ~~(Nk(bo))
kEn1
kEA1
v(N).

For the second step of the proof, we need some definitions. A coalition S C Nk(6o) is
connected with respect t.o ak if for all i, j E S and ~ E Nk(b~) such that vk(i) c ok(p) C
Qk(j) it holds that ~ E S. A connected coalition S C U C Nk(bo) is a corrzponent of U
if S U{i} is not connected for every i E U`S. The components of U form a partition
of U, denoted by U~Qk. Take T C N. Define Tk - T n Nk(6o) for k E Nl, and let Tk
be the component with respect to Qk of Tk that contains the last player on machine k.
Formally,
Tk :- {S E Tk~~k : ok'(nk(6o)) E S}.
Note that Tk is the empty set if ok~(rzk(6o)) ~ Tk. Next, let Tk be non-empty and let
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.~i~~ E Tk be the elements of Tk such that vk(~ii) c ak(iz) c-.. c ak(i~k). Then

zi,zz

~

~Ti

-

iETk

~

7~({~ ~ ~k(.i) ~ Uk(2)}) - 71({~ : ak(.i) C ak(Z)})

iET~
tk

-

~ v({j : Uk(.i) G Qk(~i~)}) - v({j : Qk(.i) C~k(2!)})
i-i

-

v({j :~k(j) C vk(i~k)}) - v({j : Qk(7) C~k('~r)})

-

v(Nk(óo)) - v(Nk(6o)~Tk),

(4.11)

where the third equality follows from
v({.i - Qk(~) ~~k(21)}) - L({~ : ak(~) G~k(~(fl)})

fOr 1 G Z G tk.

Tn the third step, let S E Tk~ak be such that S ~ Tk. Since the subgarne (Nk(bo)
27~Nk~bo~)

is a 1-machine sequencing game it follows t.hat t.his game is convex (cf. Curiel

et al. (1989)).

Hence, the marginal vector

(Ti)iENk~bo~ - (7n~~`(Nk(6~),v~n,k~bo~))iENk~bo~

is

a core allocation of the game (Nk(bo), v~Nk~eo~) (cf. Shapley (1971)). This implies that
~

Ti - ~

iE5

iES

.xi ~ 21~n`~(bol(,S) - v(.5).

(4.12)

Finally, in the fourth part we show that ~iET xz ~ v(T) for every coalition T C N.

~ ~~
~ET

-

~
kEnr

~
sE7A~~,

~ ~~z ~~Es

kE ~i: Tk ~0

S'~TA

? ~

kEnf

~

s ~ ,A.;~A

~~(S) ~

S~T~

~

~

iETk

~
s E T~ ioA.
S ~ TA

-~-

)ik

~ yi

kEM:Tk~O

~
kEnf

~
kE:ar: ik~N

~

v(S) ~

yk
~
kEnf:7'k~0

~v(Nk(bo)) - v(Nk(bo)`Tk)~

kE1~f:Tk~O
~

~

~

kEtií

s E T,,.~o~,.
S ~ T~,

f

~
kE nf : Tk ~0

v(S) ~ L'(

U

Nk(~0)) -

kE1Lf:Tk~O

w(Nk(bo)) - 2'(Nk(bo)~Tk)~

~
kE n4:Tk ~0

2'(Nk(~o))
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v(S) f v(

~

~

kEti~

s E Tx-i~,StT~

~
kEl~1

~
s e r,.~o,
S1T~.

U

Nk(bo)) -

kEM:Tk~O

~(s) ~ v(

U

~

v(Nk(b0)~Tk)

kcltf: Tk~O

Tk)

kEM:7k~0

v(T),
where the first inequality follows from (4.12), the second inequality from ,y E Core(Ail, w),
and the third inequality from the superadditivity of v. The second equality follows frorri
(4.11). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.2.

O

By definition m-machine games are superadditive. Hence, 2-machine games are balanced
and thus also 2-sequencing games are balanced by Theorem 4.3.2.
Theorem 4.3.3 Let (A7, N, bo, p, a) be s~cch that ~1t1 ~- 2.

Then the corresPonding 2-

seqnencing game (N, v) is balanced.
Theorem 4.3.2 implies that in order to check ~~hether a 3-sequencing game with n players is balanced or not, it is sufficient to compute w(1, 2), w(1, 3), w(2, 3), and w(1, 2, 3)
(w(h) - 0 for all l~ E M), and then check whether this 3-machine game is balanced or
not. The following example illustrates this.
Example 4.3.4 Let. M- {1, 2, 3}, N- {1, ..., 20}, a- ( 1, ..., 1), and processing times
and the initial schedule bo as in Figure 4.2. Let (N, i~) be the corresponding 3-sequencing

M1

1

2

3

9

3

M2

10

11
2

M;

6

17

3

7
9

12

12
5

16

S
]

9
15

ln

13
9

8
17

ls

11

14

18

18

20

19

t2

15

21

Figure 4.2: The schedule bo
game and (M, w) be the corresponding 3-machine game. Some calculations give w(1, 2) 3, w(1, 3) - 7, w(2, 3) - 0, and w( l, 2, 3) - 7. Clearly, (7, 0, 0) E Core([L7, w). Hence,
the game (M, w) is balanced. By Theorem 4.3.2, (N, v) is balanced. Note t.hat checking
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the balancedness of the game (N, v) directly would imply the greater effort of taking into
account the 220 coalitions of jobs.

o

Now consider m-sequencing situations in which all cost coefficients are equal to one.
The next theorem says that the corresponding m-sequencirtg games are balanced.
Theorem 4.3.5 Let (N, v) be the m-sequencing game that arises from an m-machine
sequencing stituation (M, N, bo, p, a) in which az - 1 for all i E N.

Then (N, v) is

balanced.
Proof. First, we show that we can restrict attention to m-sequencing games that arise
from m-machine sequencing situations in which each machine initially has to process an
equal number of jobs. Second, we prove that the corresponding m-machine gatnes correspond with permutation games. Third, we show that m-machine games are balanced.
From Theorem 4.3.2 we then conclude that m-sequencing garnes are balanced.

Let (M, N, bo, p, a) be an m-machine sequencing situation in which at - 1. An optimal schedule b(N) for coalition N is established (see, e.g., Conway et al. (1967)) by first
ordering the jobs of the players in N in a non-decreasing order, i.e., p1, c p2Z C... C pin
where {il, i2i ..., in} - N. Second, assign the jobs, after numbering the machines, in
rotation to the machines:

Job of player

i1

i2

...

i,,,

~

i,,,tl

2m}2

...

22m

I

Machine

1

2...

m

~

1

2

...

m

~..

1

...

r

...

rrz

Hence, for an optimal schedule for N that is obtained by the above described procedure,
we can conclude that each machine in {1, ..., r} has an equal number of jobs and that
each machine in {r -}- 1, ..., m} has an equal number of jobs. Moreover, the number of
jobs on the first r machines is one higher than the jobs on the last n- r machines.
We can, however, construct an m-machine sequencing situation such that there exists
an optimal schedule for its grand coalition, induced by b(N), in which each machine
serves the same number of jobs.

This m-machine sequencing situation is obtained by

adding dummy jobs with processing time zero and cost coefficient one to the original
m-machine sequencing situation. To see this, let l- maxkEM nk(bo) be the ]ength of the
longest queue waiting for a machine with respect to bo in (M, N, bo, p, a). Then for each
machine k we put l - nk(bo) jobs in front of the existing queue, so that a total of l jobs is
waiting for service by machine k. Now we have a new m-machine sequencing situation
(M, N, b~, p, á) with N the set of jobs, that is, N together v~~ith ml - n dummy jobs, bo
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the new initial schedule, p the new vector of cost coefficients. Note that for i E N it
liolds that
bo(i)

-

bo(i) f l- nk(b~),

p~

-

p;, and

á~

-

~~

pz

-

0

á2

-

1

(- 1).

Further, for i E N`N it holds that

and
{6o(i) : i E N~N} -{(k, 1), (k, 2), ..., ( k, l- nk(bo)) : k E 111}.
The next lemma gives a relation between the m-sequencing games of the above described
m-machine sequencing situations. The proof is omitted since it follows straightforwardly
from the observation that all dummy jobs have processing time zero and the observation
that for every coalition S U T with S C N, T C N`N there exists a procedure, similar
to the procedure described above, to find an optimal schedule for S U T.

Lemma 1 Let (N, v) be the na-sequencing ga~ine corresponding to (M, N, 6", p, a) in
which a; - 1 for all i E N. Let (N, v) be the m-sequencing game corresponding to
(M, N, bo, p, á). Then
v(S) - v(S) - v(S UT) for all S C N,T C N`N.

From Lemma 1 immediately follows Corollary 1.
Corollary 1 Let (N, v) be the m-sequencing game corresponding to (1b1, N, 60, p, a) in
which ai - 1 for all i E N. Let (N, v) be the m-sequencing game corresponding to
(M, N, bo, p, á). Then Core(N, v) ~ 0 if and only if Core(N, v) ~~.
So, for the proof of the balancedness of m-sequencing games we may restrict attention
to m-machine sequencing situation (M, N, 60, p, a) where exactly l jobs are scheduled on
each machine in the initial schedule bo. Henceforth we therefore only consider m-machine
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sequencing situations where initially each machine has to process an equal number of
jobs and in which all cost coefficient are equal to one.
To introduce a square matrix that defines the permutation game that arises from
an rn-machine sequencing situation (lVl, N, bo, p, a), we need to take into account the
following observations. Let K C 141 be a coalition of machines. Since exactly l jobs are
scheduled on each machine in the initial schedule bo as well as in an optimal schedule
bs(I~) for the jobs S(K) :- UkEK Nk(bo), we can reduce the set BS(K) of admissible
schedules to the set BS(K) of all admissible schedules that schedule exactly l jobs on
cach machine. Formally,

BS(K) :- {b E BS(K) : nk.(b) - l for all k E M}.
Then given a schedule 6 E BS(K) the total (waiting) costs for jobs S(K) equals
i
~b(S(K)) - ~
kEK

~
i-1

i
~ pb-i(k,j) - ~
j-1
kEK

~
~
j-1

( l ~- 1 -.i)pb-~lk,j).

(4.13)

This implies that player i - b-i (k, j), which is in position j on machine k, contributes (l~1- j)pb-~(k,j) to the total costs of coalition S(K). Note that this amount is independent
of the other jobs that are scheduled on this rnachine.
Now we are ready to define a permutation game (N, r) that arises from an rn-machine
sequencing situation (111, N, bo, p, a) with m machines and l jobs on each machine. We
define the square ml x ml matrix A by

a~j :- [kl - j ~ 1]pi

(4.14)

for all i E N-{ 1, ..., ml} and for all j with (k - 1)l -~ 1 c j c kl and k E {1, ..., ~m}.
So, the rows of A correspond with the players i E N and the columns of A correspond
with the positions in the schedules with l jobs on each machine.

The entry a~j with

(k - 1)l -t~ 1 C j c kl for some k E {1, ..., m} denotes the costs [kl - j f 1]pz of player
i if it is processed on position j-(k - 1)l of rnachine k. We may assume, without loss
of generality; that initially for every i E N it holds that if k E{ 1, ..., m} is such that
(k -1)l f 1 C j G kl, then job i is in position j-(k - 1)1 of machine k. The permutation
game (N, r) that arises from an m-sequencing situation (11-1, N, bo, p, a) is now defined
by

r(S) :- max ~[a2; - a,,,(z)]
nEns
~Es
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for all S C N, where IIs is the set of permutations of coalition S and aij is given by
(4.14). The relation between the m-sequencing game (M, w) and the permutation game
(N, r) is expressed in the follo~;~ing lemma.
Lemma 2 Let (1L~I, N, 60, p, rr) be an m-sequencing situation in which rx; - 1 for all
i E N. Let (NI, w) be the corresponding m-machine ga~n.e and let (N, r) be the corresponding permutation game. Then

w(K) - r( ~J

Nk(bo)) -~ v(Nk(bo))

kE K

for all K C NI.

kEK

Proof. Consider K C M, then for each schedule b E Bs(K) there exists a permutation
~rb E IIs(K) that puts each job on the same machine and in the same position as b does.
This permutation is defined as
~rb("i) :- (bi(i) - 1)l f b2(i)

(4.15)

for all i E N. Flrrthermore, each permutation ~r E IIs(K) can be written as an admissible
schedule in Bs(K), namely the schedule b~ defined by

bi (i)

:- k

bz (i)

:- ~r(i) - (k - 1)l

for all i E N, where k is such that (k - 1)l f 1 G~r(i) G kl.
Hence, for each K C M we have that
i
w(K)

-

max
bEBs(x)

~ ~ (l -~ 1 -.7)1~bo-1(k~j) - ~ ~ (l -F 1 -.7)1~6-1(k,j)

-

kEK j-1

kEK j-1

~ v(Nk(bo))
kEK
:

max
bEBs(K)

maX
bEBg(K)

max

nEn S(K)

l

~ ~ abo ~(k~j).(k-1)~fj - ~ ~ ab-1(k,j),(k-1)~tj
kEK j-1
kEK j-1

~

aZ,~yo(i) -

;ES(K)

~

~

- ~1J(Nk(6o))
kEK

~a~: - aa~(~)~ - ~ v(Nk(bo))
kEK

iES(K)

r(S(K)) - ~ v(Nk(bo))
kE K

r( U Nk(bo)) - ~ v(Nk(bo)),
kEK

azne(i)

iES(K)

kEK

- ~ v(Nk(bo))
kEK
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where the first equality holds by (4.13), the second equality by (4.14), and the third
equality by (4.15). The fourth equality follows from the correspondence between Bs~K~
and IIs~K~, as described above. The fifth equality holds by the definition of the permu~
tation game (N, r), and the last equality by the definition of S(K).
In the next lemma we show that m-machine games are balanced.
Lemma 3 Let (M, N, bo, p, a) be an nz-seguencing situation in which at - 1 for all
i E N and let (M, w) be the corresponding m-machine garri,e. Then Core(M, w) ~ 0.
Proof. Let (N, r) be the permutation game that arises from the m-machine sequencing
situation (111, N, p, a).

By Theorem 4.2.2 the game (N, r) is balanced.

Hence, there

exists a core allocation x E Core(N, r). Define y E R"~ by

yk :- x(Nk(bo)) - v(Nk(bo))
for all Ir E M. Then for IC C ~LI we have
~ yk
kEK

-

~ x(Nk(bo)) - ~ zJ(Nk(bo))
kEK

kEK

1 r( U Nk(be)) - ~ v(Nk(ba))
kEK

kEK

w(K),

where the first equality follows from the definition of y and the second equality from
Lemma 2. The inequality follows from x E Core(N, r). If K- A1 the inequality becomes an equality, which implies that y E Core(fL1, w).

~

The proof of Theorem 4.3.5 is now a consequence of Lemma 3 and Theorem 4.3.2.

a
In Theorem 4.3.5 we assumed that all cost coefficients are equal to one. This implies that
the class of m-sequencing games generated by the unweighted completion time criterion
is a subclass of the class of balanced games. Clearly, the balancedness result also holds in
the case that all cost coefficients are equal to some positive constant c 1 0. Furthermore,
a slight adaptation of the proof of Theorem 4.3.5 gives a similar result for m-sequencing
situations with identical processing times instead of identical cost coefficients.
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Theorem 4.3.6 Let (N, v) be the m-sequencing game that arises from an m-machine
sequencing sitwation (M, N, bo, p, a) in which pz - 1 for all i E N.

Then (N, v) is

balanced.
Proof. Note that an optimal schedule b(N) for coalition N is established by first urdering the jobs of the players in ]V in a non-increasing order, i.e., ai, )~z2 ~... ) az„
where { il , izi .... i„ }- N.

Second, assign the jobs, after numbering the machines, in

rotation to the machines:

Job of player

il

iz

...

i„i

I

i,nfl

~i,ntz

...

iz„i

Machine

1

2...

m.

~

1

2

...

m

I
~

r

...

m

Then the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3.5. The only difference is the matrix
that defines the permutation game. Here, we define the square ml x m,l matrix A by

a~~ :- [j - (k - 1)l]a~
for all i E N-{1, ..., ml} and for all j with (Ir - 1)l f 1 G j G k~l and k E{1, ..., m}. O
The following example shows that if condition (4.10) is not satisfied, then the corresponding m-sequencing game may not be balanced.

Example 4.3.7 Let NI - {1, 2, 3}, N-{1, ..., 5}, p- (2, 2, 1, 2, 2), and a- (1,1, 1, 1,
1). Let the initial schedule bo be given by Figure 4.3.
M1

1

2
9

2

Mz

3
1

M3

4

5

z

a

Figure 4.3: The schedule ba
Let (N, v) be the corresponding 3-sequencing game. Suppose ~ is a core allocation. Then
1- v(N) -~(N) )~iEN v(i) - 0 f 1-~ 0 f 0 f 1- 2. This contradiction shows that
the core is empty. Hence the game ( N, v) is not balanced.
o
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For m-machine sequencing situations (m 1 3) with the weighted completion time
criterion, the balancedness of the corresponding m-sequencing games is an open problem.
If we follow the approach in this section we need an optima] schedule for a coalition S(K).
The problem of finding such an optimal schedule, however, is difficult in the sense t,hat
it is NP-hard.

Chapter 5
Assignment Games
5.1

Introduction

In Chapter 3 we approached the subject of two-sided markets by studying the marriage
model of Gale and Shapley (1962). In this chapter we take another approach by applying
cooperative game theory to two-sided markets. Shapley and Shubik (1972) introduced
the class of assignment games, which model two-sided markets in which indivisible objects are exchanged for money. Here each participant in the market either supplies or
demands exactly one unit. Notwithstanding the restrictive economic assumptions that
underlie the assignment game, it still captures a great variety of two-sided markets: no
assumptions are made on neither the number nor the preferences of traders on either side
of the market. So, for example, private-party markets in used cars, real estate markets,
and auctions can be modeled by assignment games.
The structure of the core of assignment games has been investigated extensively.
Shapley and Shubik (1972) showed that the core is not empty. In fact, they showed that
the set of core allocations coincides with the set of solutions of the linear programming
problem that is the dual of the optimal assignment problem. Moreover, they observed
that the core corresponds with the set of competitive price equilibria, a relation that has
its own extensive literature and to which the basic paper of Debreu arid Scarf (1963) is
an introduction. Shapley and Shubik (1972) also proved that the core expressed as a set
of utility vectors for players on one side of the market is a lattice. In fact, it is easy to see
that the lattice is of a special type called the "45o-lattice". Geometrically, such a lattice
is constructed by starting with a cube and successively cutting away triangular cylinders
where the triangles are 450-450-900. Quint (1991a) showed that also the converse is true,
i.e., that every such 45o-lattice is the core of an appropriately defined assignment game.
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The result of Quint (1991a) parallels the lattice characterization theorems of Conway
in Knuth (1976) and Blair (1984) concerning the marriage model of Gale and Shapley
(1962). This analogy underlines the similarities between the set of stable matchings in
the marriage model and the core of the assignment game. One of the problems, however,
that so far have seemed to be intractable in the marriage model, namely the maximum
of stable matchings as a function of the number of players on each side of the market,
has been solved by Balinski and Gale (1990) for the assignment game. Balinski and Gale
(1990) investigated the extreme points of the core of the assignment game and showed
that the number of extreme points cannot exceed ( k) where k is the minimum of players
on either side of the market. Moreover, they characterized in game theoretic terms the
situations in which the maximum number of extreme points is taken.

In this chapter, we shed some more light on the extreme points of the core of the
assignment game. To this end, we define the so-called CoMa-property on the class of
balanced games. A balanced game satisfies the CoMa-property if the extreme points of
its core are marginal vectors. Hence, the core of a game that satisfies the CoMa-property
is the convex hull of the marginal vectors that are in the core. A well-known class of
games that satisfy the CoMa-property is the class of convex games: the core of a convex
game is the convex hull of all marginal vectors (cf. Shapley (1971) and Ichiishi (1981)).
A non-convex class of games that satisfy the CoMa-property is the class of information
games (cf. Kuipers (1993)), which is a subclass of the class of minimum cost spanning
tree games (cf. Granot and Huberman (1981)). We will show that assignment games
satisfy the CoMa-property, which is the main result of this chapter.
The chapter, which is based on Hamers et al. (1999b), is organized a.5 follows.

In

Section 5.2 we give the definition of the assignment game and introduce some notation.
In Section 5.3 we define the CoMa-property and show that assignment games satisfy the
CoMa-property.

5.2

The assignment model

In this section we start with recalling the definition of assignment games. We will see
that in some sense the class of assignment games is a proper subclass of the class of
permutation games, which were treated in Chapter 4.

Assignment games arise from bipartite matching situations. In a bi~artite matching
situation there are two finite and disjoint sets M and N. Let m and n denote the
cardinalities of M and N, respectively. Let S C 1LI, T C N. A matching p, for S U T is a
one-to-one correspondence from the set SUT onto itself of order two ( that is, p(~(i)) - i
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for all i E SUT) such that if i E S and ~(i) ~ i (i.e., i is matched) then u(i) E T and if
j E T and p(j) ~ j (i.e., j is matched) then te(j) E S. For the sake of convenience, we
identify a matching ~ for S U T with its induced set of matched pairs. More precisely,
we write (i, j) E~ if and only if ~.(i) - j, i E S, and j E T. Let ~1~1(S,T) denote the set
of all matchings for S U T.
If a member i E M is matched with a member j E N then they obtain a value at~ 1 0.
In other words, the value of the matched pair (i, j) is at~. FYom the bipartite matching
situation an assignment game is defined as follows. The set of players is !L'I U N and the
worth of a coalition S U T, S C M, T C N is defined as the maximum sum of values
that S U T can achieve by making suitable pairs from its members. Shapley and Shtibik
(1972) formally defined an assignment game (M U N, w) by

for a11 S C M,T C N.

w(S U T) :- max{ ~ ai~ : p, E.M(S,T)}
(i,7)Eu

If S- 0 or T - Ql no suitable pair can be made and therefore the worth in this situation
is 0. A matching ~, E.M(S, T) is called oPtimal for SUT if ~Ii~iE~ at~ - w(SUT). The
matrix A - [ai~~iEM, ~EN is called the revenv,e matrix of the assignment game (MUN, w).

Shapley and Shubik ( 1972) showed that assignment games are balanced. The following result due to Curiel and Tijs ( 1986), which relates assignment games to permutation
games, also shows that assignment games are balanced.
Theorem 5.2.1 (Curiel and Ttijs (1986)) For every assignment game (M U N, u~) there
exists a permvtation game (M U N, c) s~ach that c(S) --w(S) for all S C M U N.
Proof.

Let A be the m x n revenue matrix of the assignment game (M U N, w). Let

(M U N, c) be the permutation game with (m ~- n) x(m f n) cost matrix K defined by

K :-

,
~ ~2
~1

~3 ~
-A

where the three submatrices Iól, Pl2i and fd3 are the m x m-, n x m-, and n x n-zero
matrix, respectively. The first m rows and columns correspond 'with the players in M
and the other n rows and columns to the players in N. One straightforwardly verifies
~
that c(S) --w(S) for all S C M U N. This proves the theorem.

Corollary 5.2.2 .9ssignment games are balanced.
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Proof. By Theorem 4.2.2, permutation games are balanced. Tn view of the equalities in
Theorem 5.2.1 it then immediately follows that assignment games are also balanced. 0
In the next example we show that the reverse of Theorem 5.2.1 does not hold.
Example 5.2.3 Consider the permutation game (P, c) where P- { 1, 2, 3} and the
characteristic function c is induced by the cost matrix K defined by

K :-

0

-2

-1

-1

0

0

-2

0

0

.

Then c(i) - 0 for all i E P, c(1, 2) - c(1, 3) --3, c(2, 3) - 0, and c(1, 2, 3) --4.
Suppose there is an assignment game (M U N, w) such that w(S) --c(S) for all S C
M U N. By c(1, 2) - c(1, 3) --3, we have either M-{1} and N- {2, 3} or N-{1}
and M- {2,3}. Suppose, without loss of generality, that M- {1} and N- {2,3}. Let
A be the revenue matrix of the assignment game (M U N, w). Then, a12 - a13 - 3 which
gives the contradiction 3- max{a12, a13} - w(1, 2, 3) --c(1, 2, 3) - 4. This shows that
o
the reverse of Theorem 5.2.1 does not hold.
An allocation ~ E RMUN of an assignment game (M U N, w) will sometimes, for convenience, be denoted by (u, v) E RM x RN, where u and v are the vectors that correspond
with the payoffs of the players in M and N, respectively.

5.3

Assignment games and the CoMa-property

ln this section we introduce the CoMa-property and prove that assignment games satisfy
the CoMa-property.
Recall that for a game (P, w), II(P) denotes the set of all orderings of P, i.e., bijections
~r : P-~ {1,... , ~P~}. Moreover, for ~r E II(P), the marginal vector m~(P,w) is given
by
m; (P,w) - w({j E P:~r(~) C~r(i)}) - w({j E P:~r(~) c~r(a)})

for all i E P.

Now we are able to formulate the CoMa-property for a balanced game.
Definition 5.3.1 A balanced game (P, w) satisfies the Core-is-convex-hull-of-Marginals
(CoMa-) property if

Core(P, w) - conv{m~(P, w) :~r E II(P) and m~(P, w) E Core(P, w)}.
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The main result of this chapter is formulated in Theorem 5.3.2.

Theorem 5.3.2 Assignment games satisfy the CoMa-property.

In view of Theorem 5.2.1, Example 4.2.1 shows that Theorem 5.3.2 cannot be extcnded
to the class of permutation games. This follows since the allocation (3, 3, 4) is an extrernc;
point of the core of the permutation game in Example 4.2.1, but it is not a marginal
vector.
We will now prove Theorem 5.3.2. The idea behind the proof is the following. Let (M U
N, w) be an assignment game. We take an extreme point (u, v) E e~t{Core(M U N, w)}
of the core of the assignment game and consider the equalities ut -f- v~ - ai~ where i E M
and j E N. These equalities determine in a straightforward way a partition of the players
in components. Next, we prove that each such a component contains a player with payoff
equal to zero. Then, for each component an order of its players is generated where we
start with one of its players that have a payoff equal to zero. Finally, tacking these orders
of the components in an appropriate way together yields an order ~r of M U N for which
it will be shown that m~(M U N, w) -(u, v), proving that the assignment game satisfies
the CoMa-property.
We start with the following lemma, due to Shapley and Shubik (1972), which gives
sufficient and necessary conditions for an allocation to be in the core of an assignment
game.
Lemma 5.3.3 Let (M U N, w) be an assignment game and let p, be an optimal matching
for M U N. Let x-(u, v) E R`~r x RN. Then, ~ E Core(lf7 U N, w) if and only if the
following four conditions are satisfied:

(i) u; f v~ - al~ for all (z,g) E~c;
(ii~ uz f v~ 1 az~ for all i E M, j E N, and (i, j) ~{~;
(iii) x~ - 0 for all unmatched players k;

(iv~ ~k ~ 0 for all matched players k.
Proof. We first prove the `only if'-part. Let x-(u, v) E Core(MUN, w). It immediately
follows that xk 1 w(k) - 0 for all matched players k. This proves condition (iv). Since
u~ f v~ ~ w(i, j) - ati~ for all i E M, j E N condition (iif also immediately follows.
Fl~om ut f v~ 1 w(i, j) - at~ for all pairs (i, j) E p. and the optimality of tc for M U N
it follows that ~ii ~iE~ ui -~ v1 1~~z ~]E~ al~ - w(M U N). Since (u, v) is an efficient
allocations it follows that ~12 ~lE~ u; -~ vj - w(M U N), implying that all inequalities
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ui f v~ 1 ai~ ((i, j) E tc) are in fact equalities ui f v~ - ai~ ((i, j) E tc). This proves (i).
Moreover, the equality ~li ~)E~ uifv~ - w(MUN) and the core conditions ~k ? w(k) - 0
show that for each unmatched player k we have ~k - 0. This proves (iii).
To prove the `if'-part, take an allocation x-(u, v) E RM x RN that satisifes the
conditions (i)-(iv). Let S C 1L7, T C N. We prove that ~(S U T) ) w(S U T). To this
end, take tcsuT E~1(S,T) with ~li,~)E~S~T ai~ - w(S UT). Then,
~(S UT)

-

~

~k f

kESuT,{~sur~k)-k
~

~
kESuT,kSU7.(k)-k

-

(ui ~ v~)

~
íi~7)El~su7

~ f

~

ai7

ii,j)EYSUr

w(S U T),

where the first equality follows from the definition of matching for S U T, the inequality
from (i)- (iv), and the second equality from the optimality of ~suT for S U T. By taking
~suT - N~ for S UT - M U N, a similar reasoning shows that .x(M U N) - uw(M U N).(]
Let (M U N, w) be an assignment game. Let ~, be an optimal matching for M U N.
Given a core allocation (u, v) E Core(MUN, w), we define an undirected graph G~(u, v),
called the tight graph of (u, v), by Gw(u, v) :- (V, E), where the set of vertices V equals
the player set M U N and the edge set is defined by E:- {{ i, j} : i E M, j E N, and ui ~v~ - ai~}. In a tight graph we distinguish between two types of edges with respect to
~.

All edges corresponding to te are referred to as thick edges and all other edges are

referred to as thin edges. Given a component of a tight graph we can construct a treel
that is a subgraph of the component, covers all vertices of the component, and contains
all thick edges in the component. Such a tree we call a tight tree.

Notice that a tight

tree does not need to be uniquely determined by the tight graph. This is illustrated in
the following example.

Example 5.3.4 Consider the assignment game (M U N, w), where M-{ml, mzi m3}
and N-{nl, ri2i n3}. Let w be the characteristic function induced by the revenue matrix,
which is defined next. Entry ai~ (i E 11~7, j E N) of the revenue matrix is given by the
number along the corresponding edge in the graph in Figure 5.1. In case there is no
edge {i, j} we define ai~ :- 1. Clearly, tc -{(ml,wl), (m2,w2), (m3,w3)} is the (unique)
optimal matching.

Let (u, v) -(1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3) E RM x RN. Using Lemma 5.3.3 one
verifies that (u, v) E Core(M U N, w). In Figure 5.1 the tight graph G"'(u, v) is depicted.
The trees in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 are both tight trees for the core allocation (u, v).
o
lA tree is a connected graph without circuits.
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Figure 5.1: The tight graph Gw(u, v)

Figure 5.3: Another tight tree

Figure 5.2: A tight tree

The following lemma establishes a relation between the extreme points of an assignment
game and the components of the corresponding tight graph.
Lemma 5.3.5 Let (M U N, w) 6e an assignment game and let ~ 6e an optimal matching
for M U N. Let (u, v) E Core(M U N, w). Then, (u, v) E ext{Core(M U N, w) } if and
only if each component of the tight graph Gw(u, v) contains at least one player with payoff
equal to zero.
Let (u, v) E Core(M U N, w) and let C be
a component of Gw(u, v) in which the players are S U T(S C M, T C N). Suppose
that the restriction of (u, v) to (S,T), denoted by (u, v)~suT, has only positive elements.
Proof.

First we show the `only if'-part.

Then, by Lemma 5.3.3 (iii), all players in S U T are matched by p. By definition of a
component, all players in S U T are matched within S U T. Hence, ~S~ - ~T~. Then
by Lemma 5.3.3, we have that for sufficiently small e 1 0 the vectors x, y E Rs x RT
defined by x2 - uz -I- e, y; - uZ - e for all i E S; x~ - v~ - e, y~ - v~ f e for all j E T,
are both in Core(S U T, w~suT).

Together with Zx -~ 2y -(u, v)~suT this implies that

(u, v) ~ ext{Core(M U N, w)}, proving the `only if'-part.
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To prove the `if'-part, we assume that each component of the tight graph Gw(u, v)
contains at least one player with payoff equal to zero. It is sufficient to show that the
system
u(S) -4- v(T) 1 w(S U T)

for all S C M,T C N

contains ~M~ ~- ~N~ tight equations that are linearly independent. Let Cl, C2i ... , Ck be
the components of the tight graph Gw(u, v). Let P(Ct) be the set of players corresponding
to Ct for all l- 1, 2, ... , k. Each component Ct contains a tight tree. Then the system
of equations generated by the edges of such a tree is a linearly independent system
(cf. Chvátal ( 1983)). Hence, we have ~i 1( ~P(Ct)~ - 1) linearly independent tight
equations. Now take for every component Ct a player pt E P(Ct ) with payoff equal to zero.
Combining the ~i 1( ~P(Ct)~-1) linearly independent equations with the tight equations
generated by the players pl, p2i ..., pt~ we obtain a system of ~~ I(~P(Ct)I )- IMI f INI
linearly independent equations.
~
The following lemma provides the worth of some specific ( r - s)-path coalitions. For
two players r, s E P, r~ s, that are in the same tight tree, an (r - s)-path coalition
consists of all players that are contained in the unique path between r and s(including
r and s).
Lemma 5.3.6 Let (u, v) be an extreme point of the core of an assignment game (M U
N, w) and let p be an optimal matching for M U N. Let S be an (r - s)-path coalition in
a tight tree of Gw(u, v). Suppose that vertex r corresponds to a player that has a payoff
equal to zero in (u,v). Then, w(S) -~jESnMUj ~~jESnNVj~

Proof. Let p,s be the complete matching that covers S, except for r in case the cardinality of S is odd, and consists only of edges contained in the (r - s)-path. Without loss
of generality we may assume that ul corresponds to the vertex r, i.e., ul - 0. Then from
the definition of ps, the definition of a tight graph, and the assumption that ul - 0 it
follows that
~
jESf1M

2tj ~-

~
jESf1N

vj -

~

a2j.

(Z ~j)E{~S

From the definition of an assignment game and (5.1) we have that
w(S) J ~ uj -f- ~ vj.
jESnM

jESnN

(5.1)
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On the other hand, since (u, v) is a core allocation, it holds that
~ u~ -I- ~ v~ ~ w ( S) .
jESnM

jESnN

Combining ( 5.2) and (5.3) yields the desired equality.

~

Now we can prove Theorem 5.3.2.
Proof of Theorem 5.3.2.

Without loss of generality we restrict attention to the

cases: ~M~ - ~N~ and ~M~ C ~N~.

CasE 1: ~M~ - ~N~.
Let (MUN, w) be an assignment game with ~M~ - ~N~. Take x-(u, v) E ext{Core(MU
N, w)}. We will construct an ordering ~ of the player set MUN such that the corresponding marginal vector m~(MUN, w) coincides with (u, v). Let ti be an optimal matching for
M U N that matches all players in M U N. Let Cl ,..., Ck be the components of the tíght
graph Gw(u, v) and let P(C~) be the set of players corresponding to C~ for all l- 1, ..., k.
Claim 1.

Let S C M U N.

If x(S n P(Ci)) - w(S n P(C~)) for all l- 1, ..., k,

then x(S) - w(S).
Proof. Note that
-

x(S n P(C,)) f... f x(S n P(Cx))

-

w(S n P(Cl)) f... f w(S n P(C~))

G w(S),
where the second equality follows from the assumption and the inequality from the fact
that the merger of optimal matchings for SnP(Cl), SnP(C2), ..., SnP(Ck) is a matching for S. On the other hand, since x E Core(M U N, w), we have that x(S) ) w(S).
O
We conclude that x(S) - w(S).
For a component C~, a tight sequence 0~ Si C S2 C... C S~pl~~l~ - P(Ci) is a
strictly increasing sequence of coalitions with x(S~) - w(S~) for all j - 1, .. ., ~P(C~)~.
Claim 2. Suppose that for every component C~ there is a tight sequence 0 ~ Si C S2 C
... C
SI~P(~~)I - P(Ct). Define~ : MUN --~ {1,... , IMIfINI} bY~(i) -- ~i i ~P(Ci)~fj
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for i E Sq}'`Sq}i , q- 0, ... , k- 1. Then, m~(M U N, w) -~.
Proof.

Let S~ be the set of the first j players in M U N with respect to the order-

ing ~r, i.e.,

S~ :- {i E M u N~~r(i) C j}.
From the definition of tight sequence and Claim 1 it follows that ~(S~) - w(S~) for all
j- 1, .. . , ~M~ -}~ ~N~. Now, take i E M U N. Then,
mi (M U N, w)

-

w(S„(i)) - w(S,~(i)-1)

-

x(S~(i))-~(S~(z)-i)

-

~2)

where the first equality follows from the definition of a marginal vector and the second
equality from ~(S~) - w(S~) for all j - 1, ... , ~M~ -~ ~N~. Hence, m~(M U N, w) - x. (]
The theorem for CnsE 1 now follows from Claim 2 and Claim 3.

Claim 3. For every component C~ there is a tight sequence m ~ Si C SZ C... C
SiP(~,)i - P(c~).
Proof.

Let Ti be a tight tree of the component C~. Since ~ matches all players, it
follows from the definition of a component that the vertices of C~, and hence the vertices
of TI, form a set of matched couples ( i, j) E~,. Lemma 5.3.5 implies that there exists a
vertex r in the tight tree T~, for which player r has a payoff equa] to zero. We take such
a vertex r and we call it the root of the tree T~. Now T~ is a rooted tree, i.e., a tree with
a distinguished vertex - the root. Clearly, the root r determines a direction of the edges
as follows. An edge ( a, b) in the rooted tree T~ is directed from vertex a to vertex 6 if a
is on the unique path from r to b. The directed rooted tree T~ with root r is called an
r-arborescence.

Next, we label the vertices in the tight tree by 1, 2, ..., ~P(C~)~ via the following procedure. (An illustration of the procedure is given after the proof, in Example 5.3.7.)
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Procedure to label the vertices in the tight tree
Step 1. Give vertex r label 1. Set a:- r and t:- 2.
Step 2. (i) If there exists a thin edge that connects a with an unlabeled vertex b, then
give vertex b label t, set a:- b, and go to Step 3. Otherwise go to (ii).
(ii) If there exists a thick edge that connects a with an unlabeled vertex b,
then give vertex b label t, set a:- b, and go to Step 3. Otherwise, scan
vertex a, let 6 be the predecessor of a in the rooted tree Ti, set a:- b, and
go to (i).

Step 3.

If t- ~P(C~)~, then STOP. Otherwise, set t:- t f 1 and go to Step 2.

Note that in every visit of Step 2 we either label or scan a vertex. Since every vertex
gets labeled and scanned at most once, the procedure ends after at most 2~P(Ci)~ visits
of Step 2(i). Let S~ be the set of the first j labeled players in the procedure.

Clearly,

0~ Si C S2 C.. . C S~~PI~li~ - P(C~). So, we are done if we prove that
w(S~) -~(S~)

for all j- 1, .. . , ~P(C~)~.

(5.4)

Let player m be the player that is labeled last in S~. Coalition S? can be partitioned in
S~.(1) and S~(2), where S~(1) is the set of players on the unique path from r to m and
S~(2) is the set of all other players in S~. Then Lemma 5.3.6 implies that
w(S~(1)) - x(S~(1)).

(5.5)

Obviously, the proof is completed if S~(2) - 0. Hence, we may assume that S~(2) ~ 0.
We now show that ~, matches every player in S~ (2) with another player in S~ (2). Let
a E S~(1) and let 6 E S~(2) be such that (a, b) is an edge in the tight tree. Consider now
the edge (a, b) and the path from a to m. Since vertex b is visited before m is visited,
it follows from Step 2(i) of the procedure that (a, b) is a thin edge.

Since p, matches

all players, it follows that ~ matches every player in S~(2) with another player in S~(2).
This observation gives
w(S~(2)) - x(S~(2)),

(5.6)

since an optimal matching for S~(2) is provided by the thick edges in Sj(2). Now, we
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have
w(S~)

~

w(S~.(1)) -~ w(S~(2))

-

~(S~(1)) ~ ~(S~(2))

?

w(S~),

x(S~)

where the first inequality holds since the merger of optimal matchings of S~(1) and S~(2)
is a matching for S~, the first equality holds by (5.5) and (5.6), the second equality
since S~(1) and S~(2) form a partition of S~ and the second inequality holds since ~ is
in the core of the assignment game. Equality (5.7) implies (5.4), completing the proof. (]

CASE 2: ~M~ ~ ~N~.
Let (MUN, w) be an assignment game with ~M~ c ~N~. Take x- (u, v) E ext{Core(MU
N,w)}. We define an assignment game (M' U N,w') by adding ~N~ - ~M~ null players
to M and taking az~ :- az~ if i E M and j E N and az~ :- 0 if i E M'`M and j E N.
Extend the vector ~ to M'UN by defining xi :- xt if i E MUN and ~i :- 0 if i E M'`M.
It is not difficult to show that ~ E ext{Core(M' U N, w')}: the system
~(SUT)1w'(SUT)

forallSC~Ll',TCN

contains ~M'~ ~ ~N~ tight equations that are linearly independent; the ~M~ ~- ~N~ linearly
independent equalities that are obtained from ~ E e~t{Core(NIUN, w)} can be extended
to ~M'~ ~- ~N~ linearly independent equalities by adding the equalities that are related to
the ~M'`M~ null players. Since ~M'~ - ~N~, it follows from CnsE 1 that there is some
ordering ~r' : M' U N--~ {1, ..., ~M'~ ~- ~N~} with m~ (M' U N, w') -~'.
Let ~r : M U N--~ { 1, ..., ~ M ~ ~- ~ N ~} be the ordering of M U N induced by the
ordering ~r' of M' U N by leaving out the players in M'`M. Using that the players in
M'`M are null players, one straightforwardly proves that m~(M U N, w) - x.
(]
The following example illustrates the outcome of the labeling procedure used in the
proof of Theorem 5.3.2 and shows that an extreme point could be generated by severa]
marginal vectors.
Example 5.3.7 Let (M U N, w) be the assignment game defined by M:- { 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,
11, 13}, N :- {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14}, and w({i, j}) :- 1 if (i, j) is an edge in the graph
depicted in Figure 5.4 and 0 otherwise. Here, the number in a vertex denotes the
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corresponding player. The allocation x-(0, 1, 0,1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0,1, 0, 1, 0, 1) is an extreme
point of the core of the assignment game (M U N, w). For both components of the tight
graph Gw(v,, v), a tight tree is depicted in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Tight trees of the components of Gw(~)
The labeling procedure, starting in the vertices 1 and 9, can give the orders
a:-

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11,12, 13,14)

Q:-

(1, 6, 7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9,10, 11,12, 13, 14)

ry:-

(9, 10, 11,12,13, 14, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

b:-

(9, 10, 11, 12,13, 14, 1, 6, 7, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8)

It is easy to verify that ~ - ma(M U N, w) - mp(M U N, w) - m7(M U N, w) má(M U N, w).

o
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Chapter 6
Neighbor Games
6.1

Introduction

In this chapter we introduce and study a new class of cooperative games: the class of
neighbor games.

The class of neighbor games is a subclass of the class of assignment

games, which were studied in Chapter 5. Below we describe in two examples the situations that give rise to neighbor games.
In the first example we consider a sequencing situation in which customers are lined
up in a queue and waiting for a taxi. The taxi company t.hat provides the service has
two types of cars: one that transports only one customer (type A) and one that can only
transport two customers ( type B). The first customer in the queue can decide to pick a
taxi of type A or wait for the next customer in the queue. In the latter case they decide
both to share a taxi of type B or the second customer will wait for the third customer. In
the latter case the first customer has to pick a taxi of type A. This procedure is repeated
until all customers are transported in a taxi. Since the costs of sharing a taxi of type B
are lower than taking two taxis of type A, it is obvious that the customers can save costs
by sharing a taxi of type B. However, each customer faces the problem that the cost of a
taxi ( of type B) is not fixed, because it depends on the trip to bring the customers to the
right locations. Hence, we have that only customers that are neighbors in the queue can
obtain cost savings, and customers that take a taxi of type A have cost savings equal to
zero. The customers in the queue want to choose a combination of taxis of type A and B
such that their cost savings are maximized. IVloreover, they are looking for an allocation
of the cost savings that is `stable'.

The second example can be viewed as a restricted matching problem. Suppose a
river runs through a number of regions. To be able to utilize this cheap transportation
87
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possibility, harbors have to be built. Because of financial restrictions, each country is
able to build at most one harbor. Neighbor regions might join to build a harbor at their
border (which then can serve both regions) and save costs. The regions are interested in
maximizing their cost savings and finding some proper allocation of the cost savings.
For analyzing both examples we introduce a new class of games: neighbor games.
Neighbor games arise from certain matching or sequencing situations in which the players are lined up in a one-dimensional queue. In this queue, players can only directly
cooperate with one of their neighbors. So, only some specific pairs of players can obtain a positive gain. As a consequence, the class of neighbor games is the intersection
of the class of assignment games (Shapley and Shubik (1972)) and the class of component additive games (Curiel et al. (1994)). The latter one is the class of I'-component
additive games (Potters and Reijnierse (1995)) in which the restrictíng graph is a line
graph. Besides the interesting properties of assignment games, neighbor games thus also
have appealing properties inherited from the class of P-component additive games, such
as: the core coincides with the bargaining set of Aumann and Maschler (1964), and the
nucleolus (Schmeidler (1969)) coincides with the kernel (Potters and Reijnierse (1995)).
Here, we study two related solution concepts for the class of neighbor games: the leximax
solution and the nucleolus.
The leximax solution is an egalitarian one-point solution introduced by Arín and
Inarra (1997) and is defined for the class of balanced games. More precisely, the leximax
solution is the unique core allocation that minimizes the maximum satisfaction among all
players. The leximax solution and its natural counterpart the leximin solution have been
studied for several classes of games. In Arín and Inarra (1997) the leximin solution is
studied for the class of convex games and veto games that are monotonic with respect to
the grand coalition. Arfn et al. (1998) studied the leximax solution on the class of large
core games (Sharkey (1982)). For the class of neighbor games, which is not a subclass
of any of the above mentioned classes of games, we characterize the leximax solution
in terms of adjustability to egalitarianism, which induces an algorithm for finding the
leximax solution. This algorithm is shown to be of order p3, where p is the number of
players. A nice feature of the algorithm is that it can be visualized nicely by pictures,
showing the process of adjusting and fixing the payoffs of the players.
The nucleolus, introduced by Schmeidler (1969), is a one-point solution defined on the
class of games with a non-empty imputation set. The nucleolus is the unique imputation
that maximizes the minimum satisfaction among all non-empty coalitions of players.
Notice the relation with the leximax and leximin solution with respect to its maximizing
of the minimum satisfaction. In literature, the computation of the nucleolus has been
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studied extensively. In view of the neighbor games, of particular interest are the studies
on the nucleolus of assignment games and component additive games.

Solymosi and

Raghavan (1994) presented an C~(p4) algorithm for calculating the nucleolus of (p -i- p)person assignment games. An C)(p4) algorithm for calculating the nucleolus of p-person
balanced connected games was provided by Solymosi et al. (1998). The class of balanced
connected games contains the class of component additive games, and thus the class
of neighbor games. Here we provide an C~(p2) algorithm for calculating the nucleolus
of p-person neighbor games. Although the algorithm can be considered as a cornmon
specialization of the two aforementioned algorithms, we present it on its own right, 5iricc
it exhibits special features that neither of the two more general algorithms does. Bcsides,
we give a different line of arguments to see the correctness of the algorithm from thosc
which were used to justify the mentioned more general algorithms.
This chapter, which is based on Klijn et al. (1999b) and Hamers et al. (1999a),
is organized as follows.
some elementary results.

In Section 6.2 we first introduce neighbor games and provide
After that, we recall and characterize the leximax solution

for neighbor games (Section 6.3) and use the characterization to develop an algorithm
for finding the leximax solution (Section 6.4).

Finally, we recall the definition of the

nucleolus (Section 6.5) and present an algorithm for finding the nucleolus of neighbor
games (Section 6.6).

6.2

The neighbor model

In this section we introduce the class of neighbor games and present some results on the
core of neighbor games. But we first recall the definition of a class of games that are
very closely related to neighbor games: the class of component additive games.

The class of component additive games, introduced by Curiel et al. (1994), is a special
class of I'-component additive games, discussed in Potters and Reijnierse (1995), which
in turn is a special class of graph restricted games in the sense of Owen (1986). Let
(P, v) be a cooperative game and let F- (P, E) be an undirected line graph. Then a
component additive game (P, wr) is defined by
wr(S) :- ~ v(T)

for all S C P,

TES`P

where S`F is the set of connected components of S with respect to I'.
The situations discussed in the introduction that motivate the interest for neighbor
games, give rise to a model in which players are lined up in a one-dimensional queue.
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In the queue, players can only directly cooperate with one of the neighbors. From this
point of view, neighbor games are defined as restricted assignment games: only pairs
that are neighbors in the queue can be matched. Formally, let P be the player set of
size p. For the sake of convenience we assume' that P-{ 1, ..., p}. Without loss of
generality we assume that the players are ordered 1~ 2~... ~ p. Players i and j are
called neighbors if ~i - j~ - 1. A matching p for Q C P is a(possibly empty) collection
of disjoint pairs (i, i~- 1) of neighboring players (partners) in Q. Henceforth, the word
matching means a matching of this type. Let N(Q) denote the set of matchings for Q.
For all pairs of neighbors (i, i f 1) let azi~l ~ 0 be given. Then, a neighbor game (P, v)
is defined by
v(Q) :- max{

for all Q C P.

~ aiit1 : h E N(Q)}
(á,~ti)E~.

Note that since azztl - v(i, i f 1) a neighbor game is completely determined by the values
of the pairs of neighbors. Note also that v(i) - 0 for all i E P. A matching p E N(Q)
is called optimal for Q if ~12,it1iE~ az~fl - v(Q). It is called minimal for Q if azti}~ ~ 0
for all ( i, i~ 1) E p.. Throughout this section and with a slight abuse of notation, we
identify a(possibly non-matched) pair (i, i f 1) of neighbors in P with the two-person
coalition {i, i f 1}. Let Q C P and p, E J~Í(Q). Let i E P If ( i - 1, i) E ~ or (i, i~ 1) E~
then player i is called matched ( with respect to p,), otherwise he is called isolated (with
respect to p,).
Example 6.2.1 Let P-{ 1, 2, 3, 4} be the player set.

Take a12 - 10, a23 - 20, and

a34 - 30. Then the corresponding neighbor game (P, v) is depicted in Table 6.1. The
matching ~c -{(1, 2), (3, 4)} is optimal and minimal for P.

S

{1, 2}

{2, 3}

{3, 4}

{ 1, 2, 3}

{1,2,4}

{1, 3, 4}

{2, 3, 4}

{1;2,3,4}

v(S)

10

20

30

20

10

30

30

40

Table 6.1: A neighbor game (P,v)

The following proposition follows immediately from the definition of neighbor games.
The proof is therefore omitted.
1Nevertheless, in some cases (Corollary 6.6.10 and further) we use a different set of players P to
define a neighbor game (P, v).
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Proposition 6.2.2 The class of neighbor games is the intersection of the class of assignment games and the class of com.ponent additive games.
Since neighbor games are special assignment games, the results of Shapley and Slmbik
(1972) on the core of assignment games apply to the core of neighbor games. In particular, the core of neighbor games is not empty. Furthermore, it is determined by the
inequalities induced by the one player coalitions and the pairs of neighbors. Whenever
we speak of a coalition in a neighbor game in Sections 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 it is a singleton
or a pair of neighbors.
Let (P, v) be a neighbor game. Let p, be an optimal matching for P. With a slight
abuse of notation we denote by Pt the set of players that are matched by p. The set
of isolated players is denoted by P- - P`P}. The following lemma is a straightforward
consequence of a result of Shapley and Shubik ( 1972) that is stated and proved in Lemrna
5.3.2.
Lemma 6.2.3 Let (P, v) 6e a neighbor game. Let p 6e an optimal matching for P. Let
x E RP. Then, x E Core(P, v) if and only if the following four conditions are satisfied:
(Z) x2 f xltr - v(i, i-F 1) for all (i, i f 1) E t~;
(ii) xi f xitl ~ v(i, i~- 1) for all (i, i-~ 1) ~ p;
(iii~ x~ - 0 for all players i E P-;
(iv) xt ) 0 for all players i E Pt.
In general, a neighbor game does not need to be convex, as follows from the next
proposition, which provides a necessary and sufficient condition for the convexity of
neighbor games.
Proposition 6.2.4 A neighbor game (P, v) is convex if and only if for any triple
j- I, j, j f 1 E P of consecutive players it holds that v(j - 1, j) - 0 or v(j, j~ 1) - 0.
Proof. We first prove the `only if'-part. Suppose that v(j - 1, j) ~ 0 and v(j, j~- 1) ~ 0
for some j E P. Then,
v(j - l,j,j f 1) - v(j - l,j)

-

max{v(j - l,j),v(j,j -F 1)} - v(j - l,j)

-

max{O,v(j,j f 1) - v(j - l,j)}

G

v(j,7 -F 1) - v(.7).

Hence, (P, v) is not convex.
To prove the `if'-part, suppose that for any triple j- 1, j, j~- 1 E P of consecutive
playersitholdsthatv(j-l,j)-0orv(j,jf1)-0.

TakeSCTCPandkEP`T.
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It is easy, but tedious, to check that
v(T U{k}) - v('l)

-

~ v(~i, k)
iEAnT

]

~ v(á, k)
iEAnS

v(S U {k}) - v(S),
where A is the set defined by
A :-

{k-l,k~-1}

ifk~l,p;

{2}

if k - 1;

{p-1}

ifk-p.

This proves the convexity of (P, v).
So, neighbor games are not convex in general.

~
Hence, the core of a neighbor game

does not need to be the convex hull of all marginal vectors. Nevertheless, since neighbor games are assignment games, it follows from Theorem 4.3.1 that they satisfy the
CoMa-property, i.e., their core is the convex hull of some marginal vectors.

6.3

The leximax solution

In this section we recall the leximax solution, a solution concept that was introduced
by Arín and Inarra ( 1997). After that, we characterize the restriction of the leximax
solution to the class of neighbor games in terms of adjustability to egalitarianism.
Before we turn to the definition of the leximax solution, we first recal] the notion of
lexicographical ordering. Given two vectors .x, y E R4 for some q, we have that x~~e2 y if
either x - y or there exists an index k such that x, - yi for i - 1, ... , k and xkt1 c yk~l.
Further, let ~ be the vector that results when arranging the elements of the vector x in
a non-increasing order, i.e., ~1 ?~2 ~...) ~9. Then, for a balanced game (P, v), Arín
and Inarra ( 1997) defined the leximax solvtion Lmax(P, v) as
Lmax(P, v) :- {x E Core(P, v) :~~~eSy for all y E Core(P, v)}.
So, the leximax solution minimizes the maximum payoff among all core allocations. Arín
and Inarra (1997) showed that the leximax solution is a one-point solution. This fact also
follows from Lemma 1.1 of Moulin (1988) in which a leximax-like solution for bargaining
situations is studied. For the sake of completeness, we have included a proof along the
lines of Moulin (1988).
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Theorem 6.3.1 For a balanced game (P, v), Lmax(P, v) is a singleton.
Proof. First we prove that Lmax(P, v) ~ 0. Define Vo :- Core(P, v). Note that [~e is
non-empty and compact. Define
Uk :- arg min xk
xEVk-,

for k- 1, 2, ..., ~P~. Since each map Vk-1 ~ x H xk E R is continuous, it follows readily
that each set Tjk is non-empty and compact.

In particular, VP~ ~ 0. Now notice that

Lmax(P, v) - VjP~ and Lmax(P, v) ~ Ql follows. Moreover, notice that by construction,
~- y for all x, y E Lmax(P, v).

Now we prove that Lmax(P, v) is a singleton. Suppose there are x, y E Lmax(P, v)
and x~ y. Since Core(P, v) is convex and Lmax(P, v) C Core(P, v) it follows that
z:- z(x f y) E Core(P, v).
We are done if we prove that z~ie~~, y and z~~, y.
Since xl - yl it follows that for all i E P
xzG~landyaCyr~zz-2(xi~ya)G~r-yi.

(6.1)

Define Qr :- {i E P: zi - z1}. Note that Q1 ~ 41. Let i E Q1. Since xi C xl and y~ C yl
it follows from ( 6.1) that zr - zZ C~1 - yl. If this inequality is strict, then we are done.
So, suppose that zl - xl - yr. Let i E Q1. We already noticed that x2 G xl and
ya G yl. If one of the inequalities is strict, then
1
zz-2(xz~-y~)Gxi-yi,

which together with the assumption zl -~1 - yl irnplies that z~ G zl, contradicting
i E Qr. Hence,
x2-x1-y1-yzforalliEQ1.

(6.2)

So, if Q1 - P, then x- y, a contradiction. Hence, Qr ~ P. Now consider Pl :- P`Q1 {i E P: z2 C zl }~ 0. Let x~P„ ylP„ and z~P, be the restrictions of x, y, and z to PI. It
follows from ~- y and (6.2) that we have xjP, - yjP,. Moreover, zlP~ - 2(xlP, -~ylP~). Now
we can repeat the argument until we find an index k such that zk c~k - yk; otherwise
x- y, a contradiction.
~
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For a balanced game (P, v) we henceforth identify Lmax(P, v) with its unique element.
Arín and Inarra (1997) provided an algorithm that determines the leximin solution
(the natural counterpart of the leximax solution, that is, the one-point solution that
maximizes the minimum payoff among all core allocations) for convex games and veto
games that are P-monotonic. Recall that from Proposition 6.2.4 it follows that in general
neighbor games are not convex. A game (P, v) is called a veto game if there is a player
i E P such that v(S) - 0 for all S C P`{i}.

A game (P, v) is called P-monotonic if

v(P) ~ v(S) for all S C P. It is clear from the definition of neighbor games that in
general they are not veto games either.

The leximax solution was also studied by Arín et al. (1998). They provided a characterization of the leximax solution on the class of large core games, which are defined
next. Let (P, v) be a balanced game. We define Lf(P, v) as the set of games (P, w) with
w(S) - v(S) for all S~ P and w(P) ? v(P). Then, the game (P, v) is said to have a
large core (Sharkey (1982)) if for all (P, w) E U(P, v) and for all x E Core(P, w) there
exists an allocation y E Core(P, v) such that xZ ] yz for all i E P. The next example
shows that neighbor games do not have a large core.
Example 6.3.2 Let (P, v) be the neighbor game with P- { 1, 2, 3}, v(1, 2) - 6, and
v(2, 3) - 10. One easily verifies that

core(P, v) -{a(o, s, 4) f ( 1- a)(o, lo, o) : o ~ a ~ 1}.
Consider the game (P, w) E l.l(P, v) with w(P) - 14.

Notice that x- (4, 2, 8) E
Core(P, w), but there is no y E Core(P, v) such that x2 c y2 (since for all y E Core(P, v)
we have y2 j 6) 2- x2). Hence, the neighbor game (P, v) does not have a large core.
0

From the above it follows that the known results and algorithms concerning the
Hence, for the
determination of the leximax solution for neighbor games we need to develop a new
leximax solution cannot be applied to the class of neighbor games.

algorithm. But first we provide a characterization of the leximax solution in terms of
adjustability to egalitarianism.
Let (P, v) be a neighbor game. Let p be an optimal matching. A pair (i, i f 1) is
called essential if (i, i~- 1) E~. A coalition I C P is called an interval if i, j E I and
i G I~ G j imply that k E I. We write I-[i, j] for an interval I C P if i and j are the
starting point and the end point of I, respectively.

6.3.
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Definition 6.3.3 Let ( P, v) be a neighbor game. Let x E Core(P, v) be a core allocation. An interval [i - 1, h] (k ~ i) is called s-relevant~ for player i E P with respect to
x, if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(1). (i, i~- 1) is either not essential or non-existent ( i.e., i- g~);
(2). x is tight on [i - 1, k] (i.e., xi f x~~i - v(j, j f 1) for all j, j-}- 1 E[i - 1, k]);
(3). [i - 1, k] C Pt ( so essential and non-essential pairs alternate on [i - 1, k]).
For intervals of the form [k, i-~ 1], p-relevancy is defined in a similar way.
Definition 6.3.4 Let ( P, v) be a neighbor game. Let x E Core(P, v) be a core allocation. An interval [k, i~- 1] ( ~ C i) is called P-relevant`~ for player i E P with respect to
x, if it satisfies the following three conditions:
(1). (i - 1, i) is either not essential or non-existent (i.e., i- 1);
(2). x is tight on [k, i~- 1];

(.~). [k, i f 1] C Pt.
If an interval is s-relevant (p-relevant) for a player i with respect to a core allocation
x, we say, when no confusion is possible, that the interval is s-relevant (p-relevant) for
player i. An interval I is called relevant for player i E P if it is s-relevant or p-relevant
for player i.

Lemma 6.3.5 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game. Let x E Core(P, v) be a core allocation.
(i) If i E P-, then no interual is relevant for i.
(ii) If i E P}, then i has either only s-relevant interuals or only y-relevant intervals.
(iii) If i E Pt, then i has a uniqv,e maximal relevant interval.
Proof. (i) This follows from condition (,3) of s-relevancy and p-relevancy.
(ii) Since i E P} we have that either (i - 1, i) or (i, i f 1) is essential. Then condition
(1) of s-relevancy and p-relevancy proves this part of the lemma.
(iii) This is a straightforward consequence of statement (ii) of the lemrna.

~

The maximal relevant interval for a player i E P} with respect to a core allocation
x is henceforth denoted by I(i, x). FYom Lemma 6.3.5 it follows that I(i, x) ~ 0 for all
iEP}.
Lemma 6.3.6 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game.
cardinality of I(i, x) is even.
ZThe s stands for successor.
~The p stands for predecessor.

Let x E Core(P, v). For i E Pt, the
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Proof. By Lemma 6.3.5 (ii) we have that 1(i, x) -[i -1, k] or I(i, x) -[k, i f 1] for some
k E P. We may assume, without loss of generality, that I(i, x) is of the form [i - 1, kJ.
Then, by condition (3) of s-relevancy we haue that k E Pt. Then, (k, k~- 1) cannot
be essential. Otherwise, [i - 1, k-~ 1] would be s-relevant for i, which would contradict
the maximality of I(i,x). Hence, it follows readily, since essential and inessential pairs
alternate, that ~I (i, x) ~ is even.

O

In the following definition we define adjustability of the payoff of a matched player.
This notion will be used in the characterization of the leximax solution.
Definition 6.3.7 Let ( P, v) be a neighbor game. Let x E Core(P, v). The payoff xz of
a player i E P} can be adjusted`~ with respect to x if the following three conditions are
satisfied:

(1). x~ , 0 for all j E I(i, x) with ~i - j ~ even;
(2). x~ G xi for all j E I(i,x) with ~i - j~ odd;
(3)(a). If I ( i, x) is of the form [i - 1, k], then either k f 1 is non-existent or
x,~ f xktl ~ v(k, k f 1).
(.~)(b). If I ( i, x) is of the form [k, i f 1], then either k- 1 is non-existent or
xk-1 f xk ~ v(k - l,k).

Before we can characterize the leximax solution we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 6.3.8 Let x, y E RP with ~~ y and y~Iexx. Let Q:{ 1, ..., p} -~ P be
a bijection such that xoil) ~ xo(2) )... ] xoip). Let r be the srnallest nurnber with
xo~,.~ 1 yv~,). Then for all l C r, xQ~t) - yo(t).

Proof. By induction on the number of players p. For p- 1, 2 the statement is quite
obvious. Assume that the lemma holds for p- 1 for some p) 3. If r- 1, the lemma
holds trivially. If r 1 1, then distinguish between l- 1 and 2 c l C r.
CASE 1: l- 1. Since xo~l) is the maximal coordinate of x, xo~l) G yo~~) (since r 1 1).
So, since y -~ie2~, it is clear that xvil) - yvil).

CASE 2: 2 C l c r. Consider the restrictions of x and y to P`{Q(1)} and apply the
induction hypothesis.
0

4For the sake of convenience we will say that a player itself can (or cannot) be adjusted with respect
to x.
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Theorem 6.3.9 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game.

Let x be a core allocation of (P, v).

Then, x- Lmax(P, v) if and only if no player i E P} can be adjusted with respect to x.
Proof.

We first prove the `only if'-part.

Suppose that some player i E Pt can be

adjusted with respect to x. We will show that there is a core allocation y E Core(P, v)
with y ~~ and y~~ex~. Assume, without loss of generality, that 1(i, x) -[i - 1, k;] for
some k;. Since i can be adjusted, there exists E 1 0 such that for all j E[i - 1, k]
(Al)

x; - E 1 0 if ~i - j~ is even;

(A2)

x; ~- E c x2 - E if ~i - j~ is odd;

(A3)

xk -~ xk~l - E~ 21(k, k f 1) if k-F 1 E P;

(A4)

x~ c x2 - E for all j~[i - 1, k] with x~ C xz.

Now define y E RP by

y~ :-

x~

if j ~ I(i,x);

x~ f E

if j E I(i, x) and ~i - j ~ odd;

x~ - E

if j E I(i, x) and ~i - j ~ even.

Since I(i,x) ~ 0, it follows that y~ x.
We will prove that y E Core(P, v) by checking the conditions in Lemma 6.2.3.
(z~
(J, ~ f 1) E ~.
Note that then either j, j -f- 1 E I(i, x) or j, j -I- 1 ~ I(i, x).

If j, j~ 1 E I(i, x), then

y~ ~- y~tl -(x~ f E) f(x~}1 ~ E) - x~ f x~tl - v(~,j ~ 1). If j,j f 1 ~ I(i,x), then
y~ ~ y~tl - x~ f x~~l - v(j, j f 1). So, in either case, y~ f y~~l - v(j, j-}- 1).
(zZ~
(g,.7 f 1) ~ l~We distinguish among three cases.
CASE A: j, j~- 1 E I(i, x) or j, j-}- 1~ I(i, x).
A proof similar to that of (i) shows that y~ ~- y~t1 ] v(j, j f 1).
CASE s: j E I(i,x), j-~ 1~ I(i,x).
Obviously, j- k. By Lemma 6.3.6 we have that ~i - j~ - ~i - k~ is even. Hence, by the
definition of y we have that y~ - x~ - E and y~ti - x~ fl. 50, y~ -~ y~~l - x~ - E-F x~tl ~
v(j, j f 1), where the inequality follows from (A3).

CASE c: j~ I(i,x), j~- 1 E I(i,x).
Obviously, j f 1 - i-1. So, ~i -( j f 1) ~- ~i -(i -1) ~ is odd. Hence, by the definition of
y we have that y~~i - xj}1 f E and y~ - x~. So, yi ~- y~tl - x~ -f- (x~tl ~ e) 1 v(g, g~- 1),
where the inequality follows from x E Core(P, v).
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j E P-.

Then, since I(i, x) C P}, j~ I(i, x). So, y~ - x~ - 0.
(iv~

j E P}.

If j E I ( i, x), then by ( A1) of the choice of E and the definition of y, it follows that
y~ j 0. If j~ 1(i, x), then y~ - x~ ~ 0.
Hence, y E Core(P, v).
Now, we will show that y~~esx and y ~ x. Let J:- { j E P: y~ ~ x~ }- I(i, x). Take
k E argmax~E~x~. Then, yk ~ xk and xk ~ x~ for all j E J. Since k E J we have either
2,~k - xk - E Or yk - xk f E. Sllppose that yk - xk -i- E. Then, yk - xk ~ E G xz - E G xk - E.

The first inequality follows from ( A2) and the second inequality from i E J and the fact
that xk 1 x~ for all j E J. So, we have a contradiction. Hence, yk - xk - E.

Now take l E J with yi - xt f e. We have that y1 - xl f E C.x; - E G xk - E- yk. Again,
the first inequality follows from (A2) and the second inequality from i E J and the fact
that xk 1 x~ for all j E J. We conclude that yi c yk for all l E J with yt - x~ f E.
From yk - xk-E and y~ C yk for all l E J with yl - xl-~E it follows that y~iex~ and y~ x.
Now we will prove the `if'-part. Suppose there is a core allocation y E Core(P, v)
with y~ x and y~~ez~ . Let ~r : { 1, ..., p} --~ P be a bijection such that xolll ~ xQlzi ~
... 1 xa~p~. We may assume, without loss of generality, that v satisfies the following
condition: if yol~i G xoi~i - xoip~ C yolpl, then cx ) ~3.
Let r be the smallest number with xo~,.~ ) yo~, l. (Note that this r exists, because
x~ y.)
that v(r)

We claim that player Q(r) can be adjusted with respect to x.

First notice

E P}, since xol,.i ] yai,l 1 0, where the second inequality follows from

y E Core(P, v). Now we check conditions ( 1), (2), and (~3) of Definition 6.3.7.
(1). Take j E I(Q(r), x) for which ~ j- Q(r)~ is even. From xo~,.~ ) yo~,.~, y E Core(P, v),
and condition (2) of Definition 6.3.3 and Definition 6.3.4 it follows that x~ 1 y~ 1 0.
(2).

Take j E I(Q(r),x) for which ~j - a(r)~ is odd.

Assume that x~ 1 xo~,~. From

xo~,~ ) yo~,.~, y E Core(P, v), and condition (2) of Definition 6.3.3 it follows that y~ 1 x~.
By the assumption on v and x~ ~ xo~,~ there is a number l c r with v(l) - j. This,
however, contradicts Lemma 6.3.8. So, x~ c xo~,.~.
(~i). We may assume, without loss of generality, that I ( v(r), x) -[Q(r) - 1, m] for some
m) v(r). Suppose that m f 1 exists. We prove that x,,, -F x„t~l 1 v(m, m f 1). We
distinguish between two cases.
CASE 1:

m~ 2 does not exist or (m ~- 1, m f 2) is not essential.

m f 1 E P-.

In bóth cases,

Then, by x, y E Core(P, v), m~- 1 E P-, and Lemma 6.2.3 (iii), we
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have x„tt~ - 0- ym~l. Since ~m-Q(r)~ is even by Lemma 6.3.6, we know that xm ) y„~
as in (1).

Hence, x,n f x,rz~r 1 y,,, f y,nfl 1 v(m, m~ 1).

CASE 2: ( m -{- 1, m~- 2) is essential. Then, by definition of I(Q(r), x), x is not tight on
{m, m f 1}. So, x,~ f x,n~i 1 v(m, m f 1).

0

In the following proposition we provide a closed formula for the leximax solution of
ncighbor games in case there are four or less players involved.
Proposition 6.3.10 Let (P, v) be a two-person neighbor game, where P-{1, 2} and
the characteristic function v is induced by a12 - a) 0. Then Lmax(P, v) -(2, 2).

Let (P, v) be a three-person neighbor game, where P- {1, 2, 3} and the characteristic
function v is induced by a12 - a] 0 and a23 - 6 1 0. Assume, without loss of generality,
that a~ b. Then' Lmax(P, v) -( 2 n(a - b), 2 V b, 0).
Let (P, v) be a four-person neighbor game, where P- {1, 2, 3, 4} and the characteristic
function v is induced by ar2 - a) 0, a23 - b 1 0, and a34 - c 1 0. Assume, withoat
loss of generality, that a) c. Then,
(i) if b E[0, a2`], then Lmax(P, v) -(2, 2, 2, 2);
(ii)ifbE(Q2` a22`] thenLmax(P,v)-(2n(a-2),ZV2,(b-2)n2,(cf2-b)V(c-2));
(iii) if b E ( a 22c, afc), then Lmax(P, v) -(OV (c- 2), cn 2, (b-c) V 2, (a~c-b) n(a- 2));
(iv) if b E[a f c, oo), then Lmax(P, v) -(0, 2 V a, 2 n(b - a), 0).

One easily checks the conditions in Definition 6.3.7 to see that no player is
0
adjustable. Then the proposition follows from Theorem 6.3.9.
Proof.

6.4

The leximax solution, an algorithm

In this section we provide an algorithm for finding the leximax solution for neighbor
games. A nice feature of the algorithm is that it can be visualized nicely by some pictures
showing the process of adjusting and fixing payoffs. We first present the algorithm. Then,
we give an illustrative example. After that, we give a formal proof that the algorithm does
indeed yield the leximax solution. Finally, we show that the algorithm is polynomially
bounded of order p3 in the number of players p.
Let (P, v) be a neighbor game and let tc be an optimal matching for P. The algorithm
to find Lmax(P, v) is based on the proof of Theorem 6.3.9. Loosely speaking, given an
initial allocation, the algorithm generates a more egalitarian solution thereby fixing the
SFor x, y E R we define x ~ y :- min{x, y} and x V y :- max{x, y}.
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payoffs of some players in P}. The algorithm terminates when the payoffs of all players
in Pt are fixed. The final allocation is the leximax solution, since - as we will see later
- whenever we fix the payoff of a particular player, that player is no longer adjustable
in the remainder of the algorithm.
Algorithm for the leximax solution for neighbor games
Input
A neighbor game (P, v).
A core allocationfi x E Core(P, v).
Initialisation
Let p, be an optimal matching for P.

Let P} be the set of players that are matched by p,.
Set F:- 0. We call F C Pt the set of fi,xed players.
Recursive step
Step 1. If F - Pt, then STOP, Lmax(P, v) - x. Otherwise, define'
Sl :- {i E Pt`F : xz ~ x~ for all j E P}`F}.

Step 2. Calculate the set C' of inadjustable players in S'.
If C1 ~ 0, say C' - {il, ... , ik}, then set t:- 1 and do the following procedure:
Beginning of the F-procedure
Iftck,takei:-it.
Otherwise, skip the procedure.
If I(i, x) -[i - 1, k], then:
Step a.

If there is a player m E I(i,x) with x„t - 0 and ~i - m~ even, then set
F:-FU[i-l,m].
Step 6. If there is a player m E I(i,x) with x„z ~ xi and ~i - m~ odd, then take the
player m' with the highest index satisfying m` E I(i, x) with x„~. ~ xz and ~i - m` ~ odd.
6A core allocation can for example be obtained by solving a certain linear programming problem
(cf. Shapley and Shubik (1972)). Another possibility is calculating the nucleolus usíng the algorithm in
Section 6.6. By Proposition 6.6.16 this takes ()(p2) time.
'Notice that the set S1 is not empty.
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Set F:- F U[i - 1, m` f 1].
Step c.

If player k f 1 exists and xk -f- xk~t - v(k, k f 1) (so, k-I- 1 E P-), then set

F:-FU[i-l,k].

If I(i, x) -[k, i~- 1], then:
Step a.

If there is a player m E I(i,x) with x„~ - 0 and ~i - m~ even, then set
F:-FU[m,ifl].
Step 6.

If there is a player m. E I(i, x) with x„1 1 x; and ~i - m~ odd, then takc tlic

player m' with the lowest index satisfying m` E I(i, x) with x„~. 1 x2 and ~i - m`~ odd.
Set F:-FU[m`-l,i~-1].

Step c. If player k - 1 exists and xk-r f xk - v(k - 1, k) (so, k- 1 E P-), then set
F:-FU[k,i~l].
Set t:- t f 1 and repeat the procedure.
End of the F-procedure
If S' C F, then go to Step 1.
If Sr ~ F, then define

S2:-S'`F~~.

Step 3.

For E 1 0, consider the conditions (B1), (B2), (B3), and (B4) for a player

iES2.

(B1)

x; - E) 0 if j E I(i,x) and ~i - j~ is even;

(B2)

x; f E c xt - E if j E I(i, x) and ~i - j ~ is odd;

(B3)(a)

xk -}- xk~ l - E~ 41(k, k f 1) if I(i, x) -[i - 1, k] and k f 1 E P;

(B3)(b)

xk-1 f xk - E i 71(k - 1, k) if I(i, x) -[k, i~- 1] and k- 1 E P;

(B4)

x; G xi - E for all j ~ IJ~ES2 I(l, x) with x; c xt.

Beginning of the x-procedure

Calculate the smallest positive number E~ 0 for which one of the conditions (B1), (B2),
(B3), and (B4) becomes an equality for one of the players i E S2.
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Define the allocation y E RP by
x;
y; :-

x; f e
~; - e

if j ~ UtESz I(i, ~);
if j E I(i,~), ~i - j~ odd, and i E S2;
if j E I(i,x), ~i - j~ even, and i E S2.

Set ~ :- y.
End of the x-procedure
Repeat recursive step

In the following example we visualize the algorithm, showing the process of adjusting
and fixing the payoffs of the players.
Example 6.4.1 Consider the neighbor game (P, v) where P-{1, ... , 9} is the set of
players. Let v be the characteristic function determined by the values of the neighbors
as given in Table 6.2.

One readily verifies that there is a unique optimal matching,

S

{ l, 2}

{2, 3}

{3, 4}

{4, 5}

{5, 6}

{6,7}

{7, 8}

{8, 9}

v(S)

3

10

10

3

3

4

6

4

Table 6.2: The values of the neighbors in the neighbor game (P, v)
viz., the matching ~C -{(1, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6), (7, 8)}.

As initial allocation we take .~ -

(0, 3, 7, 3, 0, 3, 1, 5, 0).
The game (P, v) and the allocation ~; are depicted in Figure 6.1. We put the players
along the horizontal axis and their respective payoffs along the vertical axis. We connect
the payofFs of the players so that the allocation ~ corresponds to a piecewise linear graph.
Moreover, using Lemma 6.2.3 we immediately see that ~ is a core allocation:

(i) The line through the payoffs of two matched neighbors runs exactly through the filled
circle, which denotes half of the value of these neighbors;
(ii) The line through the payoffs of two unmatched neighbors lies above or runs through
the open circle, which denotes half of the value of these neighbors;
(iii) All matched players receive a non-negative payoff;
(iv) The unmatched player receives a payoff equal to zero.
We apply the algorithm to x to find the leximax solution for the game (P, v). Note that
Pt - {1, . . . , 8} and P- - {9}. Set F :- 0.
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payoiT
x,

z

3

4

5

6

7

R

)

ptayer
Figure 6.1: The initial allocation x

Loop I: (F ~ Pt)
Step 1: S' - {3}.
Step 2: Ci -{3}, since player 3 is not adjustable (Definition 6.3.7 (1) with j- 1). As
a consequence, F-{1,2,3,4}. Since S1 C F we go to:

Loop II: (F -{ 1, 2, 3, 4} ~ P})
Step 1: S1 - {8}.
Step 2: C1 -~. Hence, S2 -{8}.
Step 3: I(8, x) -[7, 8] and by condition (B3)(a) ~~~ith k f 1- 9 we have e- 1. The new
allocation x is depicted in Figure 6.2.

PaY4ii
x,
n

4

1

Figure 6.2: The allocation x that results from Loop II
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Loop III: (F -{1, 2, 3, 4} ~ Pt)
Step 1: S' - {8}.
Step 2: C' -{8}, since player 8 is not adjustable (Definition 6.3.7 (3)(a) with k-~ 1- 9).
As a consequence, F-{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8}. Since S' C F we go to:
Loop IV: (F -{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8} ~ P})
Step 1: S' - {6}.
Step 2: C' - 0. Hence, SZ -{6}.
Step 3: I(6, x) - [5, 6~ and by condition (B3)(a) with k-1- 1- 7 and condition ( B4) with
j- 7 we have e- 1. The new allocation ~ is depicted in Figure 6.3.

PayaiÍ
x,

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

N

9

p(ayer

Figure 6.3: The allocation ~ that results from Loop IV

Loop V: (F -{1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8} ~ P})
Step 1: S' - {6}.
Step 2: C' -{6}, since player 6 is not adjustable (Definition 6.3.7 (3J(a) with k-}-1 - 9).
As a consequence, F- { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Since S' C F we go to:

Loop VI: F-{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} - P}
Hence, we stop and Lmax(P, v) - x-(0, 3, 7, 3, 1, 2, 2, 4, 0).

o

In the next lemma we prove that the recursive step is well-defined and that the
algorithm does indeed yield the leximax solution. The lemma will also be used to prove
that the algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps.
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Lemma 6.4.2 In the recursive step of the algorithm:
(a) The players that we fi~ in the F-procedure are inadjustable and remain inadjustable
if we do not change the payoffs of the players in F.

(b) We only fix players in Pt. Moreover, if we fi.x a player, then we fi~ his partner too.
(c) If Cr ~~, then let x` :- xt where i E Cr. It holds that xz c x' for all players i~ F.
(d) In the F-procedure we fix all players in Cl. Hence, C1 fl SZ - QJ.
(e) For e) 0 suffiiciently small, every player in SZ satisfies the conditions (Bl), (B2),
(B3), and (B4).

(f) If i E Sz and j E I(i,x), then j~ F.
(g) If il, i2 E S2 and il ~ i2i then not both il E I(i2, x) and i2 E 1(il, x).
(h) The allocation y is well-defined and the payoffs of the fi.xed players do not change.
Moreover, y is a core allocation and max~~F y~ G maxj~F x~ .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of loops. We assume that (a)-(h) hold
for loops 1, . .., t- 1 of the algorithm and that F ~ Pf. Then, we prove that (a)-(h)
hold for the t-th loop. The proof of (a)-(h) for the first loop of the algorithm has been
omitted, since it is similar to the proof for the t-th loop.
(a) By the induction hypothesis we only have to show that every unfixed player that
we fix in the F-procedure is inadjustable by giving a condition in Definition 6.3.7 that
is not satisfied. We distinguish among the three cases in Step 2. Let -i E Cr. We rnay
assume, without loss of generality, that I(i, x) -[i - 1, k].
Step a. Clearly, m 1 i. Let j E[i - 1, m], j~ F.

Suppose ~i - j~ is even. Then, j) i and I(j,x) -[j - l,k]. Hence, j is not adjustable
by Definition 6.3.7 (1) and m E I(j,x).
Suppose ~i - j~ is odd. Note that x~ C x; (otherwise i~ Sr) and I(j, x) -[l, j -I- 1] for
some l C i- 1. Hence, j is not adjustable by Definition 6.3.7 (2), and i E I(j, x).
Step 6. Clearly, m' 1 i- 1. Let j E[i - 1, m' f 1], j~ F.
We have xj C xt (otherwise i~ Sr).
Suppose ~i - j~ is even. Note that x~ c xZ C x,,~. and I(j,x) -[j - 1, k]. Hence, j is not
adjustable by Definition 6.3.7 (2) and m` E I(j, x).
Suppose ~i - j ~ is odd. Note that I( j, x) -[l, j~- 1] for some l C i- 1. Hence, j is not
adjustable by Definition 6.3.7 (2) and i E 1(j, x).
Step c. Let j E[i - 1, k], j~ F.
Suppose ~i - j ~ is even. Then, j is not adjustable by Definition 6.3.7 (3).
Suppose ~i - j~ is odd. Note that x~ C x; (otherwise i~ S') and I(j,x) -[l, j~- 1] for
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some l c i- 1. Hence, j is not adjustable by Definition 6.3.7 (2) and i E I(j, x).
As one can verify easily, the discussed unsatisfied conditions above remain unsatisfied
in the remainder of the algorithm if we do not change the payoffs of the players in F.
Hence, the players that we fix in the F-procedure remain inadjustable in the remainder
of the algorithm if we do not change the payoffs of the players in F.
(b) Follows immediately from the F-procedure.
(c) Suppose C' ~ 0.

By definition of S', it holds that the payoff of every player in

Cl is the same. So, we can define x` :- xz for i E CI. By definition of Sl, we have that
x1 C x' for all players i~ F.

(d) Let i E Cl. At least one of the conditions for i in Steps a, b, and c in the Fprocedure is satisfied. In any case, we fix player i. So, i~ S2. Hence, Cl fl S2 - 0.
(e) From the definition of C' and (d), it follows that each player in S2 is adjustable.
This implies that for e 1 0 sufFiciently small, every player in S2 satisfies the conditions

(B1), (B2), (B3), and (B4).
(f) The statement is clear for j- i. So, suppose j~ i.
Suppose j E F. By (c), (h), and the induction hypothesis, there exists some player
io E F with xio ) xz, j E I(io, x), and for which all players between io and j are fixed.
By (b) and the induction hypothesis, the partner of j in ~c is also fixed. One verifies that
together with j E I(i, x) this implies that io E I(i, x).
If ~i - io~ is odd, then i is not adjustable by Definition 6.3.7 (2). If ~i - io~ is even,
then i is not adjustable for the same reason that io is not adjustable. So, in either case
i is not adjustable, contradicting (b). Hence, our assumption that j E F is false.

(g) Let il, i2 E S2 and il ~ i2. Suppose that both i1 E I(i2i x) and i2 E I(il, x).
Then, ~il - i2~ is odd. Since il, i2 E S2 C S', we have xt, - xz2. So, i1 and i2 are not
adjustable by Definition 6.3.7 (2). This contradicts il, i2 E S2.
(h) It follows from (g) that y is well-defined. It follows from (f) that the payoffs of
fixed players do not change. The inequality max~~F y~ c max~~F x~ follows from the definition of Sl and the definition of the allocation y. One easily verifies that y E Core(P, v)
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by checking the conditions in Lemma 6.2.3. We have omitted this part of the proof since
it runs similarly to the proof of y E Core(P, v) in the `only if'-part of the proof of Theorem 6.3.9.

~

The following lemma shows that the algorithm terminates after a finite number of steps.
Lemma 6.4.3 After at most 2p -}- 1 loops the nuniber of fi~ed players increases strzctly.
Proof. Consider a loop of the algorithm for which F~ Pt in Step 1.

Let ~ be the

allocation in Step 1. Suppose that the number of fixed players does not increase strictly.
In other words, suppose that we do not fix any player in the F-procedure. Then we go
to Step 3 with S2 - S1 ~~1. We make the following three observations.

OBSEavnTioN 1. If there is an equality in (B1) or ( B2) for a player i E S2, then i will
be an inadjustable player in the next loop. Since i remains a player with highest payoff
among the non-fixed players, he will be fixed in the next loop.
OsSERVn`r~01v 2. If there is an equality in ( B3) for a player i E S2, then:
either

1)

i is fixed in the next loop (for sure if k-~ 1 E F or k-}- 1 E P-)

or

2)

the maximal relevant interval of i becomes strictly larger in the next loop
(only possible if k~ 1 E Pt~F),

where I(i,.~) is, without loss of generality, assumed to be of the form [i-1, k). By Lemma
6.4.2 (g), there can be at most p subsequent loops in which
1) we do not fix any player in SZ and
2) in which the maximal relevant interval of a player in S2 becomes strictly larger.

OBSErtvnT~oN 3. There can be at most p subsequent loops in which we do not fix any
player and in which there is no equality in (B1), (B2), or (B3).

This follows since a

player j appears at most once in an equality in (B4).
From the three observations one can conclude that after are at most 1~- p-} p sub~
sequent loops we fix a player. This proves the lemma.

Lemma 6.4.4 The algorithm for finding the leximox solution of a neighbor game takes
(J(p3) time.
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Proof. It takes at most (J(pz) time to calculate a core allocation, which serves as initial
allocation for the algorithm (see footnote on the initial allocation in the algorithm). It
follows from Lemma 6.4.3 that the algorithm terminates after at most p(2p -}- 1) loops.
Since each loop takes at most C~(p) time we conclude that the algorithm is of order p3.
a

6.5

The nucleolus

In this section we recall the definition of the nucleolus and provide some elementary
results on the nucleolus for neighbor games.
Let (P, v) be a game with a non-empty imputation set I(P, v). Let x E I(P, v). For
a coalition S C P, S~ 0, we call f(S, x) :- x(S) - v(S) the satisfaction of S. Next, let
F(x) :- ( f(S, x))O~scP be the vector of satisfactions and let B(F(x)) denote the vector
of satisfactions with its elements arranged in non-decreasing order, i.e., B(F(x))1 G
B(F(x))z C... C B(F(x))~2p~-1.

The nv,cleolvs ( Schmeidler ( 1969)) of ( P, v) is then

defined by
n(P,v) :- {x E I(P,v) : B(F(x))r~e2B(F(y)) for all y E I(P,v)},
where r`ey denotes the lexicographical ordering on R~ZP~-1. Recall that for two vectors
x, y E R~2p~-1 we have x rlez y if either x- y or there exists a k such that xt - y,
for i- 1, ..., k and xktl ~ ykfl. Schmeidler (1969) proved that the nucleolus n(P, v)
is a singleton. For the sake of convenience, we identify n(P, v) with its unique element.
Moreover, n(P, v) is an element of the core, whenever the latter is not empty.

The core of (P, v) can also be written in terms of satisfactions:
Core(P, v) :- {x E RP : f(S, x) ~ 0 for all S C P and f(P, x) - 0}.

(6.3)

A coalition S~ 0 is called essential in the game (P,v) if S- Sl U Szi Sl fl SZ - 0,
and Sl ~ 0~ SZ imply that v(S) ) v(Sl) -~ v(S2).

Otherwise, S is called inessential.

Note that one-player coalitions are always essential. Note also that the inequality related
to an inessential coalition in the definition of the core is redundant, i.e., it can be left
out without enlarging the solution set of the remaining inequalities. Therefore, for any
collection G C 2P`{0} that contains all essential coalitions in the game (P, v) we can
rewrite (6.3):

Core(P,v)-{xERP: f(S,x)]OforallSE~and f(P,x)-0}.
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Huberman (1980) showed that inessential coalitions can also be omitted in the determination of the nucleolus provided the core of the game is not empty. Since in that case
the nucleolus lies in the core, the underlying payoff set can be reduced to the core. More
precisely,

n(P, v) -{x E Core(P, v) : B(G(x))r~e~B(G(y)) for all y E Core(P, v)},
where G(x) :- ( f(S, x))sEq is the vector of satisfactions of coalitions in Q only.
Let P- {1, ...,p} be a player set. It follows from Lemma 6.2.3 that the collectiorr C
defined by
C~ :- {{i} : i E P} U{(i, i-i- 1) : i E P~{p}}
contains all essential coalitions of any neighbor game on P.

(6.4)

Whenever we speak of a

coalition in a neighbor game in Sections 6.5 and 6.6 it is a singleton or a pair of neighbors.
Let (P, v) be a neighbor game. We need to introduce some more notions and notation
to be able to describe a simplified version of the criterion of Kohlberg (1971) for the
nucleolus of (P, v). Recall that a non-empty collection 13 of coalitions in Q is balanced if
and only if there are positive numbers (,~s)sEr~ such that ~sE~ ~ses - ep, where es is
the vector in RP with (es)2 - 1 if i E S and 0 otherwise. Given a number t 1 0 and an
allocation x E Core(P, v) we define
G(x, t) :- {S E~: f(S, x) G t}

to be the collection of all coalitions in C whose satisfaction is not more than the given
level t at the given core allocation x. In light of the simplification of Huberman (1980) it
is easy to see that in this setting the general criterion of Kohlberg (1971) can be replaced
by the following characterization of the nucleolus.
Lemma 6.5.1 Let (P, v) be a neighbor ga~ne.

Then for x E Core(P, v) it holds that

x- n(P, v) if and only if G(x, t) is balanced for all t) 0.

6.6

The nucleolus, an algorithm

In this section we first present an algorithm for finding the nucleolus for a special class
of neighbor games. Later we provide an extension to arbitrary neighbor games.
Consider the subclass of neighbor games (P, v) with an even number of players such
that the pairs (1, 2), (3, 4), ...,(p - 1, p) form the unique optimal matching for P. Consequently, we must have v(1, 2), v(3, 4), ..., v(p - 1, p) 1 0.
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Initial step of algorithm for the nucleolus for neighbor games
Input
A neighbor game (P, v) for which p is even and p, - {(2k - 1, 2k) : k- 1, ..., 2} is the
unique optimal matching.

The initial allocation
Compute recursively for k- 1, ..., z

xzk-1 :- max {v(2k - 2, 2k - 1) - xzk-z, 0}
xzk :- v(2k - 1, 2k) - xzk-1,
where v(0,1) :- 0-: xo. The allocation x E RP is the initial allocation.
Satisfaction

Calculate the initial satisfactions of the singletons fk :- f({k}, x) - xk and the initial
satisfactions of the even-odd pairs fzk,zktl :- f ({2k, 2k-{-1}, x) - xzkfx2ktl-v(2k, 2k-~
1).
Seta:-0.
Qualification
Call a coalition
- settled if it is an odd-even pair of neighbors;s
- v,nsettled otherwise.
Call an unsettled coalition
- active if its satisfaction equals a;
- inactive otherwise.

Before we go on to the inductive step we prove that the initial payoff allocation x is
the even friendly core allocation (i.e., x E Core(P, v) and for all y E Core(P, v) and for
all even players i it holds that xt ~ y~) and that the minimum satisfaction level of all
unsettled coalitions is a(- 0).
Lemma 6.6.1 For the initial payoff allocation x we have
(i) xi - v(1, ... , i) - v(1, ..., i- 1) for all i E P where v(1, 0) :- 0;
(ii) xz 1 0 for every odd player i and xz 1 0 for every even player i.
BHenceforth, we say odd-even pair for short. Likewise for even-odd pairs of neighbours.
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Proof. First note that in case i is even, we have
v(1, . . . , i) - v(1, . . . , i - 2) -F v(i - 1, i),

(6.5)

and in case i is odd, we have
v(1, . . . , i) - max {v(1, . . . , i - 1), v(1, . . . , i - 2) f v(i - 1, i)}.

(6.6)

(i) The proof is by induction on the players. Obviously, the lemma holcís for i- l, 2.
Suppose that the lemma holds for i- 1, ..., lc - 1, where we may assume that k 1 3.
We distinguish between two cases.
Suppose i is even. Then,
xi

-

v(i - l,i) - xi-1
v(i - l,i) -[v(1,...,i - 1) - v(1,...,i - 2)]
v(1,...,i) - v(1,...,i - 1),

where the first equality follows from the definition of xz, the second equality from the
induction hypothesis, and the third equality from (6.5).

Suppose i is odd. Then,
xi

-

max {v(i - 1, i) - xz-1i 0}

-

tnax {v(i - 1, i) - [v(1, . . . , z - 1) - v(1, . . . , i - 2)], 0}

-

max {v(1, . . . , i - 2) -~ v(i - 1, i) - v(1, . . . , i - 1), 0}

-

max {v(1, . . . , i - 2) --F v(i - 1, i), v(1, . . . , i - 1)} - v(1, . . . , i - 1)

-

v(1,... ,i) - v(1,... ,i - 1),

where the first equality follows from the definition of xz, the second equality from the
induction hypothesis. The third and fourth equality are obtained by elementary rewriting. Finally, the last equality follows from (6.6).
(ii) It immediately follows from the definition of xz that xi 1 0 for every odd player i.
For an even player i it holds that
xz

-

v(1,...,i) - v(1,...,i - 1)

-

v(1,...,i - 2) ~ v(i - l,i) - v(1,...,i - 1)

-

v(1, ..., i- 2) f v(i - 1, i)
- max {v(1, . . . , i - 2), v(1, . . . , i - 3) -~ v(i - 2, i - 1)}

1

0,
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where the first equality follows from (i). The second and third equality follow from (6.5)
and (6.6), respectively. Finally, the inequality follows from the the fact that le is the
unique optimal matching ( here we use that v(1, 2), v(3, 4), ..., v(p - 1, p) 1 0).

~

Lemma 6.6.2 The initial payoff allocation x is a core allocation. Moreover, it is the
even friendly core allocation, i.e., for all y E Core(P, v) and for all even players i it
holds that x; ~ yl.
Proof. One easily verifies that x satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6.2.3. This shows
that x E Core(P, v).
Suppose there is a core allocation y E Core(P, v) and an even player i such that
xi G yt. Since (i - 1, i) E p,
yi-1 - 7J(i - 1~2) - yi - xi-1 -(yi - xi) C xi-1~

(6.7)

where the equalities follow from Lemma 6.2.3 (i) for x, y E Core(P, v) and the inequality
from x; c y;.
If xi-1 c(y2 - xt), then it follows from (6.7) that yi-1 C 0 - v(i - 1), contradicting
y E Core(P,v). So, x~-1 1(y, - xz) ~ 0. Then, by definition of xz-1, we have xà-1 v(i - 2,i - 1) - xz-2. So,
xi-2 - v(i - 2,i - 1) - xt-1 G v(i - 2,i - 1) - yt-1 C yz-2,
where the first inequality follows from (6.7) and the second inequality from y E Core(P, v).
So, xt-2 G yz-2. We can repeat the same argument unti] we conclude that yl G xl v(1), contradicting y E Core(P, v).

O

Corollary 6.6.3 The minimvm satisfaction level of all unsettled coalitions viith respect
to the initial allocation x equals a- 0.
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 6.6.2 and fl - x1 - 0.

~

During the inductive step of the algorithm, which will be described next, we settle
singletons and pairs that have not been settled yet. The satisfaction of a coalition that
is settled will no longer change during the remainder of the algorithm. The algorithm
terminates when all singletons are settled.

In every step of the algorithm we deal with a collection of settled and unsettled coalitions. We refine the collection of singletons and pairs that have not been settled yet in
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two subcollections: a collection of active coalitions and a collection of inactive coalitions.
An unsettled singleton or pair is called active if it has the minimum satisfaction among
all coalitions that are unsettled. Otherwise it is called inactive.

We define a co7npone~at to be a maximal set of consecutive players in which each pair
of neighbors is settled or active. Note that since odd-even pairs are settled, a component
always starts with an odd player and ends with an even player.
The idea of the inductive step is the following.
friendly core allocation (Lemma 6.6.2).

The initial allocation is the even

Hence, in order to obtain the nucleolus we

should decrease the satisfaction of the even players and increase the satisfaction of the
odd players. For every player i we determine a coefiicient dZ that indicates in what direction and with which factor the satisfaction of player i is going to change. After that, a
positive number ~ is determined. The number Q depends on the unsettled even players
and the inactive (even-odd) pairs. For every player i, the satisfaction is now updated by
adding dt~3 to his current satisfaction. The minimum satisfaction of all unsettled players
and pairs is increased with ~3. Finally, some singletons and pairs might become settled.
If this is the case, we verify whether there are still unsettled singletons. If there are no
unsettled singletons left, then we are done and the allocation corresponding to the final
satisfactions is the nucleolus. Otherwise, we repeat the inductive step.

Inductive step of the algorithm for the nucleolus for neighbor games
Input
A neighbor game ( P, v) for which p is even and p -{(2k - 1, 2k) : k- 1, ... , 2} is the
unique optimal matching.
The satisfactions fs, S E G that correspond with the initial allocation x.
The initial minimal satisfaction level of all unsettled coalitions a(- 0).
The initial qualification of the coalitions in ~ as settled, active, or inactive.

As long as there is an unsettled singleton repeat the following procedure.
If all singletons are settled, then STOP, ~c(P,v) -(f2)zEP.
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Beginning of the procedure
1. Coeíficients
Compute for k- 0, ..., 2- 1,

d2k~1

d2k}2 .-

0

if 2k ~- 1 is settled;

1

if 2k -}- 1 is active and 2k ~- 1- 1;

1

if 2k f 1 is active and (2k, 2k f 1) is inactive;

-d2k f 1

if 2k f 1 1 1 and (2k, 2k f 1) is active.

-dzktl.

Compute for k- 1, ..., 2- 1,
d2k,2kt1 .- d2k ~ d2kt1.

(6.10)

2. Increase of minimum satisfaction of unsettled coalitions
Compute
~i :- min {is

da : S is an inactive coalition and ds G 0}.
s

(6.11)

Now, update the satisfactions of all unsettled coalitions:
fs :- fs ~ dsa

for all unsettled S.

(6.12)

Update a :- a ~ ,Q.
3. Qualification
If an unsettled even player i becomes active, i.e., fz - a, then settle all coalitions from
the component's left most (odd) player upto and including player i.
If an inactive pair (i, i~-1) becomes active and player i~-1 was already settled, then settle
all coalitions from the component's left most (odd) player upto and including coalition
(i, i -~ 1).

End of the procedure

In the next example we illustrate the algorithm.
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In Figure 6.4, nodes depict the

Example 6.6.4 Let P-{1, ..., 8} be a player set.

players and the number above an edge denotes the value of the corresponding pair of
players. The thick edges correspond with the matched pairs in the optimal matching.

1

6

7

2

y

Figure 6.4: A neighbor game (P, v)

The essential information of the neighbor garrie (P, v) induced by Figure 6.4 is represented
in the first two rows of Table 6.3. The players and pairs are put in the first row. The
values of the pairs are given by the numbers in the second row. We calculate the nucleolus
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Table 6.3: Calculating the nucleolus of (P, v)
of (P, v) in Table 6.3. We first calculate the initial allocation ~ in row 3 using the initial
step. In row 4 we turn to the inductive step. For an explanation of the concise notation
in the table, let us consider rows 4, 5, and 6.
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In row 4 we depict the satisfactions of all coalitions. If a particular satisfaction is
in a box, then the corresponding coalition has already been settled. If a satisfaction
has an asterix, then the satisfaction equals a, the minimum satisfaction of the unsettled
coalitions. In row 5 we put the coefficients, which are determined by (6.8), (6.9), and
(6.10). If a satisfaction and the coefficient below are in boldface, then the corresponding coalition determines the number ~3, using (6.11). Finally, in row 6 we update the
satisfactions using (6.12). Finally, we settle players using the qualification.
We repeat the inductive step until all singletons are settled. The final allocation
(3, 3, 2, 5, 6, 3,1, 1) is the nucleolus of the game (P, v). Note that coalition (2, 3) has not
been settled by the algorithm.
o
The next lemma shows, among others, that the inductive step is well-defined and
that the algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps ((e),(f), and (g)). The lemma
will also be used to prove Theorem 6.6.7, which states that the resulting allocation of
the algorithm is the nucleolus.
Lemma 6.6.5 In the inductive step of the algorithm:
(a) The coe,fficients of the odd players in (6.8) are well-defaned, that is:
(i) player 1 is not inactive;

(ii) for k 1 1, player 2k f 1 and pair (2k, 2k f 1) are not both inactive.
(b) The coe,~cients defined in (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10) satisfy:
(i) d2,~t1 ~ 1 for an unsettled odd player 2k f 1;
(ii) d2kt2 C-1 for an unsettled even player 2k f 2;
(iii) d2k,2kf1 - 1 for an active pair (2k, 2k f 1);
(iv) d2k,2k}1 c 0 for an inactive pair (2k, 2k f 1) in the first inductive step;
d2k,zkf1 C 1 for an inactive pair (2k, 2k f 1) in all other inductive steps.

(c)o~a~oo.

(d) The updated minimum satisfaction level of all unsettled coalitions is a f,Q.
(e) At least one unsettled even player gets settled or one inactive pair becomes active.
(f) Active pairs do not become inactive.
(g) Settled coalitions stay settled and the sum of the payof~js of its members does not
change.
(hl) If an unsettled even-odd pair gets settled, then it has satisfaction a f,0.
(h2) Suppose that the left most (odd) player 2k f 1 of a maa~imal connected set of players
that get settled9 is unsettled. Then, player 2k ~- 1 has satisfaction a-F ,Cj.
~That is, there is no strict superset that is connected and that gets settled as well.
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Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of steps. First we prove that
(a)-(h2) hold for step 1. After that, we assume that (a)-(h2) hold for step 1, ..., t- 1
of the algorithm and that there are still unsettled singletons. Then, we will prove that
(a)-(h2) also hold for step t of the algorithm.
(a) (i) Initially player 1 is not settled and fl - xl - 0- a.

Hence, player 1 is ac-

tive.

(ii) Suppose that (2k, 2k -~ 1) is inactive, i.e., xzk ~- xzkfl - v(2k, 2k ~ 1) ] 0. So,
xzktl 1 v(2k,2k -~ 1) - xzk. Then, by definition of the initial allocation, xzkfl - 0.
Hence, xzktl - 0- a. So, player 2k ~ 1 is active.
(b) (i) Follows from (6.8) and (6.9).
(ii) Since player 2k-I-1 is not settled, we have by (i) that dzkfl ? 1. Then, (6.9) implies
dzkt2 G -1.
(iii) Since (2k, 2k -f 1) is active, we have according to (6.8) that dzkfi --dzk f 1. By
(6.10) the result follows.
(iv) Since (2k, 2k~--1) is inactive, we have by (a)(ii) that 2kf 1 is active. Hence, dzk~l - 1
by (6.8). By (b)(ii) we have dzk C-1. So, the result follows by (6.10).
(c) The coalitions that are relevant to calculate ,Q are the even-odd pairs (2k, 2k f 1)
that are inactive and the inactive even players; since the odd-even pairs are settled and
for inactive players 2k f 1 it holds that dzktl ? 1 1 0 by (b)(i).
Let (2k, 2k -~ 1) be an inactive pair. Then, dzk,zkfl C 0 by (b)(iv). Since (2k, 2k f 1) is
inactive , f2k,2kt1 - a - f2k,2kf1 ~ 0. So ~ r2k,2ktl-~ E(0 00).
1-d2k,zktl

,

For an inactive even player 2k we have dzk C-1 (by (b)(ii)) and fzk-a - fzk - xzk ~ O
(by Lemma 6.6.1 (ii)). So, ~á2~ E(0, oo).
Now note that there is at least one unsettled even player and (c) follows.
(d), (e) We write f's for the satisfaction of coalition S after the update.
From (c) it follows that there is an active coalition S that is either an inactive pair
(2k, 2k -{- 1) or an even player 2k with ,6 -~-~, since a- 0. Then, f's fsfdsQ-.fsfds~-Q-af~.
So, ít is sufficient to prove that for all unsettled coalitions S we have f's ~ a~- Q.
Let 2k f 1 be an(unsettled) odd player. By (b)(i), dzkfl 1 1. So, f'zktl - fzkfl ~
dzkfl,C3 ) fzktl },Cj ? a f Q, where the last inequality follows since player 2k -~ 1 is
unsettled.
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Let 2k be an( unsettled) even player. By (b)(ii), d2k c-1. By definition of Q, Q G~-~.
R
SO, f~2k - f2k ~ d2kQ ! CY ~ N.

~-dzk

Suppose (2k, 2k ~-1) is an active pair. By (b)(222), d2k,2kt1 - 1. SO, J ~2k,2kf 1- J 2k,2k~-1 f
dzk,zkfi,a - fzk,zkfi f,~ - a-~ ~3, where the last equality follows since (2k, 2k f 1) is
active.

Suppose ( 2k, 2k-~1) is an inactive pair. By (b)(iv), d2k,2kt1 C 0. Then from Q C f2k.2kt'-~
1-d2k,2k}7
lt fol10WS tllat
f~2k,2kf1

- f2k,2kf1 f d2k,2kt1~ ~~ f Q.

(f) Follows from (b)(iii) and (d).
(g) By the settling procedure in the initial step, the only settled coalitions are the
odd-even pairs. By definition of the settling procedure they stay settled in the first recursive step. It follows from (6.9) and (6.10) that the sum of the payoffs of the players
in an odd-even pair does not change.
(hl) Suppose an unsettled even-odd pair (2k, 2k f 1) gets settled. Then, by definition of the settling procedure, (2k, 2k -}- 1) is active. From (b)(iii) it then follows that
the satisfaction of (2k, 2k f 1) is equal to a f Q.
(h2) Let 2k f 1 be the left most (odd) player of a maximal connected set of players that
get settled. By the initial settling procedure, player 2k ~- 1 is unsettled. If 2k ~ 1- 1,
then the satisfaction of player 2k f 1 is equal to a f,Q by (6.8). If 2k ~ 1~ 1, then,
by definition of the settling procedure, (2k, 2k -I- 1) is not active. So, by (a)(ii), player
2k f 1 is active. Hence, by (6.8), the satisfaction of player 2k f 1 is equal to a f,G.

Now assume that (a)-(h) hold for steps 1, ..., t- 1 of the algorithm. Assume that
there are still unsettled singletons. We prove that (a)-(h) also hold for step t of the
algorithm.
(a) As for (i), suppose that player 1 is not settled in step t.

Then it follows from

the Induction Hypothesis (IH, for short) ((g) and (a)(i)) that player 1 was active in step
t- 1. Then, by (6.8), in step t- 1 we had dl - 1. So, player 1 got the minimal increase
of satisfactions of unsettled coalitions in step t- 1. So, by (d) for step t- 1, player 1 is
also active in step t.

As for (ii), suppose that in step t player 2k ~- 1 is unsettled and (2k, 2k ~ 1) is inactive.
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Then it follows from IH ((f) and (g)) that (2k, 2k f 1) was inactive in step t- 1. From
IH ((g) and (a)(ii)) it follows that player 2k ~- 1 was active in step t- 1.

So, player

2k -~ 1 got the minimal increase of satisfactions of unsettled coalitions in step t- 1. So,
by (d) for step t- 1, player 2k f 1 is also active in step t.
(b) (i) follows from ( 6.8) and ( 6.9).

(ii) follows from ( 6.8), (6.9), and the fact that

if player 2k is not settled, then player 2k - 1 is also not settled. (iii) follows from (6.8)
and (6.10). As for (iv), note that d2k}1 c 1 by ( 6.8). Flirthermore, dzk C 0 by ( 6.8) and
(6.9). So, d2k,zk}1 - dzk f dak}1 C 0-F 1 by (6.10).
(c) Suppose (i, i -F 1) is an inactive pair.

Then, (i, i~ 1) -(2k, 2k f 1) for some k

(by IH (g) for steps 1, ..., t- 1). Then, d2k,zk}1 G 1 by (b)(iv). Since (2k, 2k -~ 1) is
onl y if d2k,2k}1 c 1 , this ratio is
inactive , f2k,2k}1 - a 1 0. Since we com p ute f2k,2k}]-~
1-d2k,2k{1
positive and finite.
For an unsettled even player 2k we have d2k C-1 (by (b)(ii)) and f2k - a 1 0(by IH (d)
for steps 1, ..., t- 1 and the definition of the settling procedure). So, ~d2~ E(0, oo).
By assumption there are still unsettled singletons. Then, it follows from the definition of
the settling procedure and IH (g) for steps 1, ..., t-1 that there is at least one unsettled
even player.

(d), (e) The proof is almost a copy of the proof of (d), (e) for step 1, except for the part
in which we prove that for every inactive pair (2k, 2k f 1) it holds that f'2k,2k}1 ~ a~~.
Take an inactive pair (2k, 2k f 1). By (b)(iv), d2k,2k}1 c 1. If d2k,2k}1 - 1, then
.i~zk,2k}1 - f2k,2kt1 ~ d2k,zk}1,~ - fzk,zk}1 f Q~~~ Q, where the inequality follows from
the fact that ( 2k, 2k ~- 1) is inactive and IH (d) for step t- 1.
f2k,2k}'-Q it follows that
If d2k,2kf1 c 1, then from ~ C
f'2k,zktl - f2k,2kf1 f dzk,2kt1~ ~
- 1-d2k,2k}7
-

(f) Follows from (b)(iii) and (d).
(g) By definition of the settling procedure the settled coalitions stay settled.
Suppose an odd player 2k ~- 1 is settled. By (6.8), dzk}1 - 0. So, the payoff of player
2k -}- 1 does not change.
By definition of the settling procedure, player
2k - 1 is also settled. Then, it follows from (6.8) and (6.9) that d2k - 0. So, the payoff
Suppose an even player 2k is settled.
of player 2k does not change.
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Suppose an even-odd pair (2k, 2k f 1) is settled. By definition of the settling procedure,
players 2k are 2k -~ 1 are also settled. Then, it follows from the above that the payoffs of
players 2k and 2k f 1 do not change. So, the sum of the payoffs of players 2k and 2k f 1
does not change either.
Finally, let (2k - 1, 2k) be a(settled) odd-even pair. By (6.8) and (6.9), tlie sum of the
payoffs of players 2k - 1 and 2k does not change.
(hl) Suppose that an unsettled even-odd pair (2k, 2k f 1) gets settled. By definition
of the settling procedure, (2k, 2k -~ 1) is active. From (b)(iii) it then follows that the
satisfaction of (2k, 2k -~ 1) is equal to o f Q.
(h2) Let 2k f 1 be the left most (odd) player of a maximal connected set of players
that get settled. Suppose that player 2k f 1 is unsettled. If 2k f 1- 1, then, by (a)(i),
player 2k ~-1 is active. From (6.8) it then follows that the satisfaction of player 2k f 1 is
equal to a f Q. If 2k f 1~ 1, then, by definition of the settling procedure, (2k, 2k f 1) is
not active. So, by (a)(ii), player 2k-~ 1 is either settled or active. Since we have assumed
that player 2k -F 1 is unsettled, it follows that player 2k f 1 is active. Hence, by (6.8)
the satisfaction of player 2k f 1 is equal to a~- Q.

(]

The following lemma will be used to show that the outcome of the algorithm is the
nucleolus.
Lemma 6.6.6 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game. Let C3 C G be a non-errcpty collection of
essential coalitions (see (6.4)). Then, 13 is balanced if and only if for every T E Ci there
is a partition C of P svch that T E C C Ci.
Proof. First we prove the `if'-part. For each T E Ci, let CT be a partition of P such that
T E CT C Ci. Let us count how many times a coalition U E Ci appears in the partitions
CT, T E Ci, and let u denote this number. Clearly, 1 C v, C ~Ci~. Now it is straightforward
to check that the weights ~u :- Í~I balance the collection Ci.
To prove the `only if'-part, let Ci be balanced. Take any T E Ci. Let i denote the
right most player in T, i.e., T-{i} or {i - 1, i}. If i c p, then there must be a coalition
U E Ci with left most player i~ 1, since the weight of coalition {i, i-~ 1} - if it is in L3 at
all - is strictly less than 1, so player i~-1 must also be covered by coalitions in Ci disjoint
from T. Let j denote the right most player in U, i.e., j - i f 1 or i f 2. If j c p, then
we repeat the argument. Eventually we select disjoint coalitions from Ci that cover all
the players from i-}- 1 upto and including p. A similar argument to the left gives that
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t.here are disjoint coalitions in L3 that cover all the players on the left of T. We conclude
that the condition in the lemma is indeed satisfied.

~

Theorem 6.6.7 The final allocation of the algorithm is the nucleolus.

Proof. Let (P, v) be a neighbor game for which p is even and p- {(2k - 1, 2k) : k1, ..., 2} is the unique optimal matching. Let z be the final allocation of the algorithrn.
We prove that z - n(P, v) by using Lemma 6.5.1, i.e., we check the balancedness
of G(z, t) for all t~ 0. Actually, we verify the balancedness of G(z, f(S, z)) for all
S E~. Take S E~. We have to show that G(z, f(S, z)) is balanced. By Lemma
6.6.6 it is sufficient to show that for every T E G(z, f(S, z)) there is a partition C of P
such that T E C C G(z, f(S, z)). So, take T E G(z, f(S, z)). We distinguish between the
case in which T gets settled and the case in which it does not get settled in the algorithm.
CASE 1: Coalition T gets settled in the algorithm.
Suppose T gets settled in the initial step. Then T is an odd-even pair. Since also all other
odd-even pair get settled in the initial step, the collection of these pairs is a partition
with the desired property for T.
Now suppose that T gets settled during the inductive step of the algorithm. Then T
is an even-odd pair. We distinguish between the two events in the inductive step that
cause T to get settled.

SusCASE 1.A: An unsettled even player j becomes active.
Let f'~ - a~~3 ) 0 be his satisfaction. We settle all coalitions from the component's left
most (odd) player i upto and including player j. Note that T is one of these coalitions
and f'T - a f~(Lemma 6.6.5 (hl)).
By Lemma 6.6.5 (hl), (h2), and (g), the coalitions {i}, {i ~- 1, i~ 2}, {i ~- 3, i f
4}, .. .,{j - 2, j- 1}, {j} have satisfactions at most equal to a-F ~3. This collection
together with some odd-even pairs forms a partition, and hence a partition with the
desired property for T if T E{{i}, {i ~ 1, i~- 2}, {i ~- 3, i f 4}, ... ,{j - 2, j- 1}, { j} }.
If T~{{i},
singleton {k}

{i -F 1, i -}- 2}, {i -F 3, i f 4}, ... ,{j - 2, j- 1}, {j}},

then T is some

C{i f 1,... , j- 1}, since the satisfaction of odd-even pairs equaLs 0

and f'T - a~,(3 1 0.

Now T- {k} forms together with some odd-even pairs and

{k ~-1, k f 2}, {k ~- 3, k f 4}, ... ,{ j- 2, j- 1}, { j} a partition with the desired property
for T if k is odd. If k is even, then T-{k}

together with some odd-even pairs and

{i}, {i f 1, i~- 2}, {i f 3, i~- 4}, ... ,{k - 2, k- 1} is a partition with the desired property
for T.
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SusCnsE 1.g: An inactive pair {j, j~- 1} becomes active and coalition j f 1 is already settled.
Let f'i~,~tti - a-F ~3 be the satisfaction of the pair {j, j f 1}. We settle all coalitions
from the component's left most (odd) player i upto and including coalition { j, j~- 1}.
Note that T is one of these coalitions and f'T -~-~ Q (Lemma 6.6.5 (hl)).
By Lemma 6.6.5 (hl), (h2), and (g), the coalitions {i}, {i ~- 1, i ~- 2}, {i f 3, i-~
4}, ...,{ j, j f 1} have satisfactions at most equal to a f,Q.

Since { j f 1} is settled,

there exists some even player l for which the coalitions {j f 1}, {j f 2, j f 3}, {j -~
4, j f 5}, ... ,{l - 2, l- 1}, {l} are settled and all have a fixed satisfaction smaller than
The collection that consists of the coalitions {i}, {i ~ 1, i~- 2}, {i -~ 3, i f
f~{l,lti}.
4},... ,{j,j~-1},{j-~2,j-~3},{jf4,j~-5},...
,{l-2,1-1},{l} togetherwithsome
odd-even pairs forms a partition and hence a partition with the desired property for T
if T E{{i}, {i -~ 1, i f 2}, {i -f- 3, i f 4}, ... ,{j, j~- 1}}.
If T~{{i}, {i -~ 1, i~- 2}, {i ~- 3, i-~ 4}, ...,{ j, j -t- 1}}, then T is some singleton
{k} C{i~ 1, ... , j}, since the satisfaction of odd-even pairs equals 0 and f'T - rr-FQ 7 0.
Now T-{k}

forms together with some odd-even pairs and {k f 1, k-~ 2}, {k -f- 3, k-~

4}, ...,{l - 2, l- 1}, {l} a property with the desired property for T if k is odd. If k is
even, then T- {k} together with some odd-even pairs and {i}, {i -~ 1, i f 2}, {i -}- 3, i-I4}, ...,{k - 2, k- 1} is a partition with the desired property for T.

CnsE 2: Coalition T does not get settled in the algorithm. Since all singletons and
all odd-even pairs get settled, T is an even-odd pair. So, T-{2k, 2k -f- 1} for some k.
Note that {2k, 2k -~ 1} is inactive (otherwise we would have settled {2k, 2k f 1} in the
last step of the algorithm). Since the coalitions {2k} and {2k f 1} are already settled,
it follows from the definition of the settling procedure and Lemma 6.6.5 (h2) that the
satisfaction of {2k, 2k f 1} is greater than the satisfaction of both {2k} and {2k -}- 1}.
Then, by combining the partitions for {2k} and {2k ~ 1} appropriately, it readily
follows that there is also a partition with the desired property for {2k, 2k -~ 1}.

(]

Proposition 6.6.8 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game for which p is even and ~- {(2k 1, 2k) : k- 1, ..., 2} is the unique optimal matching. Then, the algorithm determines
the nucleolus of (P, v) in C~(p2) time.
Proof. Initially, there are at most ~- 1 inactive singletons and pairs ( Z even players
and 2- 1 even-odd pairs and odd players (by Lemma 6.6.5 (a)(ii))). By Lemma 6.6.5
(e) and (f), in every inductive step at least one unsettled even player gets settled or one
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inactive pair becomes active (and does not become inactive anymore). So, the algorithm
terminates after at most p- 1 inductive steps.

Since both the initial and the inductive step take ()(p) time, the algorithm determines the nucleolus in C)(p2) time.

~

Now we wil] show that we can calculate the nucleolus of an arbitrary neighbor game by
breaking up the game in appropriate subgames, applying the algorithm to the subgames,
and constructing the nucleolus out of the nucleoli of the subgames. Moreover, we will
prove that this procedure does not change the computational complexity.
For this, let (P, v) be a neighbor game. Let us first consider the relation between the
nucleolus and the kernel (Davis and Maschler (1965)) of the game (P, v). Since the class
of neighbor games is a subclass of the class of component additive games it immediately
follows from Potters and Reijnierse (1995) that the nucleolus coincides with the kernel.
Moreover, Corollary of Theorem 5 of Potters and Reijnierse (1995) gives

{n(P, v)} -{x E Core(P, v) : sti2t1(x) - sitli(x) for all i - 1, ..., p- 1},

(6.13)

where szzt1(x) - min{x(S) - v(S) : i E S C P`{i ~ 1}, S connected} (and sztli(x)
defined similarly). Note that sz~tl(x),sif~z(x) ) 0 by the fact that x E Core(P,v). Let
~c be an optimal matching for P. To simplify expression ( 6.13), we make the following
two remarks for a core allocation x E Core(P, v).

First, from Lemma 6.2.3 (iii) it
follows that si2t1(x) - 0 for i E P-, i~ p. For such i, we have that i f 1 E P- or
(i-I-l, i~2) E p. One can verify that in both cases sZtli(x) - 0. Second, if {i, ifl} C Pt,
but (i,i f 1) ~ p, then szztl(x) - 0- szt12(x) by using Lemma 6.2.3 (i) and taking
S- {i - 1, i} and S -{i f 1, i f 2}, respectively. FY~om these two remarks it follows
that ( 6.13) can be reduced further to
n(P, v) -{x E Core(P, v) : si2t1(x) - sz}l~(x) for all (i, i-1- 1) E~c}.

(6.14)

Note, however, that (6.14) does not directly help us a great deal in calculating the
nucleolus. This is because the equations sizfl(x) - sith(x) contain a lot of cumbersome
minimization operations, already for a small number of players.
Nevertheless, expression (6.14) together with the next lemma shows that in order to
calculate the nucleolus of a neighbor game, it suffices to calculate the nucleolus for the
subgames with possible isolated players on the extremes and no isolated players in the
middle.
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Let x E Core(P, v). Let i E P- and
.
.
.
,
p}.
Then,
min
{x(j,
.
.
.
,
k)
- v(j, . . . , k) : i G j G k}.
k E {i,
Skktl(x)
Lemma 6.6.9 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game.

Proof. Take some connected set S~ {i, ..., k} -: S' with k f 1 ~ S. Let p.s be an
optimal matchíng for S. Define a matching ~cs, for S' by ( j, j f 1) E~S, if and only if
( j, j-~ 1) E ps and j? i. Then,

(x(S) - v(S)) - (x(S') - v(s'))
?

~xj jES

~ xj 7ES`S'

7

~

v(j,.7 f 1)

-

~

~xj jES'

(j,jtl)EKS

~

v(j,j ~ 1)

(j,j}1)Epg~

v(.Í ,.7 } 1)

(7,7f1)El~s,7C

~ xj - v(S`S')
jES`S'

The first inequality follows from the fact that p,s is an optimal matching for S and
tes, is a matching for S'. The equality follows from the definition of p,s,. The second
inequality follows from the fact that {(j, j~- 1) :(j, j~- 1) E {es, j C i} defines a
(possibly non-optimal) matching for S`S'. The third inequality follows from the fact
that x E Core(P, v).

O

Corollary 6.6.10 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game. Suppose there is a player i E P- vnth
1 c i c p. Let S1 :- {1, ..., i} and S2 :- {i, ..., p}. Thenl~,
n(P, v) - (nl (Sl, v~s~ ), . . . , n1-1(S1, v~s~ ), 6, nztl (S~, v~sz), . . . , nr(S~, v~s~)).
Now let us consider neighbor games with possible isolated players on the extremes
and no isolated players in the middle. In the next lemmas we show that we can make
a further reduction by proving that it suffices to calculate the nucleolus of a neighbor
game that slightly differs from the original game and in which we leave out the isolated
players of the original game. In Lemma 6.6.11 we consider the case in which only the first
player is isolated. In Lemma 6.6.12 we consider the case in which only the last player is
isolated. And finally, in Lemmas 6.6.13 and 6.6.14 we consider the case in which both
the first and the last player are isolated. Only the proof of Lemma 6.6.11 is given; the
proofs of Lemmas 6.6.12, 6.6.13, and 6.6.14 run similarly.
loHere and in the remainder of this subsection we consider neighbor games (Q, v) that differ slightly
from the original definition in Section 6.2, in the sense that there is no q E N such that Q-{1, ..., q}.
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Lemma 6.6.11 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game with ~P~ ) 3. Suppose that the matching
p. - {(2, 3), . ..,(p - 1, p)} is optimal. Define a neighbor game (P, v), by setting P:P`{1}, v(2, 3) :- v(2, 3) - v(1, 2), and v(i, i f 1) :- v(i, i~- 1) for 3 C i C p- l. Then,
nl(P, v) - 0, n2(P, v) - n2(P, v) f v(1, 2), and ni(P, v) - n2(P, v) for i E P, i) 3.
Proof. Note that v(2, 3) ] 0, since v(2, 3) ~ v(1, 2) by optimality of p,. So, (P, v) is
indeed a neighbor game.

Let x- n(P, v) and define y E RP by yl :- 0, y2 :- n2(P, v) f v(1, 2), and yt :n,(P, v) for i E P, i) 3. By Lemma 6.2.3, y E Core(P, v). One easily verifies that
f({1}, y) - 0, f({1, 2}, y) - f({2}, x), and f({2}, y) 1 f({2}, x) - f({ 1, 2}, y). Further,
it is clear that f(S, y) - f(S, x) for any other singleton and pair of neighbors. Using
Lemma 6.5.1 and Lemma 6.6.6 one verifies that y- n(P, v).
Lemma 6.6.12 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game with ~P~ 1 3.
ing {(1, 2), . ..,(p - 2, p- 1)} is optimal.

0
Suppose that the match-

Defïne a neighbor game (P, v), by setting

P:-P`{p}, v(p - 2, p- 1) :- v(p - 2, p- 1) - v(p - 1, p), and v(i - 1, i) :- v(i - 1, i)
for 1 c i c p- 2.

Then, np(P, v) - 0, nP-1(P, v) - np-1(P, v) -I- v(p - 1, p), and

ni(P,v)-nz(P,v)ÏoriEP,iGp-2.
Lemma 6.6.13 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game with ~P~ - 4. Suppose that the matching
{(2, 3)} is optimal. Defïne a neighbor game (P, v), by setting P:-P`{1, 4} and v(2, 3) :v(2, 3) - v(1, 2) - v(3, 4).

Then, n.l (P, v) - n.4(P, v) - 0, n2(P, v) - n2(P, v) f v(1, 2),

and n3(P, v) - n3(P, v) -i- v(3, 4).
Lemma 6.6.14 Let (P, v) be a neighbor game with ~P~ ) 4.
ing {(2, 3), ...,(p - 2, p- 1)} is optimal.

Suppose that the match-

Defïne a neighbor game (P, v), by setting

P:-P~{1, p}, v(2, 3) :- v(2, 3) - v(1, 2), v(p - 2, p- 1) :- v(p - 2, p- 1) - v(p - 1, p),
and v(i, i f 1) :- v(i, i~- 1) for 3 C i C p- 3.
Then, nl (P, v) - nP(P, v) - 0,
n2(P,v) - n2(P, v)fv(1,2), nn-i(P,v) - nn-i(P, v)-~v(p-1, p), andn~(P,v) - nz(P,v)
for3GiGp-2.

Now we will describe an extension of the algorithm for finding the nucleolus of an
arbitrary neighbor game.
Extended algorithm for the nucleolus for neighbor games
Let (P, v) be a neighbor game. Let p be an optimal and minimal matching for P. In
view of Corollary 6.6.10 we break the game (P, v) up in (overlapping) subgames that
are still neighbor games, but have no longer isolated players in the middle. Then, in
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view of Lemmas 6.6.11, 6.6.12, 6.6.13, and 6.6.14 we remove the isolated players from
the subgames that are not zero two-person games. By doing this the induced matchings
of ~ for the obtained games may not all be minimal any longer. (See Example 6.6.15
for an illustration of this. ) By taking an optimal and minimal matching for the games
in which this occurs, we repeat the above procedure to remove the new isolated players.
Eventually we have only games that satisfy either the assumptions made for the algorithm
or are zero two-person games. Once we have calculated the nucleolus of every subgame
we use Corollary 6.6.10 and Lemmas 6.6.11, 6.6.12, 6.6.13, and 6.6.14 to construct the
nucleolus of the game (P, v).

Now we present an example in which the procedure above is used to calculate the
nucleolus of an 11-person neighbor game.

Example 6.6.15 Consider the neighbor game (P,v), where P-{1,... , 11} and v is
given by Figure 6.5. The nodes depict the players and the number above an edge denotes
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Figure 6.5: Subsequent break-ups of the neighbor game (P, v)
the value of the corresponding pair of players. The numbers below the nodes are the
payoffs of the nucleolus of the corresponding game. The thick edges correspond with the
matched pairs in the optimal matchings. We calculate the nucleolus of (P, v).
In view of Corollary 6.6.10, we break the game ( P, v) up in the subgames ({1, ..., 6},
vl) and ( {6, ..., 11}, v5). Then, in view of Lemma 6.6.14 we reduce ( {1, ..., 6}, v~) to
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({2, 3, 4, 5}, v2). We take the (unique) optimal and minimal matching {(4, 5)} for the
game ({2, 3, 4, 5}, v2). In view of Corollary 6.6.10 we reduce the game ({2, 3, 4, 5}, v2)
to the game ({3, 4, 5}, v3) and the zero two-person game ({2, 3}, 0). In view of Lemma
6.6.11 we reduce the game ({3, 4, 5}, v3) to the game ({4, 5}, v4). In view of Lemma
6.6.14 we reduce the subgame ({6, ...,11}, vs) to the game ({7, 8, 9, 10}, vs).
The nucleolus of the game ({4, 5}, v4) is (1, 1). So, by Lemma 6.6.11 the nucleolus of
({3, 4, 5}, v3) is (0, 4,1). Hence, the nucleolus of ({2, 3, 4, 5}, v2) is (0, 0, 4, 1). Then, by
Lemma 6.6.14, the nucleolus of ({1, ..., 6}, vl) is (0, 2, 0, 4, 3, 0). By a similar reasoning
and the use of the algorithm or Proposition 6.6.17, the nucleolus of ({6, ..., 11}, vs) is
(0, 3, 3, 3, 3, 0). Finally, from Corollary 6.6.10 it follows that the nucleolus of (P, v) is
n(P, 21) -(0, 2, 0, 4, 3, 0, 3, 3, 3, 3, 0).
O
In Proposition 6.6.16 we show that the extended algorithm has the same computational complexity as the original algorithm.

Proposition 6.6.16 The e~tended algorithm determines for a neighbor game ( P, v) with
p players the nucleolus in C~(p2) time.
Proof. It takes C)(p2) time to find the subgames to which we apply the algorithm. Let
pl, ..., p~ be the cardinalities of the player sets of these subgames. Note, pl f~-.-f-pk c p.
By Proposition 6.6.16 it takes C)(pi2) time to calculate the nucleolus of the l-th subgame.
Since plZ ~ ... ~- pk2 ~ p2, it takes C)(p2) time to calculate the nucleoli of all subgames.
Finally, note that the construction of the nucleolus of (P, v) out of the nucleoli of the
subgames takes C)(p2) time. We conclude that we determine the nucleolus of (P, v) in
()(p2) time.

0

We conclude the chapter with closed formulas for the nucleolus of neighbor games in
case there are four or less players involved.
Proposition 6.6.1? Let (P, v) be a two-person neighbor game, where P- { 1, 2} and
the characteristicfunction v is induced by a12 - a 1 0. Then n(P, v)
-(2, 2).
Let (P, v) be a three-person neighbor game, where P- {1, 2, 3} and the characteristic
function v is induced by a12 - a 1 0 and az3 - b) 0. Assume, without loss of generality,
that a 1 b. Then ,
(i) if b E[0, 2], then n(P,v) - (2, 2,0);
(ii) if b E( 2, a], then n(P, v) -(a26, a26 -~ 6, 0).
Let (P, v) be a four-person neighbor game, where P- { 1, 2, 3, 4} and the characteristic
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function v is induced by a12 - a) 0, a23 - 6~ 0, and a34 - c) 0. Assume, urithout
loss of generality, that a 1 c. Then,
(i) if b E[0, z), then n(P, v) - (2, Z, 2, 2);
c 2a-c
(ii) if b E[2,
2 ), then n(P, v) -( 2a-26
4

c

,

2a}26-c

4

c

c.

, 2, 2),

2a-c
a-6}c 2a~-b-c -a}b}2c a-b}c .
(222) 2f b E [ 2, a-~ C), then n(P, 2l) -(
3
'
3
'
3
'
3
)~

(iv) if b E [a f c, oo), then n(P, v) -(0, b-ta-` 6-2 `, 0)
Proof. Follows straightforwardly from Lemma 6.5.1.

0

Chapter 7
Egalitarian Solutions
7.1

Introduction

Consider a society whose members subscribe to equality as a desirable end. Despite their
agreement on egalitarianism as a social value, in everyday life the same individuals may
still display a great deal of self-seeking, individualistic behavior. Therefore, the problem
is how to use the social values to design an allocation rule while taking into account
individualistic behavior.
Dutta and Ray (1989) framed the problem above in a TU-game.

Their solutiorr

concept, the egalitarian solution identifies allocations for the grand coalition that are
both egalitaria.n and unblocked. The concept of egalitarianism is implemented by the
use of the Lorenz criierion as (partial) ordering of unequal allocations.' Their notion of
blocking differs in two aspects from the traditional one, since two restrictions are imposed
on blocking allocations.
other allocations.

First, a coalition can only use unblocked allocations to block

Second, among these allocations, a coalition can only use the ones

that are in the egalitarian solution for the coalition itself. The underlying idea here is
that subcoalitions of the grand coalition are societies on their own and that all members
of the grand coalition uphold egalitarianism as a social value.

As a consequence, the

construction of the egalitarian solution has a recursive structure.

Under certain conditions the egalitarian solution is non-empty, and then it is a singleton. If the egalitarian solution is non-empty, then its unique element is called the
egalitarian allocation. Every other feasible allocation for the grand coalition is either
blocked, or is Lorenz dominated by some allocation which, in turn, is not blocked. For
1Lorenz dominance is one of the concepts most commonly used to compare income distributions. We
refer to Sen (1973) and Sen (1987) for a discussion on this topic.
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convex games Dutta and R.ay (1989) showed that the egalitarian solution is non-empty.
Furthermore, they described an algorithm to ]ocate the egalitarian allocation of convex
games, and they showed, in addition, that it is in the core. Nevertheless, for balanced
games, which have a non-empty core, the egalitarian solution may be empty.

Dutta

(1990) characterized the egalitarian solution over the class of convex games. The properties used are the reduced game properties due to Davis and Maschler (1965) and Hart
and Mas-Colell (1989). The egalitarian solution is the only solution concept satisfying
either of the two reduced game properties and constrained egalitarianism, which is a
prescriptive property on two-person games.
Dutta and Ray (1991) considered a parallel concept, the S-constrained egalitarian
solution, which is not a singleton in general.

The construction of the S-constrained

egalitarian solution is identical to the egalitarian solution mentioned above, except that
in the concept of blocking it is required that every member of the blocking coalition
is strictly better off rather than at least one member, as is the case for the original
egalitarian solution. They showed that in contrast to the original egalitarian solution,
the S-constrained egalitarian solution is non-empty under very mild conditions on the
game. The two solutions are not completely unrelated, since, for example, for convex
games either the egalitarian allocation is the unique S-constrained egalitarian allocation
or every S-constrained egalitarian allocation Lorenz dominates the egalitarian allocation.

Arín and Iiiarra (1997) introduced another solution concept that embodies a`bilaterally egalitarian' notion. Their solution concept is called the egalitarian set. They
characterized this multi-valued solution over the class of all TU-games by extended constrained egalitarianism, the Davis-Maschler reduced game property, and the converse
Davis-Maschler reduced game property. Moreover, they proved that it is non-empty
for the class of balanced games. They showed in addition that there is nevertheless no
solution on the class of balanced games satisfying non-emptiness, extended constrained
egalitarianism, and the Hart and Mas-Colell reduced game property. Arín and Inarra
(1997) showed that in general the egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989) does
not satisfy the Davis-Maschler reduced game property, nor the Hart and Mas-Colell reduced game property. Finally, Arín and Iiiarra (1997) showed that for convex games the
egalitarian allocation belongs to the egalitarian set.
Given the results above that for the class of convex games the egalitarian allocation
exists and belongs to the egalitarian set, we would like to reconsider the egalitarian solution on the class of convex games. In the first part of this chapter, which is based on
Klijn et al. (2000b), we provide four new characterizations of the egalitarian solution,
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without directly making use of Dutta's (1990) prescriptive property constrained egalitarianism on two-person games. All four characterizations involve a stability property
due to the concept of the equal division core from Selten (1972) and all but tlie first
characterization involve a property restricting maximum payoffs. For the first characterization we use in addition efficienc,y and a new, weak reduced game property. The other
three characterizations only need in addition the new, weak reduced game property, a
weak variant of the reduced game property of Davis and Maschler (1965), and a weak
variant of the reduced game property of Hart and Mas-Colell (1989), respectively. Here,
weak means that we only look at the reduced game where the players receiving most
have been sent away.
The stability property due to the concept of the equal division core from Selten (1972),
called equal division stability, states that for any convex game and for any coalitiou there
is some player in this coalition that gets at least the average of the value of the coalition
in the game. Clearly, any core allocation satisfies this property. The intuitive reasoning
behind this property is spelt out in Selten (1972). In short, the principle of eqrial division
is a strong distributive norm that influences the behavior of tlre players. The attention
of the players is attracted by coalitions with high equal shares.

This is confirmed by

the great number of cases of experimental games in 5elten (1972) in which the outcome
is such that there is no coalition that can divide its value equally among its members
giving all of them more than in the original outcome.

The second property, which concerns the boundedness of the payoffs, states that the
payoffs of the players receiving most is bounded by imposing the condition that the sum
of payoffs of these players does not exceed the value of the players in the game. Tlris
may be desirable from a social point of view.
As is clear from the properties used for the characterizations of the egalitarian solution, it is best applied in the case of cost savings games. Examples of cost savings games
are bankruptcy games (O'Neill (1982) and Aumann and Maschler (1985)), sequencing
games (Curiel et al. (1989)), market games (Shapley and Shubik (1969)), and linear
production games (Owen (1975)). In fact, some interesting classes of these games mentioned above are convex, i.e., an agent contributes more to the benefits of a coalition
when the coalition becomes larger. Recall that for convex games one easily applies the
algorithm of Dutta and Ray (1989) to find the egalitarian solution.
Among the cost games that can be found in the literature are airport games (Littlechild and Owen (1973)) and minimum cost spanning tree games (Bird (1976)). Very
often these games satisfy the property of concavity, i.e., the marginal burden of an agent
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to the costs of a coalition decreases when the coalition becomes larger. The egalitarian
solution of Dutta and Ray (1989) is not very appropriate for cost games. In fact, since
the cost games above are often concave, the egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989)
may be empty (provided that the game is not additive). For cost games one better applies a dual solution. Therefore, we introduce in the second part of this chapter, which
is based on Klijn et al. (2000a), a natural counterpart of the egalitarian solution. This
new solution concept is called the dual egalitarian solution and fits well with cost games.
We define, along the lines of Dutta and Ray (1989), a dual of Lorenz domination and
then construct our dual egalitarian solution. We show that Lorenz domination and dual
Lorenz domination are equivalent. Flzrthermore, it turns out that the dual egalitarian
solution is either a singleton or the empty set. If it is non-empty it is called the dual egalitarian allocation. Subsequently, we study the relations with the egalitarian solution of
Dutta and Ray (1989) and the core of the game. Next, we introduce an algorithm similar
to that of Dutta and Ray (1989) to calculate the dual egalitarian allocation for concave
games. We show that the dua] egalitarian allocation is in the dual core of the concave
game and that the dual egalitarian allocation Lorenz dominates a11 other allocations in
the dual core.
Our main result is that for a convex game the egalitarian allocation coincides with
the dual egalitarian allocation for its dual (concave) game. Similar duality results are
provided by Funaki (1994) and concern, among others, the core, the Shapley value
(Shapley (1953)), and the prenucleolus (Schmeidler (1969)). This means that if a decision
making situation is both formulated in terms of a cost savings game and a cost game, in
either situation the recommended allocation rule is the same.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.2 we first recall the definition of
the egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989) and the algorithm of Dutta and Ray
(1989) for locating the egalitarian allocation of convex games. In Section 7.3 we provide
our characterizations of the egalitarian solution on the class of convex games. Finally,
in Section 7.4 we introduce and treat a dual egalitarian solution.

7.2

The egalitarian solution

To recall the definition of the egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989) we need to
introduce some notation, most of which is due to Dutta and Ray (1989). Let S be a nonempty subset of { 1, ...,~,}. To avoid unnecessary notational complications we denote
any x E RS by x-(xl, ... , x~s~). For any x E RS, we denote by ~ the vector obtained
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by permuting the indices of x such that ~1 ~~2 ~~-~~~~s~. For x E Rs and T C S,
we denote the projection of x on RT by xT -( x~);ET. Let (N, v) be a game. An allocation x E Rs is feasible for S if ~iES x; - v(S). The
Lorenz map E is defined on the domain
A:-

{A : A C R~ for some k, and there exists ~ E R
such that ~k 1 xi -~ for all x E A}.

For each set A E A, the set of all allocations in A that are Lorenz undominated within
A is denoted by EA. Formally, for A E A with A C Rk we have
EA :-

{x E A: there is no y E A such that ~i-1 y, C~z-1 xi for all
j - 1, 2, ..., k, with strict inequality for some j}.

The Lorenz core is defined inductively as follows. The Lorenz core of a singleton coalition
is defined by L({i}, v) :- {v(i)}. Now suppose that the Lorenz cores for all coalitions of
cardinality k or less have been defined, where 1 C k c n. The Lorenz core of a coalition
S of size k-~ 1 is defined by
L(S, v) :- {x E Rs : x is feasible for S, and there is no T C S and
y E EL(T, v) such that y 1 xT} .
If x E Rs and there is T C S and y E EL(T, v) such that y) xT, then we say that y
Lorenz blocks (L-blocks) x. We shall also say in this case that T L-blocks x. Furthermore,
note that Core(S, v) C L(S, v).
Dutta and Ray (1989) called EL(N, v) the egalitarian solution. They proved that
EL(N, v) is either empty or a singleton. If it is non-empty, then its unique element is
called the egalitarian allocation. With a slight abuse of notation we often denote the
egalitarian allocation, if it exists, by EL(N, v).
For convex games Dutta and Ray (1989) described a finite algorithm to locate the
unique egalitarian allocation. Let us recall their algorithm. In every step of the algorithm
a convex game is considered. The set of players in this game is the set of players that
have not received a payoff yet. The largest coalition with the highest average worth is
selected and the players in this coalition receive this average worth. The average worth
of coalition S C N in the game (N, v) is defined by
a(S v) :- vl(I)
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Algorithm for the egalitarian solution for convex games (Dutta and R.ay
(1989))
Input
A convex game (N, v).
Procedure
Define Nl :- N and vl :- v.
Step 1.

Let Sl be the largest coalition with the highest average worth in the game

(Ni, vi). Define
ELi(N, v) :- a(Sl, vl)

for all i E Sl.

Step k. Suppose that Sl, S2, ... , Sk-1 have been defined recursively and Sl U S2 U-.. U
Sk-1 ~ N. Define a new game with player set Nk :- Nk-1`Sk-1 - N`(S1US2U. ..USk-1).
For all subcoalitions S C Nk, define vk(S) :- vk-i(Sk-i U S) -vk-i(Sk-i). Define Sk to
be the largest coalition with the highest average worth in the game (Nk, vk). Define
EL~(N, v) :- a(Sk, vk)

for all i E Sk.

Output
The egalitarian allocation EL(N, v).

We remark that the convexity of (Nk-1, vk-1) implies the convexity of (Nk, vk), which
in turn ensures the existence of the largest coalition with the highest average worth in
(Nk,vk).

Note that in at most ~N~ steps the algorithm ends.

Dutta and Ray (1989)

showed that for each convex game (N, v), EL(N, v) is a core allocation that Lorenz
dominates all other core allocations. Fhrthermore, they noted that for each convex game
(N, v) it holds that

ELZ(N,v) ) EL~(N,v)

for all i E Sk, j E Sktl.

(7.1)
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In this section we provide four characterizations of the egalitarian solution over the class
of convex games. All characterizations involve a stability property due to the concept of
the equal division core from Selten (1972) and all but the first characterization involve a
property restricting maximum payoffs. For the first characterization we use in addition
efficiency and a new, weak reduced game property.

The other three characterizations

only need in addition the new, weak reduced game property, a weak variant of the the
reduced game property of Davis and Maschler (1965), and a weak variant of the reduced
game property of Hart and Mas-Colell ( 1989), respectively. Here, weak means that we
only look at the reduced game where the players receiving most have been sent away.

We start with describing all properties that we use in the characterizations. Let C be
the class of convex TU-games. A solution on C is a map ~ assigning to each convex game
(N, v) E C an element zy(N, v) E RN such that ~tiEN ~z(N, v) C v(N). Let (N, v) be a
convex game. Given the solution zli, define S~`(N, v, zli) (or Sm for short, if no confusion
is possible) to be the set of players with the highest payoff. Formally,
S~` - Sm(N,v,~(i) : - argmaxzlij(N,v).
jEN

A solution zli on C satisfies2
. e,fficiency ( EFF) if for all games (N, v) E C:
~ ~G~(N~ ~~) - v(N)
iEN

. constrained egalitarianisnz (CE) if for all games ({i, j},v) E C:
~~({i, j},v) -

max{v(i), v 2'~ }

if v(~) c v 2' ;

v(i, j) - v(i)

otherwise.

Constrained egalitarianism is a prescriptive property on two-person games that Dutta
(1990) employed for his characterizations of the egalitarian solution.

. eqv,al division stability (EDS) if for all games (N, v) E C and all coalitions S C N,
S~ Q1 there exists a player i E S with
~jit(N, v) ~ a(S, v).
2For discussions on the reduced game properties we refer to Hart and Mas-Colell ( 1989) and Driessen
(1991).
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Equal division stability plays an important role in the concept of equal division core from
Selten (1972). As a great number of experimental games in Selten (1972) have shown,
the principle of equal division is a strong distributive norm that influences the behavior
of the players.

. bounded maximum payoff property (BMPP) if for all games (N, v) E C:
~
iE S~`

~;(N,v) ~ v(S~`).

The property BMPP states that the payoffs of the players receiving most is bounded,
which may be desirable from a social point of view.

. DM reduced game property

(DMRGP) if for all games (N, v) E C, all coalitions
S C N, and all players i E N`S:
Wi(N,v) - ~i(N`S,v-s)i

where v-S is the reduced subgame defined by

v-S(T) :-

0
v(N) -~iES ~lii(N, v)
maxqcs {v(T U Q) -~zEQ z~ii(N, v)}

if T - tD;
if T- N`S;
if D C T C N`S.

DMRGP is the well-known reduced game property of Davis and Maschler (1965).

. DM rnax-reduced game proPerty (DMMRGP) if for all games (N, v) E C and all
players i E N`Sm:
2lJi(N, v) - 1,Ji(N`Sm, v-Sn`)i

where v-Sm is the reduced subgame as defined in DMRGP.
Obviously, DMMRGP is a weaker variant of the reduced game property DMRGP. This
relaxation is quite natural since the players receiving most are the players that may have
the greatest incentive to walk away from the grand coalition.
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. HM reduced game property (HMRGP) if for all games (N, v) E C, all coalitions
S C N, and all players i E N`S:
~Gz(N, v) - ~2(N`S, v-S),
where v-S is the reduced subgame defined by

v-S(T) :- v(SUT) -~ a~;(SUT,v)

for all T C N`S.

iES

HMRGP is the well-known reduced game property of Hart and Mas-Colell (1989).
. HM ma~-reduced game property (HMMRGP) if for all games (N, v) E C and all
players i E N`S~`:
~i(N~ v) - ~i(N`sm~ v-Sm)i
where v-S~` is the reduced subgame defined as in HMRGP.

HMMRGP is a weaker variant of the reduced game property HMRGP.
. ma~-reduced game property (NIRGP) if for all games (N, v) E C and all players
i E N`Sm:
~Gi(N, v) - ~G~(N`Sm, v-Sm),
where v-S~` is the reduced subgame defined by
v-Sm(T) :- v(Sri` UT) - v(Sm)

for all T C N`Sn`.

MRGP is a new, weak reduced game property.
The following theorem shows that the egalitarian solution satisfies all aforementioned
properties.

Theorem 7.3.1 The egalitarian solution satisfies the properties EFF, CE, EDS, BMMP,
DMRGP, DMMRGP, HMRGP, HMMRGP, and MRGP.
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Proof. Since the egalitarian solution EL assigns to every convex game a core allocation,
it satisfies EDS and EFF (in particular, it is a solution, i.e., ~iEN EL;(N, v) C v(N)).
It follows from (7.1) that every player in Sl receives the maximum payoff and that all
other players receive less than this maximum. Since the players in Sl equally divide
v(Sl) it follows that EL satisfies BMPP. From Dutta (1990) it follows that EL satisfies
CE and the reduced game properties DMRGP and HMRGP. Any solution that satisfies DMRGP (HMRGP), also satisfies DMMRGP (HMMRGP). Hence, EL also satisfies
DMMRGP and HMMRGP. Finally, it follows straightforwardly from the algorithm for
the egalitarian solution that EL satisfies MRGP.

~

The following results are due to Dutta (1990).
Theorem 7.3.2 (Dutta (1990)~The egalitarian solution is the unique solution that satisfies CE and DMRGP.

Theorem 7.3.3 (Dutta (1990)) The egalitarian solution is the unique solution that satisfies CE and HMRGP.
For our first characterization we need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.3.4 If a solution zli satisfies EFF and MRGP then for all (N, v) E C and all
iES~`

~ii(N, v) - a(Sn`, v).

Proof. Let zli be a solution that satisfies EFF and Iv1RGP. Let (N, v) be a convex game.
It follows from MRGP and the efficiency of zG with respect to the games (N, v) and
(N`Sn`, v`-S~`) that
~

~i(N, v)

-

iESm

~ 4~i(N, v) iEN

-

v(N)-

~

~i(N, v)

iEN`Sm

~

~i(N`Sm,v-Sm)

i E N`S~`

-

v(~r) - v-Sm(N`Sm)

-

v(N) - (v(N) - v(Sm))

-

v(S~`).
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Then by definition of Sm it follows imrnediately that for all i E S'n we have zpt(N, v) a(Sm, 1J).

~

Theorem 7.3.5 The egalitarian solution is the uniq~ue solution that satisfees EFF, EDS,
and MRGP.
Proof. By Theorem 7.3.1 it sufFices to show that there is no other solution than EL that
satisfies the properties. To this end, suppose that a solution ~c~i satisfies the properties.
We prove that zli - EL. The proof will be by induction on the number of players.
Clearly, for convex games (N, v) with ~N~ - 1 we have that zli(N, v) - v(1) EL(N, v) by EFF. Suppose that for some p 1 2 we have z(~(N, v) - EL(N, v) for all
convex games (N, v) with ~N~ C p- 1. We prove that zli(N, v) - EL(N, v) for all convex
games (N, v) with ~N~ - p.
Let (N,v) be a convex game with ~N~ - p.

Let S~ be the largest coalition that

maximizes the average worth function a(., v), i.e., a(Sl, v) ~ a(S, v) for all S C N. First
we will show that a(Sl, v) - a(Sm, v). Since zV satisfies EDS there exists a player i E Sl
with zG;(N, v) ~ a(Sl, v). Then for all j E S~` we have

a(Sn`, v) - ~G~(N, v) ~~iz(N, v) ? a(Sl, v),
where the equality follows from Lemma 7.3.4. The first inequality follows by definition
of Sm. Since the definition of Sl implies that a(Sl, v) ) a(Sm, v) we conclude that
a(Sm, v) - a(Si, v).

(7.2)

Again by definition of Sl this implies that S~` C Sl. We will now show that Sm - Sl.
Suppose Sn` C Sl. Taking T- SI`Sn` ~ Ql in MRGP gives
v~~~(S1~Sm)

- 1J(Sl) - v(S~`),

because S"` C Sl. But then
y(Sl)
ISlI

- v(Sl) - vlSm) -i- v(Sm)

-

-

-

ISl``Sml } Isml

v-Sm(Sl`sm)

~ 71(S~n)

ISl`sml ~ IS~I

From this and (7.2) it follows that

a(Sl v) - y(S~) - y-Sm(S~`Sm)
ISII

Isl`Sml

.

(7.3)
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Now, using the convexity of the reduced game (N`Sm,v-S~`) it follows that
Sm(Sl`Sm) for all i
z~ii(N`S"`,v-Sm) - zlit(N,v) G a(Sl,v) - v
E Sl`Sm,

(7.4)

ISl`Sml

where the first equality follows from MRGP, the strict inequality from (7.2) and the
definition of Sm, and the second equality from (7.3). Inequality (7.4) contradicts with
EDS with respect to the coalition Sl`Sm in the reduced game (N`Sm,v-Sm). Hence,
the assumption Sm C SI is false. Since Sn` C Sl, this completes the proof of Sm - Sl.
It remains to prove that indeed from Sn` - Sl it follows that ~(i(N, v) - EL(N, v).
Note first that Lemma 7.3.4, the definition of Sm, and Sm - SI yield
~~(N,v) - vl(S I) - EL;(N,v)

for all i E Sm.

(7.5)

So, if Sn` - N we are done. If Sn` ~ N it holds that
zp;(N, v) - zli;(N`Sn`, v-Sm) - EL;(N`Sm, v-S~`) - ELz(N, v)

for all i E N`Sm,
(7.6)

where the first equality follows from MRGP, the second equality from the induction
hypothesis, and the third equality from Sm - Sl and the algorithm of Dutta and Ray
(1989). The theorem now follows from ( 7.5) and (7.6).
~
It follows from the following examples that the properties in Tlieorem 7.3.9 are logically
independent.
. The solution that equally divides the worth of the grand coalition to the players
satisfies EFF and MRGP, but does not satisfy EDS.
. The solution a(N, v) - ZE(N, v) satisfies ED5 and MRGP, but not EFF.
. The Shapley value (cf. Shapley (1953)) satisfies EFF and EDS, but not MRGP.
We obtain our second characterization by replacing EFF by BMMP in Theorem 7.3.5.
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.3.6 If a solution zli satzsfies EDS and BMPP then for all (N, v) E C and all
iESn`
zli;(N, v) - a(Sm, v).
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Proof. Let zli be a solution that satisfies EDS and BMPP. Let (N, v) be a convex game.
Suppose there is a player i E Sm such that ~c~il(N, v) c a(Sm, v). Since all players in Sm
receive the same payoff we have a contradiction with EDS. Hence, ~i;(N, v) ~ a(Sm, v)
for all i E Sm. By BMPP, it then immediately follows that zliz(N, v) - a(S'n, v) for all
iESn`.

~

Theorem 7.3.7 The egalitarian solution is the unique solution that satisfi:es EDS, BMPP,
and MRGP.

Proof. The proof is omitted since it runs along the lines of the proof of Theorem 7.3.5.
0
The only difference is that we use Lemma 7.3.6 instead of Lernma 7.3.4.

Our third and fourth characterization are obtained by replacing MRGP in Theorem
7.3.7 by either DMMRGP or HMMRGP.
Theorem 7.3.8 The egalitarian solution is the unique solution that satisfies EDS, BMPP,
and DMMRGP.
Theorem 7.3.9 The egalitarian solution is the unique solution that satisfies EDS, BMPP,
and HMMRGP.
The proofs of Theorems 7.3.8 and 7.3.9 are closely related to the proof of Theorem 7.3.5 and can be found in Klijn et al. (1998). The following examples show that
the properties in the characterizations in Theorems 7.3.7, 7.3.8, and 7.3.9 are logically
independent.
. The solution that equally divides the worth of the grand coalition to the players
satisfies BMPP, MRGP, DMMRGP, and HMMRGP, but does not satisfy EDS.
. The solution a(N, v) - 2 E(N, v) satisfies EDS and MRGP, but not BMPP.
. Sobolev (1975) showed that the prenucleolus satisfies DMRGP. Hence, the prenucleolus satisfies DMMRGP. Furthermore, the prenucleolus belongs to the core for
convex games and hence it satisfies EDS. Finally, the prenucleolus does not satisfy
BMPP.
. Hart and Mas-Colell (1989) showed that the Shapley value satisfies HMRGP.
Hence, the Shapley value satisfies HMMRGP. Furthermore, the Shapley value belongs to the core for convex games (Shapley (1971)) and hence it satisfies EDS.
Finally, the Shapley value does not satisfy BMPP.
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. Let us define the solution Q as follows. Let ( N, v) be a convex game. Let Sl be the
coalition that is determined in the first step of the algorithm to locate EL(N, v).
If Sl ~ N, define the game (N`Sl , v-s, ) by
v-s~(T) :-

v(N) - v(Si)

if T- N~Si;

v(T)

if T C N`Sl.

Note that v(N) - v(Sl) ) v(N`Sl). Hence, (N`Sl,v-s,) is convex. Now, let
Q1(N, v) -

-~ EL;(N, v)

EL2(N`SI,v-s,)

if i E Si;

if i ~ Sl.

Obviously, ~3 satisfies EFF. We will show that ~3 satisfies EDS. Let S C N, S~ Ql. If
Sr1Si ~~ then for i E Sf1Si we have ~3~(N, v) - ELz(N, v) 1 a(S, v). If S C N~Si
it follows that there exists a player i E S with Q2(N, v) - ELZ(N`Sl, v-s, ) 1
a(S, v-s, )) a(S, v), where the last inequality follows from the definition of v-s, .
So, ,Q also satisfies EDS. Finally we will show that ~3 ~ EL implying that Q
satisfies neither MRGP, DMMRGP, nor HMMRGP. Consider the convex 3-person
game ({ l, 2, 3}, v) defined by

10
v(S) :-

if S E {{1}, {1,3}};

16

if S - {1, 2};

20

if S- N;

0

otherwise.

Then it can be checked that Si - {1}, EL(N, v) - ( 10, 6, 4), and Q(N, v) (10, 5, 5). Hence, ~ satisfies neither MRGP, DMI~IRGP, nor HMMRGP.
We now state two other characterizations of the egalitarian solution. They are immediate consequences of Theorems 7.3.8 and 7.3.9.

Corollary 7.3.10 The egalitarian solution is the unique solution that satisfies EDS,
BMPP, and DMRGP.
Corollary 7.3.11 The egalitarian solution is the unique solution that satisfies EDS,
BMPP, and HMRGP.
The examples used to show the logical independence of the properties in Theorems
7.3.7, 7.3.8, and 7.3.9 can also be used to show that the properties in Corollaries 7.3.10
and 7.3.11 are logically independent.

7.4. A dual egalitarian solution
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In this section we introduce a dual egalitarian solution, an egalitarian solution for cost
games that is the natural counterpart of the egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989).
The definition of the dual egalitarian solution runs along the lines of the definition of the
egalitarian solution. We first define a dual of Lorenz domination and then contruct our
ciual egalitarian solution. We show that Lorenz domination and dual Lorenz domination
are equivalent. Furthermore, the dual egalitarian solution turns out to be either a singleton ( the unique dual egalitarian allocation) or the empty set. After that, we study
t.he relations with the egalitarian allocation of Dutta and Ray (1989) and the core of the
game. Next, we introduce an algorithm sirnilar to that of Dutta and Ray ( 1989) to locate
the dual egalitarian allocation for concave games. We show that the dual egalitarian allocation is in the dual core of the concave game and that the dual egalitarian allocation
Lorenz dominates all other allocations in the dual core. Our main result is that for a
convex game the egalitarian allocation coincides with the dual egalitarian allocation for
its dual (concave) game.

First we need some extra notation. Let S C {1, ... , n}. For any x E RS, we denote
by x the vector obtained by permuting the indices of x such that xl G xZ G... G x~s~.
Let (N, v) be a game. The dual Lorenz map D is defined on the same domain as the
Lorenz map E, i.e.,
A:-

{A : A C Rk for some k, and there exists ~ E R
such that ~k 1 xi -.~ for all x E A} .

For each set A E,A, DA is the set of all allocations in A that are dv,al Lorenz undominated within A. Formally, for A E A with A C Rk we have
DA :-

{x E A:

there is no y E A such that ~2-1 y; j~i-1 xi for all
j- 1, 2, ..., k, with strict inequality for some j}.

The dual Lorenz core of a singleton coalition is defined by L'({i},v) :- {v(i)}. Now
suppose that the dual Lorenz cores for all coalitions of cardinality k or less have been
defined, where 1 G k G n. The dual Lorenz core of a coalition S of size k~- 1 is defined
by

L"(S, v) :-

{x E RS : x is feasible for S, and there is no T C S and
y E DL' (T, v) such that y G xT} .
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If x E RS and there ís T C S and y E DL'(T, v) such that y C~T, then we say that
y dual Lorenz blocks (L'-blocks) x. We shall also say in this case that T L'-blocks x.
Fllrthermore, note that C' (S, v) C L` (S, v).

We call DL`(N,v) the dual egalitarian solution. Before we continue we first show
that the operators D and E coincide.
Lemma 7.4.1 The operotors D and E coincide.
Proof. Let A E A.

Then there is a coalition S- {1, ..., k} and a number ~ E R

such that ~k 1 zi -.~ for all z E A. Let z E A. Consider the vectors z and z. Recall
that zl 1 z2 )...~ zk and zl C z2 c... c zk. Clearly, for all i- 1, ..., k we have
z; - zk-itl.
Let ~, y E A. FY~om the observation above and ~~` 1~i -.~ -~á 1 yi it follows that
the following conditions are equivalent:
j

j

~ yi ?~xi for all j- 1, ... , k with a strict inequality for some j t~
i-1

i-1

i

j

~ y; ?~.~i for all j- 1, ... , k- 1 with a strict inequality for some j
i-1

a

i-1

k

k

~ yi G~~i for all j- 1, ...
i-jt1
k

k- 1 with a strict inequality for some j

b

i-jt1
k

~ yk-itl C~~k-itl for all j- 1, ... , k- 1 with a strict inequality for some j~
i-jt1

i-jt1
j

j

~ yi C~~i for all j- 1, ... , k- 1 with a strict inequality for some j t-s
i-1

i-1
j

j

i-1

i-1

for all j- 1, ... , k with a strict inequality for some j.
Fl~om this it immediately follows that DA - EA.

O

F'rom Lemma 7.4.1 it follows that dual Lorenz domination coincides with Lorenz domination. Henceforth, we will use the notation E instead of D. The proof of the next
theorem is omitted since it runs completely analogously to the proof of Theorem 1 of
Dutta and Ray (1989).
Theorem 7.4.2 The dual egalitarian solution is either empty or a singleton.
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If DL'(N,v)(- EL`(N,v)) is non-empty, its unique element is called the dval egalitarian allocation of the game (N, v) and, with a slight abuse of notation, is often denoted
by EL'(N,v). The following examples from Dutta and Ray (1989) give an idea about
the relations between the egalitarian solution of a game, the dual egalitarian solution of
its dual game, and the core. Recall that Core(N,v) - Core'(N,v').
The game (N, v) in the first example (Exarnple 1 from Dutta and Ray (1989)) is a
totally balanced game with EL(N, v) - Ql, but EL`(N,v") ~~.

Example 7.4.3 Let N - {1, 2, 3}, v(i) - 0, i E N, v(1, 2) - v(1, 3) - v(N) - 1,
and v(2, 3) - 0. Dutta and Ray (1989) showed that EL(N, v) - 0. It is easy to
verify that EL'(N,v`) - {(1,0,0)}. Note that the game (N,v) is not convex, since
o
v(1, 2) - v(1) - 1~ 0- v(1, 2, 3) - v(1, 3).
The game (N, v) in the second example (Example 2 from Dutta and Ray (1989) ) is
not convex. It holds that EL(N, v) ~ 0, EL`(N, v') - 0, and Core(N, v) - Ql.
Example 7.4.4 Let N-

{1, 2, 3}, v(1) - 0, v(2) - v(3) - 1, v(1, 2) - v(1, 3) -

1.4, and v(2, 3) - v(N) - 2.2.

Dutta and Ray (1989) observed that EL(N, v) -

{(0, 1.1, 1.1)} and Core(N,v) - Ql. It is easy to verify that EL'({1},v')

- {(0)} and

EL"({2}, v') - EL`({3}, v') -{(0.8)}. Since v'(N) - 2.2, it follows that EL'(N, v") -

o

0.

Finally, we consider Example 3 from Dutta and Ray (1989). In this example we
have a non-convex game (N, v) with EL(N, v) - EL` (N, v') ~ Íb, Core(N, v) ~ 0, and
EL(N, v) fl Core(N, v) - 0,
Example 7.4.5 Let N-

{ 1, 2, 3, 4}, v(i) - 0 for all i E N, v(N)

- 2, v(2, 3)

-

1.05, v(3, 4) - 1.9, and for all other S, v(S) is the minimal superadditive function compatible with these values. Dutta and Ray (1989) observed that EL(N, v) -{(0.05, 0.05, 0.95,
0.95)} ~ Core(N, v) ~ 0. One can verify that EL'(N, v') - EL(N, v).

o

Next, we describe an algorithm for locating the (unique) dual egalitarian allocation
for concave games. The algorithm is analogous to the algorithm of Dutta and Ray (1989)
for locating the egalitarian allocation for convex games.
Algorithm for the dual egalitarian solution for concave games

Input
A concave game (N, w).
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Procedure
Define Nl :- N and wl :- w.
Step 1.

Let Tl be the largest coalition with the lowest average worth in the game

(N,wl). Define
xÍ (N, w) :- a(Tl, wl )

for all i E Tl.

5tep k. Suppose that Ti, T2, ... , Tk-1 have been defined recursively and Tl U Tz U... U
Tk-1 ~ N. Define a new game with player set Nk :- N`(Tl U Tz U..~ U Tk-~ ). For all
subcoalitions T C Nk, define wk(T) :- wk-1(Tk-1 U T) - wk-1(Tk-I). Define Tk to be
the largest coalition with the lowest average worth in this game. Define
xi (N, w) :- a(Tk, wk)

for all i E Tk.

Output
The allocation x'(N,w).
We remark that the concavity of (Nk-1, wk-1) implies the concavity of (Nk, wk), which
in turn ensures the existence of the largest coalition with the lowest average worth in
(Nk, wk). Furthermore, note that in at most ~N~ steps the algorithm ends.
Theorem 7.4.6 In a concave game (N, w), the allocation x'(N, w) as constructed by
the algorithm above is the (unique) dual egalitarian allocation. Moreover, x' is in the
dual core Core`(N,w) and Lorenz dominates every other allocation in the dual core.

The proof of Theorem 7.4.6 is omitted since it runs completely analogously to the
proofs of Theorem 2 and 3 of Dutta and R.ay (1989).
From Examples 7.4.3, 7.4.4, and 7.4.5 it follows that in general EL(N, v) does not
coincide with EL'(N, v').

For convex games, however, they do coincide.

This is the

main result of this section.

Theorem 7.4.7 For any convex game (N, v) it holds that EL(N, v) - EL'(N, v`).
Proof. Let (N, v) be a convex game. Dutta and R.ay (1989) showed that EL(N, v) C
Core(N, v) and that the unique egalitarian solution Lorenz dominates all other core
allocations in Core(N, v). Note also that (N, v') is a concave game, and hence, according
to Theorem 7.4.6, we have that EL`(N,v) C Core'(N,v'). IVloreover, the unique dual

7.4. A dual egalitarian solution
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egalitarian solution Lorenz dominates all other dual core allocations in Core'(N, v). Now
~
the theorem follows from the observation that Core(N,v) - Core'(N,v').
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Notation
Some specific sets:
~

empty set

1V -{ 1, 2, 3, ... }
R

set of natural numbers
set of reals

Rt -[0, oo)

set of non-negative reals

Rtt -(0, oo)

set of positive reals.

For any x E R9, we denote by ~ and x the vectors obtained by permuting the coordinates
of x such that xl 1~2 ?-.. )~Q and ~1 C~2 C.-~ C~9,respectively.
Let A and B be two sets. We write A C B if A is a subset of B and A~ B. We write
A C B if A is an arbitrary subset of B. The set of functions from A to B is denoted by
BA. Let N be a finite set. The number of elements of N is denoted by ~N~. Elements of
RN are denoted by ~N~-dimensional vectors.
Let N be a finite set. For a finite set A C RN we write conv(A) for the convex hull of
A. If a set B C RN is a polytope, i.e., the convex hull of a finite number of elements of
B, then we denote the set of extreme points of B by ext(B).
Let N be a finite set. The power set of N, denoted by 2N, is the set of all subsets of N.
Let x E RN, S C N. We use the abbreviation x(S) :- ~iES xt. The projection of x on
S is denoted by xs. The characteristic vector of S, es E RN, is defined by
- r 1
(es)` ~- Sl 0

ifiES;
if i~ S.

Let N be a finite set. An ordering of N is a bijective map ~r : N-f {1, ..., ~N~}. The
set of all orderings of N is denoted by II(N). A permutation of N is a bijective map
~r : N--~ N. The set of all permutations of N is denoted by IIN.
The symbol ~ indicates the end of a proof.
example.
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The symbol o indicates the end of an
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Preliminaries on Cooperative Game
Theory
This appendix provides some basic definitions and results with respect to cooperative
transferable utility games.
A cooperative transferable utility game ( TU-game
or game, for short) is an ordered pair ( N, v) where N C J~I is a finite set of players
and v : 2N -~ R is the characteristic function. The function v assigns a real number
v(S), called the value or worth of S, to every coalition S C N with the convention that
Let N be an infinite set of players.

v(Ql) - 0. The set N is called the grand coalition. The set of all TU-games with player
set N is denoted by ~N. The set of all TU-games by ~:- UNCN~N.

Let (N, v) be a game. If no confusion is possible, we sometimes use v to refer to
the game ( N, v). For the sake of convenience we often write v(il, i2i ..., ik) instead of
v({il, i2, ..., ik}) for a coalition {il, i2, ..., i~} C N. The subgames of (N, v) are the games
(S, v~s) where S C N and v~s : S -~ R is the restriction of the map v to the coalition S.
If no confusion is possible, we write (S, v) for (S, v~s).
A game can reflect cost savings (or rewards) or costs. A cost savings game (or reward
game) is denoted by v and a cost game by c.

A game (N, v) is called superadditive if and only if for every pair of disjoint coalitions the
value of the union of the coalitions is at least the sum of the values of the two coalitions
separately. Formally, (N, v) is superadditive if and only if

v(S U T) ~ v(S) -~ v(T)

for a11 S, T C N with S n T- 0.

A game ( N, v) is called conve~ if and only if
v(S UT) ~ v(S fl T) ? v(S) ~- v(T)
151

for all S,T C N
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or, as can be shown, equivalently, if and only if
v(T U{i}) - v(T) j v(S U{i}) - v(S)

for all i E N and all S,T C N`{i}.

Hence, in a convex game the marginal contribution of a player increases weakly if he
joins a larger coalition. Clearly, every convex game is superadditive. A superadditive
game does not need to be convex.
Let (N, v) be a game.

Elements of RN are called allocations for (N, v).

A solution

(concept) for a class of games G~ C~ is a map cp that assigns to each game (N, v) E G~ a
subset cp(N, v) of RN. If for every game (N, v) E~~ the set cp(N, v) is a singleton, then
we call cp a one-point solution (concept).
In cooperative game theory it is usually assumed that the grand coalition forms.
Hence, one is interested in a division of the worth of the grand coalition, i.e., efficient
allocations. The imputation set I(N, v) is the solution concept on G that assigns to
each game the set of efFicient and individually rational allocations. Formally, for a game
(N, v) the imputation set I(N, v) is defined by
I(N, v) :- {x E RN : x(N) - v(N) and xt 1 v(i) for all i E N}.
The elements of the imputation set are called imputations. The imputation set of (N, v)
is not empty if and only if
~
iEN

(i) G v(N).

Let (N,v) be a game. The core (cf. Ransmeier (1942) and Gillies (1959)) of (N,v) is
defined by
Core(N, v) :- {~ E RN :~(N) - v(N) and ~(S) ~ v(S) for all S C N}.
The elements of the core of a game are called core allocations. Note that the core of
a game is a(possibly empty) subset of its imputation set. Let (N, v) be a game. If
the worth v(N) of the grand coalition is divided according to a core allocation, then no
coalition has an incentive to split off from the grand coalition, since for each coalition S
the amount x(S) is at least the worth v(S) which they can obtain by forming S. Other
solution concepts that are discussed in this monograph are defined in their respective
chapters.
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Let N be a set. A non-empty collection Ci C 2N`{m} is called balanced if and orily if for
all S E(3 there exists a positive weight ~S 1 0 such that
eN - ~ ~Ses.
SE13

A garne ( N, v) is called balanced if and only if for each balanced collection Ci C 2N`{0}
with positive weights (.~s)sEB we have

~ ~sv(S) G v(N).
SEB

Bondareva ( 1963) and Shapley ( 1967) proved independently that non-emptiness of the
core and balancedness of a game are equivalent, i.e., for a game (N, v) we have
Core(N, v) ~ 0 a ( N, v) is balanced.
A game is called totally balanced if and only if all subgames are balanced.
Let (N,v) be a game.

Let ~r : N~{1,...,~N~} be an ordering of the players.

The

marginal vector m~(N, v) E RN is defined by

mi (N,v) :- v({j E N:~r(j) c~r(i)}) - v({j E N:~r(j) c~r(i)})

for all i E N.

The Weber set W(N,v) is the convex hull of the n! marginal vectors. Shapley (1971)
proved that for convex games the core and the Weber set coincide. As a consequence,
convex games are balanced.
Let (N, c) be a cost game. Then the corresponding cost savings game (N, v) is defined
by
v(S) :- ~ c(i) - c(S)

for all S C N.

iES

Consequently, the properties and solution concepts for cost games can easily be derived
from the definitions presented above. We point out that a game ( N, c) is called concave
if and only if the corresponding cost savings game is convex. Hence, a game (N, c) is
concave if and only if
c(S U T) -~ c(S n T) c c(S) -~ c(T)

for all S, T C N.

The dual core of a game ( N, v) is defined by
Core'(N, v) :- {.x E RN :~~~ - v(N) and ~ xt G v(S) for all S C N}.
iEN

2ES
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A game is called dv,al balanced if and only if its dual core is non-empty. The dual game
of a game (N, v) is the game (N, v'), where v' is defined by
v'(S) :- v(N) - v(N`S)
It is easily shown that Core(N, v) - Core'(N, v`).

for all S C N.
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Een Speltheoretische Benadering
voor Toewijzingsproblemen
Samenvatting
Speltheorie bestudeert wiskundige modellen die voortkomen uit conflict- of samenwerkingssituaties in veelal economische beslissingsproblemen. In een groot aantal economische situaties is er sprake van een toewijzingsprobleem. Dit proefschrift modelleert
en analyseert uiteenlopende toewijzingsproblemen middels speltheoretische modellen en
concepten. Binnen de speltheorie zijn er verschillende gebieden aan te wijzen waarmee
we toewijzingsproblemen kunnen analyseren. In dit proefschrift maken we gebruik van
twee deelgebieden binnen de speltheorie. Het eerste deelgebied bestudeert allocaties en
matchings die zekere gewenste eigenschappen vervullen. Het tweede deelgebied is de
cobperatieve speltheorie, waarin we veronderstellen dat spelers, nog voordat de feitelijke
beslissingen genomen worden, bindende afspraken kunnen maken.
In hoofdstuk 2 bestuderen we hoe we een eindig aantal ondeelbare goederen op een
`eerlijke' wijze kunnen verdelen over een zelfde aantal agenten. We staan zijdelingse
betalingen toe. Voorbeelden van economische conflictsituaties die hier onder vallen zijn
de verdeling van erfstukken over erfgenamen en de verdeling van de kamers en de huur
over de bewoners in een studentenhuis. De allocaties die we bekijken wijzen aan iedere
agent een object en een geldbedrag toe. We verschafFen een algoritme dat voor ieder
toewijzingsprobleem met lineaire structuur in de nutsfuncties een afgunst-vrije allocatie
berekent. Een allocatie is afgunst-vrij als iedere agent zijn eigen bundel (object plus
geldbedrag) prefereert boven de bundel van elke andere agent. Een belangrijk stuk
gereedschap in het algoritme is de afgunst-graaf. De afgunst-graaf die correspondeert
met een allocatie beeldt op eenvoudige wijze de afgunst tussen de agenten af. Ten
slotte wordt er ingegaan op de structuur van de verzameling van afgunst-vrije allocaties.
De hoekpunten van deze verzameling worden gekarakteriseerd gebruikmakend van de
afgunst-graaf.
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Hoofdstuk 3 behandelt het huwelijksmodel dat een metafoor is voor verschillende
In het huwelijksmodel zijn er twee marktzijden, waarbij elk van

bilaterale markten.

de agenten een ordinale preferentie heeft over de agenten aan de andere marktzijde.
Een voorbeeld is een arbeidsmarkt waarbij bedrijven en employés de marktzijden representeren. Het probleem is nu het vinden van matchings tussen beide marktzijden
die, lettend op de preferenties, aan bepaalde stabiliteitseisen voldoen. In dit hoofdstuk
introduceren we `zwakke stabiliteit', een concept dat een relaxatie is van het klassieke
concept `stabiliteit'. Het hoofdresultaat is dat onder de aanname van strikte preferenties de verzameling van zwak stabiele en zwak efficiënte matchings samenvalt met een
oplossingsconcept dat uitgaat van bepaalde onderhandelingsprincipes.
Hoofdstuk 4 is het eerste hoofdstuk waarin we cotiperative speltheorie toepassen om
toewij-zingsproblemen te bestuderen. In dit hoofdstuk bestuderen we twee klassen van
spelen die gerelateerd zijn aan scheduling problemen. Scheduling problemen doen zich
bijvoorbeeld voor bij het opstellen van een onderhoudsschema voor vliegtuigen en het
productieproces van auto's. De eerste klasse van spelen is de klasse van permutatiespelen.
De scheduling situaties die gemodelleerd worden door permutatiespelen zijn die waarin
er een verzameling agenten is, elk met een taak en een machine die precies een taak
kan uitvoeren.

De agenten kunnen samenwerken door hun machines beschikbaar te

stellen voor andere taken. Aldus verkrijgen we een kostenspel waarbij de waarde voor
een groep agenten (spelers) gelijk is aan haar minimumkosten om hun taken te laten
uitvoeren op hun machines. Met het algoritme voor afgunst-vrije allocaties uit hoofdstuk
2 construeren we core allocaties voor permutatiespelen. Een core allocatie is een verdeling
van de totale kosten over de spelers zodanig dat geen enkele groep van spelers meer
betaalt dan in geval ze zich zouden afsplitsen van de overige spelers. De tweede klasse
van spelen gerelateerd aan scheduling situaties is de klasse van m-sequencing spelen.
Deze klasse van spelen modelleert situaties waarin een aantal taken (corresponderend
met spelers) op m parallele en identieke machines moet worden uitgevoerd. Er bestaat
een core allocatie voor een m-sequencing spel dan en slechts dan als er een core allocatie
bestaat voor een gerelateerd machinespel. Gebruikmakend van deze relatie laten we
vervolgens zien dat er een core allocatie bestaat voor twee speciale deelklassen van msequencing spelen.

In hoofdstukken 5 en 6 bestuderen we twee gerelateerde klassen van spelen: toewijzingsspelen en een deelklasse, buurspelen. Toewijzingsspelen modelleren bilaterale markten met behulp van co~peratieve speltheorie. Ieder paar van spelers uit verschillende
marktzijden maakt bij de vorming ervan een bepaalde winst. De waarde van een groep
spelers is de ma3cimale som van winsten van paren die gevormd kunnen worden en waar-
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bij elk paar bestaat uit leden uit beide marktzijden. Ieder toewijzingsspel is een permutatiespel en heeft dus een core allocatie. In hoofdstuk 5 gaan we in op de structuur van
de core, de verzameling van core allocaties. We laten zien dat elk hoekpunt van de core
een marginale vect.or is.

In hoofdstuk 6 beschouwen we de deelklasse van buurspelen.

Deze spelen komen voort uit bepaalde matching en schedv,ling situaties waarin de spelers in een 1-dimensionale rij staan en alleen direct kunnen samenwerken met hun buren.
We bestuderen de nucleolus en de le~ima.x solv,tion, twee eenpunts-oplossingen die in
de core zitten en tevens een zeker egalitarisme implementeren. Naast karakteriseringen
verschafien we ook algoritmes om beide oplossingen te berekenen.

Ten slotte, in hoofdstuk 7, bestuderen we een egalitair oplossingsconcept voor de
klasse van convexe spelen. De kenmerkende eigenschap van convexe spelen is dat de
marginale contributie van een speler (zwak) toeneemt naarmate hij tot een grotere
We verschaffen verschillende, logisch onafhankelijke karakteriseringen van het egalitaire oplossingsconcept zonder gebruik te maken van een eigenschap
die de oplossing voorschrijft voor twee-persoonsspelen. Daarnaast introduceren we een
coalitie toetreedt.

egalitair oplossingsconcept dat analoog gedefinieerd is aan het eerder genoemde oplossingsconcept, maar meer geschikt is voor kostenspelen. We laten zien dat de egalitaire
oplossing voor een convex spel samenvalt met de nieuwe oplossing voor het geassocieerde
duale spel.
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Problemas de Asignación desde la
Perspectiva de la Teoría de Juegos
Resumen
La teoría de juegos estudia modelos matemáticos que provienen de situaciones de
conflicto y cooperación en problemas de decisión, generalmente económicos. Los problemas de asignación surgen en un gran numero de situaciones económicas. En esta tesis
se plantean y analizan varios problemas de asignación utilizando modelos y conceptos
de la teorfa de juegos. En el campo de la teoría de juegos los problemas de asignación
se pueden analizar desde diferentes vertientes. En esta memoria se consideran dos: a) la
del estudio de asignaciones y matchings que satisfacen ciertas propiedades deseadas, b)
la de la teoría de juegos cooperativos, en la que suponemos que los jugadores, antes de
tomar una decisión efectiva, son capaces de establecer acuerdos.
En el capftulo 2 se estudia cómo se puede distribuir de una manera "justa" un numero
de objetos indivisibles entre un mismo numero de agentes, admitiendo pagos laterales.
El modelo engloba situaciones económicas de conflicto como, por ejemplo, la distribución
de los objetos y el capital de una herencia entre los herederos; o la distribución de las
habitaciones y el alquiler de las mismas en una residencia de estudiantes. Las asignaciones que se consideran le asignan a cada agente un objeto y una cantidad de dinero. Se
presenta un algoritmo que, para cada problema de asignación con funciones de utilidad
lineales, proporciona una asignación sin envidia. Una asignación sin envidia es aquella
en la que cada agente prefiere débilmente su cesta (un objeto y una cantidad de dinero)
en lugar de la que recibe cada uno de los otros agentes.

Se introduce una nueva he-

rramienta, el grafo de envidia asociado a cada asignación, que representa de una manera
sencilla la envidia entre los agentes.

El grafo es fundamental para el algoritmo que se

define. Concluye este capítulo con el análisis detallado de la estructura del conjunto de
las asignaciones sin envidia. Los puntos extremos son caracterizados mediante el grafo
de envidia.
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EI capftulo 3 trata el modelo del matrimonio, metáfora de distintos mercados bilaterales. En dicho modelo el mercado se divide en dos partes, de modo que cada agente
de una parte del mercado tiene una preferencia ordinal sobre los agentes de la otra
parte. Un ejemplo es un mercado de trabajo en el que los empleados y las empresas son
las partes del mercado. El problema es encontrar matchings entre ambas partes que,
teniendo en cuenta las preferencias, satisfagan unas ciertas propiedades de estabilidad.
En este capítulo se introduce un nuevo concepto, la "estabilidad débil", relajación del
concepto de estabilidad clásico. El resultado principal establece que, bajo la suposición
de preferencias estrictas, el conjunto de matchings débilmente estables y débilmente
eficientes coincide con una solución obtenida a partir de principios de regateo.
EI cap[tulo 4 es el primero en el que se aplica la teoría de juegos cooperativos para
estudiar algunos problemas de asignación. En concreto, se estudian dos clases de juegos
que están relacionados con problemas de planificación. Estos problemas se presentan,
por ejemplo, en los planes de reparación de aviones y en el proceso de producción de
coches. La primera clase de juegos es la de los juegos de permutación. Los problemas de
planificación modelables mediante los juegos de permutación son aquellos en los que los
agentes tienen un trabajo y una máquina que puede procesar un trabajo. Los agentes
pueden cooperar poniendo sus máquinas a disposición de otros agentes, con la restricción
de que cada máquina puede procesar solamente un trabajo. De esta manera se obtiene un
juego de costes donde el valor de un conjunto de agentes (jugadores) es el coste mfnimo
para llevar a cabo sus trabajos en las máquinas de su propiedad. Por medio del algoritmo
propuesto en el capítulo 2 para asignaciones sin envidia, se obtiene una asignación en
el nucleo del juego. Dicha asignación es una distribución de los costes totales entre los
jugadores, de tal forma que ningun conjunto de jugadores pague más de lo que pagaría si
se separara de los otros jugadores. La segunda clase de juegos relacionada con situaciones
de planificación es la clase de los juegos de m-secuenciación. Esta clase modela aquellas
situaciones en las que un numero de trabajos (jugadores) deben ser procesados en m
máquinas paralelas e idénticas. Existirá una asignación en el nucleo del juego si y sólo si
existe una asignación en el nucleo de otro juego de máquinas relacionado. Utilizando esta
relación se demuestra que existe una asignación en el nucleo del juego en dos subclases
especiales de juegos de m-secuenciación.

En los capítulos 5 y 6 se estudian dos clases de juegos relacionadas: la clase de
juegos de asignación y una subclase de los mismos, los juegos de vecinos. Los juegos
de asignación describen mercados bilaterales mediante la teoría de juegos. Si un par de
jugadores se forma, uno de cada parte del mercado, se le presupone una determinada
ganancia. El valor de un conjunto de jugadores es la suma máxima de las ganancias
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de los posibles pares. Cada juego de asignación es un juego de permutación, y, como
consecuencia, tiene una asignación en el nucleo del juego. En el capítulo 5 se estudia
la estructura del nucleo. Se demuestra que cada punto extremo del nucleo es un vector
marginal. En el capítulo 6 se considera la clase de los juegos de vecinos, una subclase de
los juegos de asignación. Los juegos de vecinos proceden de ciertas situaciones de planificación y~nzatching en las que los jugadores se encuentran en una cola 1-dimensional, y
las posibilidades de cooperación directa entre los agentes están restringidas a los vecinos.
Se estudian dos soluciones puntuales del nucleo, el nucleolo y la solución leximax, que
además proveen una cierta equidad.

Se caracterizan ambas soluciones y se dan dos

algoritmos para calcularlas.
Por ultimo, en el capítulo 7, se discute una solución igualitaria para la clase de
los juegos convexos.

Estos juegos se caracterizan por el hecho de que la contribución

marginal de un jugador crece (débilmente) a medida que se agranda la coalición a la que
se afilia el jugador. Se proporcionan varias caracterizaciones 1ógicamente independientes
de la solución igualitaria sin utilizar ninguna propiedad que determine la solución para
los juegos con dos jugadores. Además, se introduce una solución igualitaria definida de
forma similar a la anterior, pero que es más adecuada para los juegos de costes.

Se

muestra que la solución igualitaria para un juego convexo coincide con la nueva solución
propuesta para el juego dual asociado.
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